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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

THE EFFECTS OF URBANIZATION ON FELID  

POPULATIONS, INTERACTIONS, AND PATHOGEN DYNAMICS 

 

 

 

Urbanization is one of the most ecologically impactful forms of landscape conversion 

with far-reaching effects on landscape pattern and process, particularly related to animal 

populations.  We evaluated how urbanization affected population density, interspecific 

interactions, and pathogen exposure in wild felid populations.  Specifically, we studied bobcats 

and pumas across wildland, exurban development, and wildland-urban interface (WUI) habitat to 

test hypotheses evaluating how urbanization impacts wild felids.  Low-density residential 

development appeared to have a greater impact on felid population density compared to habitat 

adjacent to a major urban area; point estimates of population density were lower for bobcats and 

pumas in exurban development compared to wildland habitat, whereas population density for 

both felids appeared more similar between WUI and wildland habitat.  For competitive 

interactions, occupancy modeling indicated that bobcats did not avoid pumas across broad spatial 

and temporal scales; however, at finer scales bobcats temporally avoided pumas in wildland 

areas, but did not appear to avoid pumas in urbanized habitat.  Using telemetry data, contact 

networks revealed that space-use extent was an important predictor of possible social 

interactions, but that felids associated with urbanization did not appear to exhibit increased 

potential for interspecific interactions.  Lastly, we provided a conceptual framework for 

evaluating the effects of multiple ecological mechanisms on patterns of pathogen exposure in 

animal populations; we demonstrated how demographic, social, and environmental 
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characteristics affected the pathogen exposure in bobcat and puma populations across a gradient 

of urbanization. 
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POPULATION DENSITY AND OCCUPANCY OF WILD FELIDS ACROSS A GRADIENT 

OF URBANIZATION 
1
 

 

 
OVERVIEW 

Urbanization is one of the most ecologically impactful forms of landscape conversion 

with far-reaching effects on landscape pattern and process, particularly related to the population 

characteristics of animals.  Urbanization can alter animal movement and habitat quality, both of 

which can influence population abundance and persistence.  We evaluated three important 

population characteristics (population density, site occupancy, and species detectability) of 

medium- and large-sized carnivores across a gradient of urbanization.  Specifically, we studied 

bobcat and puma populations across wildland, exurban development, and wildland-urban 

interface (WUI) habitat to test hypotheses evaluating how urbanization impacts wild felid 

populations and their prey.  Low-density residential development had a greater impact on felid 

populations compared to habitat adjacent to a major urban area; population density for both 

bobcats and pumas appeared to be lower in areas of exurban development compared to wildland 

areas, whereas population density appeared similar between WUI and wildland habitat.  

Occupancy of both felids was similar between wildland areas and habitat influenced by 

urbanization, indicating that this population metric was less sensitive than density.  Bobcats and 

pumas were less likely to be detected in habitat as the amount of human disturbance associated 

with residential development increased at a site.  At the scale of the sampling grid, detection 

probability for bobcats in urbanized habitat was greater compared to wildland areas, potentially 
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due to restrictive movement corridors and funneling of animal movements in landscapes 

influenced by urbanization.  Occupancy of important felid prey (cottontail rabbits and mule deer) 

was high and generally similar along the gradient of urbanization, suggesting availability of these 

key prey species was similar among sampling areas, although elk occupancy was lower in 

urbanized areas.  Our study indicates that the conservation of medium- and large-sized 

carnivores associated with urbanization will likely be most successful if large areas of wildland 

habitat are maintained, even in close proximity to urban areas, and wildland habitat is not 

converted to low-density residential development. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Urbanization, ranging from low- to high- density residential development, is a leading 

agent of broad-scale landscape change that can substantially alter ecological patterns, processes, 

and communities (Chace and Walsh 2006, Shochat et al. 2006, McKinney 2008) and is projected 

to be a primary cause of landscape fragmentation and biodiversity loss over the next century 

(Sala et al. 2000, Seto et al. 2012).  By influencing habitat selection, space use, and fitness of 

animals, urbanization can impact wildlife populations in contrasting ways (McKinney 2002, 

Hansen et al. 2005, Crooks et al. 2010, Riley et al. 2010).  Urbanization can increase population 

density by restricting animal movement, increasing available forage, or decreasing competition 

by reducing the population size of competitors (e.g., Crooks and Soulé 1999, Prange et al. 2003, 

Riley et al. 2006).  In contrast, urbanization can decrease population density by reducing habitat 

quality and quantity, increasing human disturbance, or increasing the population density of 

competitors (e.g., Bolger et al. 1997, Germaine and Wakeling 2001, Merenlender et al. 2009).  

Thus, although urbanization homogenizes landscape pattern (McKinney 2006) and results in 
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population declines and reduced diversity for many native species, the juxtaposition and 

integration of human development with natural areas can also increase landscape heterogeneity 

and food resources (Murcia 1995, Irwin and Bockstael 2007) and produce greater biodiversity 

and abundance of some species (McKinney 2008).   

Although all types of urban development can influence animal movement, habitat 

suitability, and ultimately population characteristics, different forms of urbanization affect these 

factors to varying degrees.  For example, high-density development, characterized by urban (< 

0.25 acres per residence) and suburban (0.25 – 1.68 acres per residence) areas (Theobald 2005), 

can create relatively impermeable anthropogenic barriers that restrict movement, inflate density, 

and alter habitat.  The juxtaposition of residential development with wildland habitat (i.e., 

primarily natural habitat without human development) creates a wildland-urban interface (WUI), 

which is often characterized by a linear boundary that can significantly alter ecological processes 

(Radeloff et al. 2005).  The “fence effect” (Krebs et al. 1969) and “island syndrome” (Adler and 

Levins 1994) hypotheses propose that populations that are bounded on all sides spatially (e.g., 

populations in a fenced enclosure, on an isolated island, or in an urban habitat fragment) exhibit 

higher densities compared to populations not bounded due to restricted dispersal.  Further, 

populations bounded on only one side of their spatial extent have also been reported to exhibit 

altered population characteristics.  The “home-range pile-up” hypothesis predicts that a linear 

anthropogenic barrier can influence space use and emigration patterns of populations leading to 

elevated population densities (Riley et al. 2006).  Specifically, bobcats (Lynx rufus) in a highly 

urbanized environment were reported to reach abnormally high population densities adjacent to a 

major highway compared to populations away from this barrier (Riley et al. 2006).   
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 Other forms and configurations of residential development might not create impermeable 

barriers to animal movement, but can still considerably influence landscape pattern and 

heterogeneity and thus habitat characteristics and prey resources.  For instance, exurban (1.68 – 

40 acres per residence) and rural (> 40 acres per residence) development is characterized by 

relatively low density urbanization that is often immersed within wildland landscapes (Theobald 

2004, Brown et al. 2005, Theobald 2005) and can permeate over much broader spatial extents 

compared to linear boundaries created by wildland-urban interfaces.  Such development often 

occurs adjacent to wildland areas and can increase landscape heterogeneity through edge effects 

(Murcia 1995).  Thus, low-density urbanization may benefit some species by increasing habitat 

diversity and food resources and be permeable to animal movement for travelling and foraging 

(Gehrt et al. 2010).  Nonetheless, anthropogenic disturbance within exurban and rural landscapes 

can also reduce habitat suitability and quality, animal fitness, and ultimately population density 

(Hansen et al. 2005, McKinney 2008).   

 Carnivores are particularly sensitive to altered landscape configuration and composition 

resulting from human activities due to their life-history characteristics, including low population 

densities, low birth rates, large home ranges, wide-ranging movements, and social structure 

(Noss et al. 1996, Gittleman et al. 2001, Cardillo et al. 2005).  Mammalian carnivores, however, 

differ in their vulnerability to urban fragmentation (Crooks 2002).  Large carnivores, such as 

pumas (i.e., cougar, mountain lion, panther; Puma concolor), are typically most sensitive to 

urban fragmentation and most likely to occur in large patches of habitat that are connected to 

other large natural areas (Crooks 2002, Beier et al. 2010).  In comparison, medium-sized 

carnivores, such as bobcats, may be less sensitive to fragmentation and exhibit greater tolerance 

to urban development given suitable habitat and landscape connectivity (Crooks 2002, Riley et 
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al. 2010).  Although obtaining reliable information about carnivore populations has proven 

challenging due to their life-history characteristics and secretive nature, recent methodological 

developments, such as motion-activated cameras (O'Connell et al. 2010), have better enabled 

researchers to study their populations. 

Our goal was to evaluate how different landscape configurations across a gradient of 

urbanization influenced the population characteristics of two carnivores, the bobcat and puma, 

with varying sensitivities to human impacts.  We evaluated how three key ecological parameters 

– population density, site occupancy, and species detectability (collectively referred to as 

population characteristics) – differed among landscapes influenced by varying levels of 

urbanization, ranging from wildland-urban interface to exurban to wildland habitat.  Specifically, 

we estimated population characteristics for bobcats and pumas to evaluate (1) the home-range 

pile-up hypothesis in relation to a wildland-urban interface and (2) how felid populations 

responded to low density residential development.  In addition to estimating population 

characteristics of felids, we also estimated occupancy of key prey species to evaluate potential 

differences in available food resources of carnivores along the urban gradient.  If residential 

development restricts movement and inflates felid density, as predicted by the home-range pile-

up hypothesis (Riley et al. 2006), or if it enhances landscape heterogeneity and carnivore prey 

populations, as might particularly be the case in low-density residential development, we would 

expect higher population characteristics of felids associated with these areas.  Conversely, if 

felids avoid residential development due to human disturbance and reduced habitat suitability, 

we would expect lower population characteristics in such areas.  By evaluating the impacts of 

different forms of urbanization on wild felid populations we provide novel and important 
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information about wildlife conservation in landscapes influenced by exurban and urban 

development. 

  

STUDY AREA 

We conducted our research across two study sites in Colorado, USA that exhibited 

varying degrees of urbanization and human influence.  Within each study area, we evaluated 

felid populations that occurred on two grids that were characterized by similar habitat and 

landscape characteristics, but differed in the degree of urbanization.  Extensive areas of habitat 

that supported felid populations surrounded both of our study areas.    

In 2009 and 2010, we worked on the Western Slope (WS) of Colorado on the relatively 

rural Uncompahgre Plateau near the towns of Montrose and Ridgway (Figure 1).  The area was 

characterized by mesas, canyons, and ravines, with elevations ranging from 1800 m to 2600 m 

and annual precipitation of 43 cm arriving primarily from winter snows and summer 

thunderstorms (NOAA National Climatic Data).  Common vegetation included pinyon pine 

(Pinus edulis) and juniper (Juniperus osteosperma), ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), aspen 

(Populus tremuloides), gambel oak (Quercus gambelii), and big sagebrush (Artemesia 

tridentata).  The WS exhibited extensive areas of undeveloped wildland habitat managed by the 

Bureau of Land Management (BLM), US Forest Service (USFS), and private landowners.  Paved 

and unimproved roads occurred throughout the WS.  The WS has a history of ranching and some 

private ranches were converted into exurban and rural housing developments.  We divided the 

WS study site into two sampling grids.  The southern grid 1 sampled exurban and rural 

residential development on Log Hill Mesa (population = 1,041; US Census Bureau 2010); 

residential parcel sizes were distributed, from most to least numerous, across 5 acre, 2 acre, 1 
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acre, ≥ 5 acre, and ≥ 40 acre properties.  Within areas of exurban development, travel corridors 

of natural habitat and open space property, often with associated recreation trails, were present.  

The northern grid 2 sampled primarily undeveloped, wildland habitat, although some small areas 

of low density human residences and hunting camps occurred on or near the grid.   

In 2010 to 2012, we worked on the more urbanized Front Range (FR) of Colorado 

(Figure 1).  The area was characterized by gentle foothills and valleys, ravines and canyons, and 

mountainous terrain, with elevations ranging from 1600 m to 2500 m and annual precipitation of 

53 cm, arriving primarily from winter snow and summer thunderstorms (NOAA National 

Climatic Data).  Common vegetation included ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga 

menziesii), juniper, aspen, and mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus montanus).  An extensive 

network of open space properties with recreational trails were managed by Boulder City Open 

Space and Mountain Parks (OSMP) and Boulder County Parks and Open Space (BCPOS).  The 

USFS and BLM also managed undeveloped land on the western portion of the FR study area.  

Paved and unimproved roads occurred throughout much of the FR, although several areas were 

only accessible by trail.  Similar to the WS, we divided the FR study area into two sampling 

grids. The southern grid 1 occurred adjacent to the wildland-urban interface associated with the 

city of Boulder (population = 97,385, US Census Bureau 2010) and was characterized by OSMP 

and BCPOS open-space properties with some human residences on or near the grid.  The 

northern grid 2 occurred across undeveloped BCPOS and USFS properties, although a small 

number of human residences occurred on private property inholdings.  Short-grass prairie, 

agricultural fields, and associated riparian corridors occurred to the east of both sampling grids 

and surrounded the city of Boulder.   
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METHODS 

Sampling Grids and Camera Surveys 

Each study area (WS and FR) contained 40 motion-activated cameras divided between 2 

camera grid arrays spaced approximately 6 km apart (Figure 1).  Each grid was 80 km
2
, 

consisting of 20 2 x 2 km grid cells (both grids in each study area sampled a total of 160 km
2
).  

Our study design was consistent with a retrospective observational study (Williams et al. 2002) 

that contained experimental components of a treatment (exurban grid 1 on the WS and wildland-

urban interface grid 1 on the FR) and control (wildland grids 2 on the WS and FR).   

Within each grid cell, we placed one motion-activated camera at a site that we believed 

maximized the opportunity to photograph bobcats and pumas.  Cameras were placed along game 

trails, people trails, and secondary dirt roads with felid sign (primarily scats, scrapes, and 

marking sites) or in areas that appeared to be likely travel routes.  Our sampling was passive in 

that we did not use attractants (i.e., sight, sound, scent) to lure animals to the camera location.  

We used Cuddeback (Non Typical, Inc., Green Bay, WI, USA) Capture motion-activated 

cameras (with a 30 second delay) with a white-flash to obtain color photographs during the day 

and at night, except at one site along a high-use human recreation trail on the FR where we 

switched to using a Cuddeback Attack Infra-Red camera to reduce vandalism.  Cameras operated 

on the WS from 21 August to 13 December 2009 and on the FR from 1 October 2010 to 31 

December 2010. 

We considered photographs of bobcats and pumas taken at a camera site to be 

independent if images were obtained >1 hour apart.  If 2 adult felids were photographed <1 hour 

apart and could be differentiated based on natural or artificial (i.e., telemetry collars and eartags) 

markings, these photographs were also counted as independent animals.  Kittens and dependent 
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offspring (individuals typically of small body size and often accompanied by their mother in 

photographs) were not considered independent animals and were excluded from analyses.   

Animal Capture 

Bobcats were captured in black metal-wire cage traps (40 x 55 x 100 cm) with attractants 

from mid-June through March 2009 – 2011.  All cage traps were fit with very high frequency 

(VHF) trap transmitters (Telonics Inc., Mesa, AZ, USA) that indicated when trap doors closed.  

Captured bobcats were immobilized through hand-injection of a combination of Ketamine (10.0 

mg/kg) and Xylazine (1.0 mg/km), and Yohimbine (0.125 mg/km) was used to reverse Xylazine 

(Kreeger et al. 2002).  We fit GPS collars (210 – 280 g, Telemetry Solutions, Concord, CA, 

USA) with timed drop-off mechanisms and degradable cotton spacers along the collar belting on 

adult-sized bobcats.  GPS collars were programmed to record locations on the WS every 5-7 

hours and on the FR every 3-4 hours.  Bobcats were weighed, sex was recorded, and age was 

estimated based on tooth development (Crowe 1975), wear, and coloration.  Pumas were 

captured from 2005 – 2011 with the use of hounds and baited cage traps, immobilized with 

Telazol (5.0 – 9.0 mg/kg), and fit with GPS collars (Lotek, Newmarket, Ontario, Canada; 

Northstar, King George, VA, USA; Vectronics, Berlin, Germany) programmed to record a 

location every 5-7 hours on the WS and 3-4 hours on the FR .  To increase the duration of time 

that location data were acquired for adult male pumas on the WS, some individuals were fit with 

VHF collars (Lotek) and aerial positional locations were obtained approximately every 2 weeks.  

Pumas were also weighed, fit with eartags, and sex and age were recorded.  If scale weights on 

felids were unavailable at the time of capture, body weight was estimated based on animal size 

and sex.  Body weights generally increased across categories of small females, large females, 
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small males, and large males.  Methods for animal capture were approved by the Colorado State 

University Animal Care and Use Committee (11-2453A).   

Estimating Population Size and Density  

Using data from marked and unmarked individuals, we conducted population modeling 

using a two-step approach: first we estimated the population size and then we used telemetry 

information of marked individuals to estimate density.   

Individually Marking and Identifying Animals 

Each bobcat was assigned a unique color combination between the GPS collar and 

eartags; this information along with the animal’s natural pelt pattern was used for identification 

of marked individuals in photographs obtained from motion-activated cameras.  During captures, 

photographs were taken of the bobcat’s head, body, legs, and tail (Heilbrun et al. 2003) to aid in 

identifying bobcats on motion-activated cameras prior to them being physically captured and 

marked.  Individually marked pumas were identified by evaluating unique collar and eartag 

characteristics, as well as the proximity of GPS locations to camera sites in relation to photo 

times.  In contrast to bobcats, pumas are typically not individually-identifiable by pelt patterns, 

thus puma photos from motion-activated cameras obtained prior to their physical capture could 

not be linked to subsequent photos of individuals after they were marked; we therefore did not 

include these individual pumas in the marked sample and counted all their photos as unmarked.  

Photographs of animals that were not physically captured were classified as unmarked 

individuals. 

Mark-Resight Population Size Estimation  

To estimate population size ( ̂) we used mark-resight techniques and the Poisson log-

normal mixed effects model (PNE; McClintock et al. 2009, Alonso 2012, McClintock and White 
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2012) using the R (R Development Core Team 2014) package RMark (Laake and Rexstad 2013) 

to construct models in Program MARK (White and Burnham 1999).  Mark-resight models use 

encounter data (e.g., photos from motion-activated cameras) of marked and unmarked animals to 

estimate  ̂ (McClintock and White 2012).  We used the PNE mark-resight model because with 

motion-activated cameras sampling is with replacement and we individually identified marked 

animals.  We satisfied the critical assumption of mark-resight models that the sighting 

probability of marked individuals was representative of the entire population by marking 

individuals via physical capture and using a different method (i.e., motion-activated cameras) to 

resight individuals.  Three parameters were estimated in mark-resight PNE models: 1) αj (alpha): 

the intercept for mean resighting rate during primary interval j; α is similar to capture 

probabilities in mark-recapture estimators; 2) σj (sigma): individual heterogeneity level of 

resighting during primary interval j; and 3) Uj : number of unmarked individuals in the 

population during primary interval j (McClintock and White 2012).  If the population is not 

closed geographically, as was the case in our study, then mark-resight models estimate the super 

population size ( ̂*
), or the number of individuals that used the sampling grids during the period 

of our camera surveys (McClintock and White 2012). 

We considered 3 covariates on the parameters α and σ in our mark-resight models.  

Weight (kg) was included in modeling because we predicted that larger animals would use 

broader spatial extents (Gompper and Gittleman 1991, Grigione et al. 2002, Ottaviani et al. 

2006) and thus be more likely to be photographed because they would be expected to encounter 

more cameras on a grid.  We considered the covariate sex due to potential behavioral differences 

between males and females, predicting that males would move more than females per day as they 

searched for mates and defended territories, while females moved less for security and to 
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provision young (Logan and Sweanor 2001, Riley et al. 2003).  However, the covariates sex and 

weight were highly correlated (Pearson’s correlation > 0.6), where males were consistently larger 

than females.  Due to the potentially confounding interpretation of these variables, we removed 

sex and retained weight in our analyses because we believed that weight best reflected potential 

differences in space use (and thus photographic rates) across adult individuals and within gender 

categories; space use was predicted to increase across small females, large females, small males, 

and large males.  Lastly, time spent on grid for an individual (TSOGindiv; see below for 

calculation) was included because we predicted that the more time an animal spent on the 

sampling grid, the more likely it was to be photographed.  White and Shenk (2001) advised that 

telemetry data collected during times that were not concurrent with resighting surveys could be 

used to estimate the time spent on the sampling grid.  When this was not possible (e.g., due to 

collar malfunction), we used the mean value of TSOGindiv across all animals (TSOGpop; see 

below for calculation) for an individual without a unique estimate of TSOGindiv, as recommended 

by Cooch and White (2012, see Chapter 11 Individual Covariates). 

Models were created a priori and compared using Akaike’s Information Criteria 

corrected for small sample size (AICc; Burnham and Anderson 2002).  To test for individual 

heterogeneity (i.e., variation in resighting rates among individuals), models with no individual 

heterogeneity (i.e., σ=0) were compared to models with individual heterogeneity (i.e., σ 

estimated).  We created a candidate model set (with 20 models per set) that included all possible 

additive combinations of weight, TSOGindiv, weight + TSOGindiv, and constant structures for α 

and σ, and also considered models with σ=0.  We fit this model set to data from each grid, as 

well as both grids combined for each study area (Appendices Tables 1 – 12).  When using 

covariates in mark-resight models, model convergence is sensitive to initial values for 
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parameters; therefore, we first ran a simple model where all parameters were constant 

(α(.)σ(.)U(.)), and then used these parameter estimates as initial starting values in models with 

covariates (McClintock 2012).  We report model-averaged estimates of the population size (the 

derived parameter  ̂), to incorporate model uncertainty (Burnham and Anderson 2002).  In 

addition, we model averaged estimates of covariates (Lukacs et al. 2010) and calculated variable 

importance values for covariates across all models (Burnham and Anderson 2002, Anderson 

2008). 

Estimating Density Using TSOGpop  

We used model-averaged estimates of population size ( ̂) from the mark-resight models 

and the proportion of time spent on the grid by the sampled population (TSOGpop ; referred to as 

 ̅ by White and Shenk 2001) to estimate population density (number of individuals per area, i.e., 

100 km
2
) for our study areas (White and Shenk 2001).  First, TSOG for each individual 

(TSOGindiv ; referred to as pi by White and Shenk 2001) is estimated by dividing the number of 

locations on the grid (gi) by the total number of locations for the individual during the time 

period of interest (Gi), or formally TSOGindiv = gi /Gi.  Next, the mean of TSOGindiv across all 

telemetered individuals (TSOGpop) and the estimate of  ̂ are used to estimate density as:   ̂= ( ̂ 

* TSOGpop) / A, where A is the area of the sampling grid.  The numerator of this expression 

represents the number of individuals that used the grid during the primary period multiplied by 

the proportion of time individuals were on the grid; thus the abundance estimate is adjusted to 

the area of the grid.  The variance of  ̂ is estimated as    ( ̂)    ̂    ̂          

            ̂( ̂)     (White and Shenk 2001), which was used to estimate standard errors.  

Although photos of pumas that were physically captured (and thus marked) partway through the 

camera surveys were classified as unmarked animals for estimating  ̂, as described above, their 
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telemetry data were used to estimate TSOGpop.  In addition, if TSOGindiv was unavailable for a 

felid (e.g., due to collar malfunction) and a mean value of TSOGindiv was used in mark-resight 

models, as described above, these values were excluded from estimation of TSOGpop for density.  

White and Shenk (2001) cautioned that TSOG techniques can lead to estimates of  ̂ that 

are biased high if animals spending little time on the grid are less likely to be captured than 

animals that spend most of their time on the grid.  In our study, we physically captured animals 

across the entirety of the sampling grids, including areas along the edge of the grid and areas 

towards the interior of the grid, as well as off of the sampling grids.  In addition, due to the 

relatively large home ranges of bobcats and pumas, animals captured towards the interior of the 

grids often spent considerable time off of the grids as well.  Thus, the potential for this bias was 

minimized.  In addition, we accounted for individual variation in the resighting rate that is used 

to estimate abundance in mark-resight models by including the covariate TSOGindiv. 

Occupancy Modeling 

Because of the relationship between population density and detection/non-detection data, 

occupancy modeling might be appropriate to use as a surrogate for abundance (MacKenzie and 

Nichols 2004, MacKenzie et al. 2006, Noon et al. 2012).  Although more coarse compared to 

population density, occupancy (Ψ; the proportion of the landscape used by the species) and 

species detection probability (p; the probability of detecting a species given that it was present at 

a site) are related to the distribution of abundance across the area of interest (Royle and Nichols 

2003, Royle et al. 2005).  Therefore, we predicted that occupancy and detection probability 

would follow similar patterns as described for population density in relation to urbanization.  

Animals may exhibit high estimates of occupancy across a heterogeneous landscape (indicating 

use of many different sites), but the relative use of sites can vary widely depending upon how 
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animals select for habitat characteristics; this argument is the foundation for similar studies of 

resource selection where animals may occur across broad spatial extents (i.e., occupy most of the 

landscape), but select for or against specific landscape characteristics depending on species-

habitat relationships (e.g., Manly et al. 2002).  Although many factors influence detection 

probability and it is often considered a nuisance parameter in occupancy models (MacKenzie et 

al. 2006), detection probability can be evaluated using covariates in occupancy models to 

understand the relative use of sites and local population abundance (Royle and Nichols 2003, 

Royle et al. 2005).  We evaluated the behavioral response of animals to landscape features by 

investigating how detection probability, which reflected the frequency of use of an area by the 

species, varied in relation to habitat covariates.  We assumed that species would exhibit higher 

estimates of detection probability at preferred sites (and thus be more likely to use these areas) 

and lower estimates of detection probability at less suitable sites, as explained by habitat 

covariates.  Inference from motion-activated cameras is in relation to the movement behavior of 

animals when traveling past sampling locations.   

We used single-species single-season occupancy models to estimate occupancy and 

detection probability (MacKenzie et al. 2006) for both bobcats and pumas in each study area 

across five sampling occasions, with each sampling occasion occurring over 22 days on the WS 

and 18 days on the FR.  We used the R (R Development Core Team 2014) package RMark 

(Laake and Rexstad 2013) to construct occupancy models in Program MARK (White and 

Burnham 1999).  We used a three-step approach to construct models in our occupancy analysis.  

First, we evaluated whether survey effort influenced detection probability at our two study areas.  

Although uncommon, not all cameras operated for the same number of days due to camera 

malfunction, expired batteries, full memory cards, vandalism, or theft of cameras.  We thus 
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calculated a time varying effort covariate for each camera location across the five sampling 

occasions; this covariate represented the proportion of days the camera was operational during a 

given sampling occasion (e.g., if a camera operated 15 out of 18 days during a sampling 

occasion, then effort equaled 0.83 for this occasion).  Using the global model structure on the 

occupancy parameter (see next section), we fit a model with constant detection probability (p(.)) 

and compared it to a model where detection probability varied with effort (p(Effort)).  If 

p(Effort) was more supported than p(.) based on AICc scores, then p(Effort) was included in all 

subsequent models. 

Second, two covariates (grid and human development) were used to model potential 

variation in occupancy and detection probability among sites (i.e., camera locations).  The 

covariate grid compared camera sites between either exurban and wildland areas (on the WS) or 

wildland-urban interface and wildland areas (on the FR).  The covariate human hevelopment 

characterized the amount of human influence (Lewis et al. 2011) associated with each camera 

location.  To determine an appropriate human development value for each camera location, we 

created a human development layer where each human occurrence point (HOP; residence or 

structure) in the study areas was digitized as a point using ArcMap10 geographic information 

system (GIS) software (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA) from color orthophotos.  Using Arc Toolbox 

in ArcMap10, we fit a Gaussian kernel over each HOP, where the density, or influence, was 

greatest directly at the point of interest and decreased out to a specified radius of a circle; radii 

ranged from 100 – 1000 m on the WS and 100 – 1500 m on the FR.  In GIS, each camera 

location was intersected with the cumulative kernel density of human development across each 

radius.  For occupancy modeling analyses, each human development input variable was 

standardized by subtracting the sample mean from the input variable values and dividing by the 
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standard deviation (Schielzeth 2010).  To determine which spatial scale of human development 

was appropriate for each species and study area, we compared univariate models where detection 

probability was modeled as a function of the human development covariate across radii, and used 

AICc model ranking to determine the best scale.  Based on this approach, we used a radius of 

200m for bobcats and pumas on the WS and 1300m for bobcats and 300m for pumas on the FR. 

Finally, we evaluated the influence of our two covariates (grid and human development) 

on both occupancy and detection probability by fitting a candidate model set consisting of all 

possible combinations of grid, human development, both, or neither (constant) structures (16 

models) to data for each species and study area (Appendices Tables 13 – 16).  We report model-

averaged parameter and covariate estimates and calculated variable importance values for each 

covariate (Burnham and Anderson 2002, Lukacs et al. 2010).  To obtain estimates of occupancy 

and detection probability for each grid, we model averaged results for models that included the 

covariate grid on both parameters. 

Because the availability of prey is a potential mechanism influencing felid density (Logan 

and Sweanor 2001, Ferguson et al. 2009, Ruth and Murphy 2010) across study areas (i.e., the 

ideal free distribution; Fretwell 1972), we estimated the occupancy and detection probabilities 

using camera data for the primary prey species of bobcats (cottontail rabbits Sylvilagus spp.) and 

pumas (mule deer Odocoileus hemionus and elk Cervus elaphus) (Sunquist and Sunquist 2002) 

for each grid, using methods as explained above for felids evaluating Ψ(Grid) p(Grid) models.   
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RESULTS 

Photos from Motion-Activated Cameras 

All motion-activated cameras on the WS and FR obtained at least 1 photograph of a felid 

during our surveys.  On the WS, we obtained 185 photographs of bobcats across 38 sites and 80 

photographs of pumas across 23 sites during 113 days (Table 1).  On the FR, we obtained 150 

photographs of bobcats across 32 sites and 96 photographs of pumas across 36 sites during 92 

days (Table 1).   

Animal Capture and Telemetry Data 

We physically captured and marked 20 bobcats and 9 pumas on the WS and 16 bobcats 

and 10 pumas on the FR (Table 1).  TSOGindiv ranged from 0.08 - 1.0 for bobcats and 0.08 - 0.73 

for pumas on the WS and 0.06 - 0.99 for bobcats and 0.03 - 0.80 for pumas on the FR.  TSOGpop 

was similar for felids between grid areas on the FR, and TSOGpop was lower for bobcats and 

pumas on the exurban grid compared to the wildland grid on the WS (Table 1).  Bobcats spent 

more time on the WS wildland grid compared to FR wildland grid, which is consistent with 

smaller bobcat home ranges on the WS compared to the FR (unpublished data). 

Population Density, Occupancy, and Detection 

Consistent with predictions of reduced habitat suitability in low-density urban 

development, on the WS, population density appeared to be lower for bobcats and pumas in 

exurban development compared to wildland habitat, although 95% confidence intervals 

overlapped.  Occupancy estimates were similar between the two grids for each species (Table 1, 

Figure 2a).  Counter to predictions regarding home-range pile-up, population density and 

occupancy were not greater for bobcats and pumas along the wildland-urban interface compared 

to wildland habitat on the FR (Table 1, Figure 2b).  Detection probability for bobcats tended to 
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be greater on grids influenced by urbanization compared to wildland grids (Figure 2).  For 

pumas, detection probability on the WS was lower on the exurban grid compared to wildland 

grid and was similar between grids on the FR (Figure 2).   

Covariates in Mark-Resight and Occupancy Models 

For some mark-resight model sets, larger individuals that spent more time on the 

sampling grid exhibited the highest resighting rate and were thus photographed more often 

(Table 2, Appendices Tables 1 – 12).  These relationships were strongest for felids on the WS 

when both grid areas were evaluated collectively; both TSOGindiv and weight exhibited positive 

relationships with the mean resighting rate (α), where 95% confidence intervals did not overlap 0 

(Table 2, Appendices Tables 1 – 12).  TSOGindiv was generally a more important covariate than 

weight (based on variable importance values), although both covariates helped explain mean 

resighting rates in models (Table 2).  Models where the individual heterogeneity level of 

resighting (σ) was fixed to 0 were generally the most supported (Appendices Tables 1 – 12).   

 In occupancy models, covariates were generally unsupported when estimating 

occupancy, but were supported when estimating detection probability (Table 3; Appendices 

Tables 13 - 16).  Species occurrence across sites was fairly constant in both study areas, as the 

top model never included occupancy structures with either of our two covariates (Table 3; 

Appendices Tables 13 – 16).  For detection probability, the covariate effort was not supported on 

the WS (bobcats: Ψ(Grid) p(.) AICc = 280.96, Ψ(Grid) p(Effort) AICc = 282.58; pumas: Ψ(Grid) 

p(.) AICc = 217.90, Ψ(Grid) p(Effort) AICc = 220.24), but was supported on the FR (Appendices 

Tables 15 and 16).  On the FR, there was a positive relationship between effort and detection 

probability for both bobcats and pumas (Table 3, Appendices Tables 15 and 16); the probability 

of detecting felids increased with the number of days that a camera operated during a sampling 
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occasion.  For both bobcats and pumas on the WS and FR, detection probability and human 

development were negatively related; felids were less likely to be detected as the influence of 

human development increased at a site (Table 3, Appendices Tables 13 – 16).  Parameter 

estimates for human development evaluating detection probability for pumas demonstrated a 

stronger relationship in top models on the WS (β = -0.82, se = 0.45, model weight = 0.24) and 

FR (β = -0.34, se = 0.21, model weight = 0.20) compared to the model averaged parameter 

estimates (Table 3; Appendices Tables 14 and 16).  For bobcats on the WS and FR, parameter 

estimates in top models were generally consistent with model averaged parameter estimates 

(Table 3; Appendices Tables 13 and 15).  Lastly, detection probability appeared to vary by grid 

for bobcats, but not pumas (Figure 2), based on the presence and absence of the covariate grid in 

top models (Appendices Tables 13 – 16).   

Occupancy of Prey Species 

Occupancy of important prey for bobcats (cottontail rabbits) and pumas (mule deer) was 

consistently high across study areas.  On the WS, occupancy and detection probability of 

cottontail rabbits and mule deer were similar between the exurban and wildland grids (Table 4).  

On the FR, occupancy and detection probability of cottontail rabbits was similar between grids 

and mule deer occupancy was slightly lower on the wildland-urban interface grid compared to 

the wildland grid (Table 4).  On both the WS and FR, elk exhibited lower occupancy on the 

exurban and wildland-urban interface grids, respectively, compared to the wildland grid and 

detection probability was similar among all grid areas (Table 4).  
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DISCUSSION 

Our study indicates that low-density residential development influenced wild felid 

populations more than habitat adjacent to a major wildland-urban interface.  Point estimates of 

population density were lower for bobcats and pumas in exurban development compared to 

wildland habitat, suggesting reduced habitat quality, whereas population density for both felids 

appeared more similar between wildland-urban interface (WUI) and wildland habitat, in contrast 

to predictions of home-range pile-up and density inflation along impermeable boundaries (Riley 

et al. 2006).  In addition, the occupancy of important felid prey (cottontail rabbit and mule deer) 

was generally high and similar between sampling grids, suggesting that felid population densities 

were not substantially altered by availability of these prey within study sites.   

 Many mechanisms associated with urbanization can influence population characteristics 

of animals (Shochat et al. 2006), including altered movement patterns.  Populations completely 

surrounded by movement barriers may reach higher densities compared to unbounded 

populations (Krebs et al. 1969, Adler and Levins 1994).  Further, the home-range pile-up 

hypothesis predicts that populations where animal movement is only partially restricted will also 

reach higher densities in habitat adjacent to an anthropogenic barrier (Riley et al. 2006).  

Research testing these predictions, especially for wild felids in urban systems, is limited.  Home-

range pile-up was reported for a bobcat population adjacent to a major highway in southern 

California (Riley et al. 2006), but other urban bobcat studies have not found evidence consistent 

with this hypothesis and report that population densities of bobcats often are not higher in urban 

fragments and are lower when compared to more unbounded populations in wildland areas 

(Lembeck and Gould 1979, Ruell et al. 2009, Riley et al. 2010).  Further, although movement 

patterns, habitat selection, and mortality factors of pumas have been evaluated in relation to 
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urbanization (Beier et al. 2010, Burdett et al. 2010, Wilmers et al. 2013), few studies have 

estimated the density of pumas across different levels of urbanization (Beier et al. 2010).   

Although our study did not find support for the home-range pile-up hypothesis for either 

bobcat or puma populations associated with a major urban barrier, we provide several 

considerations when interpreting our results.  First, the related fence-effect hypothesis states that 

population density will initially increase due to restricted movement, but that density will 

eventually decrease due to limited resources (Krebs et al. 1969).  The wildland-urban interface of 

Boulder, CO has existed for more than a century.  It is possible that population density has 

already reached an equilibrium resulting from this landscape barrier.  Second, the wildland-urban 

interface of Boulder occurs over the length of 14 km.  Although this barrier is mostly 

impermeable to animal movement for its entire stretch, perhaps a longer and more significant 

barrier is necessary to impact population characteristics of felids.  Third, negative ecological 

impacts related to edge effects along the urban interface (Murcia 1995), such as mortality from 

people, vehicles, and disease, could suppress population densities.  We did not have detailed 

information about animal mortality, but other studies have reported greater mortality and reduced 

fitness of wild felids from anthropogenic factors near urban areas and human development (Beier 

et al. 2010, Burdett et al. 2010).  Fourth, increased densities may only be observed for specific 

age and sex classes (e.g., adult females; Riley et al. 2006) or during certain times of the year 

(e.g., winter).  Our approach for estimating felid densities was not able to differentiate among 

different age and sex classes in the unmarked population and we thus evaluated all adult-sized 

individuals collectively during a single season.  Lastly, populations that are bounded on only one 

side of their spatial extent, such as those along an urban interface in our study area, might not 

experience elevated population density because dispersing animals have the option to leave the 
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population.  Thus, a single linear barrier might not produce a sufficient barrier to dispersal to 

alter population density; abnormally high population densities might only occur in landscapes 

that are completely isolated, as predicted by the fence-effect or island syndrome hypotheses, 

where animal dispersal is impossible or substantially diminished (Krebs et al. 1969, Adler and 

Levins 1994).   

Another mechanism that can influence populations of animals is disturbance from human 

activities associated with residential development, which can reduce habitat quality.  Our study 

demonstrated that exurban and rural residential development decreased population density of 

both bobcats and pumas compared to wildland habitat.  Thus, although low-density development 

may increase landscape heterogeneity and potentially carnivore food along ecotones and edges 

(Murcia 1995, Irwin and Bockstael 2007), anthropogenic disturbance associated with such 

development across broad spatial extents appears to degrade habitat suitability and reduce wild 

felid density.  Both bobcats and pumas spent less time on the exurban sampling grids compared 

to wildland areas (based on GPS collar data) and behaviorally both species were less likely to be 

observed at sites with greater influence of residential development compared to undeveloped 

sites (based on detection probability in relation to human residences).  However, both felids used 

natural areas intermixed within exurban development, and the exurban grid was adjacent to 

expansive wildland areas that supported felid populations, both of which likely mitigated the 

impacts of exurban development on felid populations in these areas.  Consistent with our 

findings, pumas in urbanized California used areas of exurban development less than expected 

(Burdett et al. 2010).  Further, pumas that use habitat near humans and development have a 

higher risk or mortality (Burdett et al. 2010, Wilmers et al. 2013), which could reduce the density 

of populations in such areas.  Given that exurban residential development is the fastest growing 
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form of urbanization (Brown et al. 2005, Nelson and Sanchez 2005), it is important to consider 

the ecological impacts associated with this type of anthropogenic disturbance.   

Although point estimates for population densities of felids were lower in exurban 

development, estimates of occupancy for both bobcats and pumas were more similar between 

wildland areas and habitat associated with residential development, which was inconsistent with 

our predictions.  Studies of presence-absence (Gaston et al. 2000) and occupancy (MacKenzie 

and Nichols 2004, MacKenzie et al. 2006, Temple and Gutiérrez 2013) of animals have reported 

a positive relationship between abundance and occurrence.  Although this relationship is 

intuitive, it likely is valid only up to a certain threshold and therefore non-linear (Freckleton et al. 

2005, Noon et al. 2012).  For example, occupancy estimates will increase only if additional sites 

are used as population densities increases.  Alternatively, if the population size grows within 

sites already occupied, density will increase, but occupancy probabilities will remain unchanged; 

in such cases, occupancy probabilities may asymptote at 1.0 at moderate to high population 

densities.  Unless individuals are territorial or a site can be defined to limit the number of 

individuals that are likely to occupy it (MacKenzie and Nichols 2004), the ability of occupancy 

to track total abundance within an area is limited.  Further, even for large changes in population 

size, intensive sampling is necessary to observe changes in occupancy (Ellis et al. 2014).  Thus, 

it has been argued that detection-non-detection data can have little power to detect changes in 

abundance in many systems (Strayer 1999, Pollock 2006).  This appeared to be the case in our 

study and likely occurred because both species will use habitat components that are less 

preferred (and thus occupy a site), but frequent these areas less than habitat of higher suitability 

(see discussion on detection probability below).  Species that occur at low densities but have 

wide-ranging movement patterns will likely exhibit high estimates of occupancy over longer 
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sampling occasions because of the species’ ability to visit much of the landscape (MacKenzie 

and Royle 2005).  Thus, occupancy appears to be a relatively poor metric to evaluate differences 

in population densities in our system.   

Detection probability is another metric used to evaluate the behavior or density of 

animals relative to landscape characteristics.  It is assumed that abundance is related to species 

detection probability (Royle and Nichols 2003, Royle et al. 2005) or detection rate (Carbone et 

al. 2001); species detection probability should correspond to local abundance because more 

animals are available to be detected.  In addition, animals would be expected to demonstrate 

higher detection probabilities in habitat of higher suitability because they will likely frequent 

these areas more often.  In our study, detection probability of bobcats and pumas appeared to be 

a more sensitive metric than occupancy, but sometimes produced unexpected results.  For 

example, as predicted, across study areas, both felids were less likely to be detected as the 

amount of human influence from residential development increased; thus, although felids would 

use these sites, they visited developed areas less often compared to undeveloped sites.  However, 

despite this, bobcats unexpectedly exhibited higher overall detection probabilities in both 

exurban and wildland-urban interface grids compared to wildland grids.  This likely occurred 

because animals in urbanized landscapes had fewer options to travel due to anthropogenic 

barriers to movement (e.g., human residences, roads, urban barriers) and were thus funneled 

along more restrictive movement corridors.  Our sampling technique of placing motion-activated 

cameras within these key movement corridors likely increased our detection of animals.  In 

wildland habitat, more movement options were likely available to animals throughout the 

landscape.  In contrast to bobcats, and consistent with predictions, detection probability for 

pumas was lower in exurban habitat compared to wildland areas (Figure 2).  Thus, bobcats and 
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pumas might exhibit different movement behaviors when using urbanized landscapes.  For 

carnivores, it is recommended that sampling occur along high probability travel routes to obtain 

sufficient data of animals (Karanth et al. 2010).  It is important to consider, however, that 

sampling schemes that aim to increase detection of animals by directed placement of sampling 

devices can potentially lead to unexpected results that initially might appear counter-intuitive and 

should be interpreted carefully. 

Densities of urban-adapted species often are greater in urban systems compared to 

wildland habitat due to multiple ecological factors (Gehrt et al. 2010).  For example, increased 

forage near and within urban areas can increase population densities for species such as raccoons 

(Procyon lotor) (Hadidian et al. 2010) and red fox (Vulpes vulpes) (Soulsbury et al. 2010).  In 

our study, however, occupancy of important felid prey (i.e., cottontail rabbits and mule deer) was 

high and generally similar among exurban, wildland-urban interface, and wildland areas, 

suggesting availability of these prey did not contribute to differing population characteristics of 

felids among sampling areas.  In contrast, the occupancy of elk was substantially lower in 

exurban and wildland-urban interface habitat compared to wildland areas, suggesting reduced 

availability of elk near residential developments.  As demonstrated for felids in our study, 

occupancy might not always be a sensitive index for abundance, so occupancy of prey might not 

reflect their relative density.  In some cases, detection probability of prey varied between grids 

for a species (e.g., mule deer exhibited greater detection probability in exurban habitat compared 

to wildland areas), indicating potential differences in abundance or use.  In addition, both 

bobcats and pumas exhibit a varied diet (Sunquist and Sunquist 2002) and it is unclear how 

densities across the prey community, which we were not able to measure, were impacted by 

urbanization and how this might have affected felid populations.  Other factors that could 
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influence the population density of felids that we did not evaluate in our study include the effect 

of individuals of varying competitive abilities (i.e., ideal despotic distribution; Fretwell 1972) 

and body size (i.e., competitive units; Milinski 1988).  Our analyses also did not consider how 

urbanization influenced intra- or interspecific competition in felid populations, although 

competition can substantially influence population density of animals and community structure 

(Crooks and Soulé 1999).   

 Our research evaluating medium- and large-sized carnivores associated with varying 

levels of urbanization provides important information about the conservation of wildlife 

populations associated with urban and exurban residential development.  Wildland habitat 

adjacent to urban areas can effectively support bobcat and puma populations and thus 

management strategies that conserve habitat associated with urbanized landscapes can potentially 

play important roles in the persistence of carnivore populations.  For example, our estimate of 

puma population density in wildland-urban interface habitat are consistent with, and indeed on 

the higher end of, the range of reported estimates of puma population densities in other systems 

(Quigley and Hornocker 2009).  In addition, our results indicate that the conversion of wildland 

habitat to low-density (exurban and rural) residential development will likely reduce population 

density for some native species, such as bobcat and puma, even though these forms of 

urbanization are permeable to animal movement and support populations of prey species.  

Because animals will use habitat that is associated with human residences, there is greater 

potential in these areas for human-wildlife conflict, disease transmission among wildlife, 

humans, and domestic animals, and reduced fitness compared to animals living in wildland 

habitat (Hansen et al. 2005, Bradley and Altizer 2007, McDonald et al. 2008).  Thus, our study 

indicates that the conservation of medium- and large-sized carnivores in landscapes associated 
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with urbanization will likely be most successful if large areas of wildland habitat are maintained, 

even in close proximity to residential and urban areas, and wildland habitat is not converted to 

low-density residential development.   
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Table 1.  Summary of marked individuals, photos, population size, TSOG (time spent on grid), and density for bobcats and pumas in 

relation to exurban and wildland grids on the Western Slope (WS) in 2009 and wildland-urban interface (WUI) and wildland grids on 

the Front Range (FR) in 2010, Colorado. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Study  # Marked Animals # Marked # Photos Per Marked Individual # Unmarked Area Density (se)

Area Species Grid Areas Detected and Present Photos Mean Median Range Alpha (se)
a, b

Photos N (se)
b

TSOG (se) (km
2
) (# / 100 km

2
)

WS Bobcat Exurban 9 / 11 42 3.82 3.00 0 - 15 2.62 (0.57) 56 25.55 (3.00) 0.50 (0.12) 80 15.96 (2.01)

WS Bobcat Wildland 8 / 10 24 2.40 1.50 0 - 7 2.25 (0.56) 49 30.32 (5.61) 0.63 (0.10) 80 23.99 (2.87)

WS Bobcat Both Grids 17 / 20 66 3.30 2.50 0 - 15 2.61 (0.45) 105 52.62 (6.25) 0.59 (0.08) 160 19.37 (3.33)

WS Puma Exurban 3 / 4 17 4.25 5.00 0 - 7 4.25 (1.03) 22 9.06 (1.63) 0.12 (0.02) 80 1.34 (0.30)

WS Puma Wildland 6 / 6 33 5.50 3.00 2 - 19 3.91 (1.25) 8 7.35 (0.77) 0.30 (0.13) 80 2.76 (1.04)

WS Puma Both Grids 8 / 9 50 5.56 4.00 0 - 26 3.52 (0.77) 30 14.37 (1.62) 0.25 (0.09) 160 2.23 (0.76)

FR Bobcat WUI 5 / 8 25 3.13 2.50 0 - 13 1.71 (0.99) 56 23.07 (8.20) 0.53 (0.13) 80 15.26 (3.14)

FR Bobcat Wildland 8 / 9 20 2.22 1.00 0 - 6 2.19 (0.51) 49 30.84 (5.91) 0.52 (0.11) 80 19.84 (2.71)

FR Bobcat Both Grids 13 / 16 45 2.81 2.50 0 - 13 2.05 (0.56) 105 55.07 (11.41) 0.56 (0.08) 160 19.23 (4.69)

FR Puma WUI 4 / 4 28 7.00 7.00 1 - 13 7.00 (1.32) 22 7.07 (0.88) 0.33 (0.13) 80 2.94 (1.21)

FR Puma Wildland 5 / 5 29 5.80 6.00 2 - 10 5.80 (1.08) 17 7.58 (0.76) 0.36 (0.13) 80 3.40 (1.26)

FR Puma Both Grids 9 / 9 57 6.33 6.00 1 - 13 6.24 (0.92) 39 14.74 (1.27) 0.34 (0.09) 160 3.17 (0.89)
a 
Alpha is the mean resighting rate estimated from mark-resight models (see Methods). 

b 
Model-averaged estimates and unconditional standard errors (se).
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Table 2.  Summary of covariate estimates from mark-resight models for bobcats and pumas in relation to exurban and wildland grids 

on the Western Slope (WS) in 2009 and wildland-urban interface (WUI) and wildland grids on the Front Range (FR) in 2010, 

Colorado.  α = alpha (mean resighting rate); σ = sigma (individual heterogeneity level); TSOG = time spent on grid for individual 

animal based on telemetry locations; Weight = weight (kg) of animal; β = model averaged (based on AICc weights) parameter 

estimate with associated standard error; VIV = variable importance value based on sum of AICc weights.  See text for further 

description of parameters.  See Appendices Tables 1 – 12 for complete set of tables reporting results of individual models and 

covariate estimates for mark-resight models.   
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α σ

TSOG Weight TSOG Weight

Study Area Species Grid Areas β (se) VIV β (se) VIV β (se) VIV β (se) VIV 

WS Bobcat Exurban 2.45 (0.52) 1.00 0.14 (0.07) 0.63 na 0.00 na 0.00

WS Bobcat Wildland 0.32 (0.41) 0.27 0.01 (0.07) 0.10 na 0.02 na 0.02

WS Bobcat Both Grids 1.60 (0.48) 0.90 0.10 (0.07) 0.54 0.50 (1.71) 0.15 0.08 (0.34) 0.12

WS Puma Exurban 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 na 0.00 na 0.00

WS Puma Wildland 0.19 (0.35) 0.07 0.03 (0.01) 0.54 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 0.00 (0.00) 0.00

WS Puma Both Grids 2.07 (0.58) 0.83 0.05 (0.01) 0.85 0.05 (0.28) 0.02 0.00 (0.01) 0.06

FR Bobcat WUI 0.19 (0.47) 0.08 -0.01 (0.08) 0.03 0.01 (0.13) 0.02 0.00 (0.04) 0.02

FR Bobcat Wildland 0.05 (0.25) 0.11 0.00 (0.04) 0.09 0.00 (0.22) 0.01 0.00 (0.05) 0.01

FR Bobcat Both Grids 0.24 (0.44) 0.23 0.00 (0.05) 0.13 0.00 (11.46) 0.13 -0.04 (11.45) 0.21

FR Puma WUI 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 0.00 (0.00) 0.00

FR Puma Wildland 0.01 (0.10) 0.01 0.00 (0.00) 0.01 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 0.00 (0.00) 0.00

FR Puma Both Grids 0.18 (0.30) 0.21 0.00 (0.00) 0.08 -0.11 (0.39) 0.03 0.00 (0.01) 0.01
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Table 3.  Summary of covariate estimates from occupancy models for bobcats and pumas on the Western Slope (WS) in 2009 and the 

Front Range (FR) in 2010, Colorado.  Ψ = occupancy (proportion of the landscape used by the species), p = detection probability (the 

probability of detecting a species given that it was present at a site); Grid = covariate comparing urban (=0) and wildland (=1) grids; 

HumDev = kernel density human development covariate; Effort = time varying survey effort covariate; β = model-averaged (based on 

AICc weights) parameter estimate with associated standard error; VIV = variable importance value based on sum of AICc weights.  

See text for further description of parameters.  See Appendices Tables 13 – 16 for complete set of tables reporting results of individual 

models and covariate estimates for occupancy models. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ψ p

Grid HumDev Effort Grid HumDev

Study Area Species β (se) VIV β (se) VIV β (se) VIV β (se) VIV β (se) VIV 

WS Bobcat na 0.30 na 0.21 na na -0.75 (0.29) 0.90 -0.29 (0.15) 0.79

WS Puma 0.02 (0.35) 0.22 -0.20 (0.48) 0.36 na na 0.14 (0.24) 0.32 -0.44 (0.38) 0.57

FR Bobcat 0.27 (0.64) 0.27 -0.01 (0.24) 0.20 1.81 (1.04) 0.97 -0.48 (0.30) 0.63 -0.43 (0.19) 0.82

FR Puma na 0.36 na 0.34 1.70 (1.07) 0.92 -0.04 (0.14) 0.22 -0.17 (0.15) 0.51
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Table 4.  Estimates of occupancy and detection probability for prey species of bobcat (cottontail rabbit) and pumas (mule deer and elk) 

on exurban and wildland grids on the Western Slope (WS) in 2009 and wildland-urban interface (WUI) and wildland grids on the 

Front Range (FR) in 2010, Colorado.  Ψ = occupancy (proportion of the landscape occupied by the species), p = detection probability 

(the probability of detecting a species given that it was present at a site). 

 

 

 

 

 

Ψ p

Study Exurban Wildland Exurban Wildland

Area Species Estimate (se) 95% CI Estimate (se) 95% CI Estimate (se) 95% CI Estimate (se) 95% CI

WS Cottontail Rabbit 1.00 (0.00) 1.00 - 1.00 0.85 (0.08) 0.62 - 0.95 0.89 (0.03) 0.81 - 0.94 0.85 (0.04) 0.75 - 0.91

WS Mule Deer 0.95 (0.05) 0.70 - 0.99 0.92 (0.07) 0.65 - 0.99 0.67 (0.05) 0.57 - 0.76 0.54 (0.06) 0.44 - 0.65

WS Elk 0.39 (0.13) 0.19 - 0.65 0.75 (0.14) 0.42 - 0.92 0.36 (0.09) 0.20 - 0.55 0.33 (0.07) 0.21 - 0.48

WS Mule Deer and Elk 0.95 (0.05) 0.71 - 1.00 0.96 (0.05) 0.69 - 1.00 0.71 (0.05) 0.61 - 0.80 0.64 (0.05) 0.53 - 0.73

WUI Wildland WUI Wildland

Estimate (se) 95% CI Estimate (se) 95% CI Estimate (se) 95% CI Estimate (se) 95% CI

FR Cottontail Rabbit 0.66 (0.11) 0.43 - 0.83 0.60 (0.11) 0.38 - 0.80 0.58 (0.06) 0.45 - 0.69 0.65 (0.06) 0.52 - 0.76

FR Mule Deer 0.71 (0.10) 0.47 - 0.86 1.00 (0.00) 1.00 - 1.00 0.61 (0.06) 0.49 - 0.72 0.73 (0.04) 0.63 - 0.81

FR Elk 0.28 (0.11) 0.12 - 0.54 0.61 (0.13) 0.35 - 0.81 0.36 (0.11) 0.18 - 0.59 0.38 (0.08) 0.25 - 0.53

FR Mule Deer and Elk 0.75 (0.10) 0.52 - 0.89 1.00 (0.00) 1.00 - 1.00 0.66 (0.06) 0.55 - 0.76 0.78 (0.04) 0.69 - 0.85
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Figure 1.  Locations of two study sites in Colorado, USA, which exhibited varying levels of 

urbanization, where bobcats and pumas were fit with GPS collars and grids of motion-activated 

cameras were maintained.  The more rural Western Slope (WS) was characterized by an exurban 

development south grid and a wildland north grid during 2009 – 2010.  The more urbanized 

Front Range (FR) study area was characterized by a wildland-urban interface (WUI) south grid 

and wildland north grid during 2010 – 2012.   
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2b.   

Figure 2.  Estimates and associated standard errors for population density (# individuals per 100 

km
2
), site occupancy, and species detection probability of bobcats and pumas in relation to 

exurban and wildland grids on the Western Slope (WS) in 2009 (a) and wildland-urban interface 

(WUI) and wildland grids on the Front Range (FR) in 2010 (b). 
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Appendices Table 1.  Mark-resight population size models and covariate estimates for bobcats on the Western Slope (WS), CO, 

exurban grid 1. 

 

 

Covariates
a

α σ

TSOG Weight TSOG Weight

Model # Model
a, b

K AICc  ΔAICc ωi Deviance β se β se β se β se

15 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(= 0) 4 56.87 0.00 0.60 43.16 2.56 0.52 0.22 0.09 - - - -

10 α(TSOG) σ(= 0) 3 58.10 1.23 0.33 49.10 2.29 0.52 - - - - - -

6 α(TSOG) σ(.) 4 62.26 5.39 0.04 48.55 2.26 0.56 - - - - - -

11 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(.) 5 63.16 6.29 0.03 43.16 2.56 0.52 0.22 0.09 - - - -

7 α(TSOG) σ(TSOG) 5 67.09 10.22 0.00 47.09 2.06 0.60 - - 206.70 0.00 - -

9 α(TSOG) σ(Weight) 5 67.90 11.02 0.00 47.90 2.16 0.60 - - - - 0.38 0.45

1 α(.) σ(.) 3 69.70 12.83 0.00 60.70 - - - - - - - -

2 α(.) σ(TSOG) 4 71.10 14.22 0.00 57.38 - - - - 6.76 27.82 - -

12 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(TSOG) 6 71.96 15.09 0.00 43.16 2.56 0.52 0.22 0.09 7.80 3743.43 - -

14 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(Weight) 6 71.96 15.09 0.00 43.16 2.56 0.52 0.22 0.09 - - 0.05 505.50

4 α(.) σ(Weight) 4 72.95 16.08 0.00 59.24 - - - - - - 0.20 0.17

16 α(Weight) σ(.) 4 74.36 17.48 0.00 60.64 - - 0.04 0.14 - - - -

8 α(TSOG) σ(TSOG + Weight) 6 75.89 19.02 0.00 47.09 2.06 0.60 - - 93.71 0.00 93.45 0.00

3 α(.) σ(TSOG + Weight) 5 76.03 19.16 0.00 56.03 - - - - 3.27 3.67 0.28 0.32

5 α(.) σ(= 0) 2 78.87 21.99 0.00 73.53 - - - - - - - -

17 α(Weight) σ(TSOG) 5 78.90 22.03 0.00 58.90 - - -0.03 0.11 24.59 0.00 - -

19 α(Weight) σ(Weight) 5 79.22 22.35 0.00 59.22 - - 0.03 0.14 - - 0.19 0.16

20 α(Weight) σ(= 0) 3 81.46 24.59 0.00 72.46 - - 0.08 0.08 - - - -

18 α(Weight) σ(TSOG + Weight) 6 84.57 27.70 0.00 55.77 - - -0.07 0.14 2.64 3.01 0.36 0.37

13 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(TSOG + Weight) 7 85.16 28.29 0.00 43.16 2.56 0.52 0.22 0.09 25.97 0.00 1.84 0.00

Model Averaged 2.45 0.52 0.14 0.07 na na na na

Variable Importance Values 1.00 0.63 0.00 0.00
a 
α = alpha (intercept for mean resighting rate); σ = sigma (individual heterogeneity level); Weight = weight (kg) of animal;

TSOG = time spent on grid for individual animal based on telemetry locations.  See text for futher description of parameters.
b
(.) denotes intercept only model; (= 0) indicates that parameter was fixed to zero
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Appendices Table 2.  Mark-resight population size models and covariate estimates for bobcats on the Western Slope (WS), CO, 

wildland grid 2. 

 

 

Covariates
a

α σ

TSOG Weight TSOG Weight

Model # Model
a, b

K AICc  ΔAICc ωi Deviance β se β se β se β se

5 α(.) σ(= 0) 2 55.15 0.00 0.42 49.65 - - - - - - - -

10 α(TSOG) σ(= 0) 3 56.41 1.26 0.22 46.98 1.16 0.73 - - - - - -

1 α(.) σ(.) 3 56.72 1.57 0.19 47.29 - - - - - - - -

20 α(Weight) σ(= 0) 3 58.97 3.82 0.06 49.54 - - 0.07 0.20 - - - -

6 α(TSOG) σ(.) 4 60.46 5.31 0.03 45.80 1.12 0.89 - - - - - -

2 α(.) σ(TSOG) 4 61.24 6.09 0.02 46.58 - - - - 6.45 13.19 - -

4 α(.) σ(Weight) 4 61.40 6.24 0.02 46.73 - - - - - - -0.31 0.40

15 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(= 0) 4 61.50 6.35 0.02 46.83 1.18 0.74 0.08 0.20 - - - -

16 α(Weight) σ(.) 4 61.82 6.66 0.01 47.15 - - 0.11 0.30 - - - -

9 α(TSOG) σ(Weight) 5 67.04 11.89 0.00 45.04 1.19 0.88 - - - - -0.47 0.58

11 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(.) 5 67.66 12.51 0.00 45.66 1.13 0.90 0.10 0.27 - - - -

7 α(TSOG) σ(TSOG) 5 67.78 12.63 0.00 45.78 1.21 1.17 - - -0.31 2.43 - -

3 α(.) σ(TSOG + Weight) 5 67.94 12.79 0.00 45.94 - - - - 37.13 30.96 -1.74 1.54

17 α(Weight) σ(TSOG) 5 68.35 13.20 0.00 46.35 - - 0.12 0.25 7.24 17.62 - -

19 α(Weight) σ(Weight) 5 68.63 13.48 0.00 46.63 - - 0.10 0.30 - - -0.29 0.39

14 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(Weight) 6 78.00 22.85 0.00 45.00 1.19 0.89 0.06 0.29 - - -0.43 0.57

12 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(TSOG) 6 78.63 23.48 0.00 45.63 1.29 1.26 0.11 0.27 -0.45 2.54 - -

18 α(Weight) σ(TSOG + Weight) 6 78.77 23.62 0.00 45.77 - - 0.10 0.25 38.29 29.37 -1.76 1.51

8 α(TSOG) σ(TSOG + Weight) 6 78.78 23.63 0.00 45.78 1.21 1.17 - - -0.16 1690.68 -0.15 1690.68

13 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(TSOG + Weight) 7 96.33 41.18 0.00 45.00 1.21 1.07 0.06 0.30 -0.06 1.78 -0.43 0.57

Model Averaged 0.32 0.41 0.01 0.07 na na na na

Variable Importance Values 0.27 0.10 0.02 0.02
a 
α = alpha (intercept for mean resighting rate); σ = sigma (individual heterogeneity level); Weight = weight (kg) of animal;

TSOG = time spent on grid for individual animal based on telemetry locations.  See text for futher description of parameters.
b
(.) denotes intercept only model; (= 0) indicates that parameter was fixed to zero
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Appendices Table 3.  Mark-resight population size models and covariate estimates for bobcats on the Western Slope (WS), CO, 

exurban grid 1 and wildland grid 2 combined. 

 

 

Covariates
a

α σ

TSOG Weight TSOG Weight

Model # Model
a, b

K AICc  ΔAICc ωi Deviance β se β se β se β se

10 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(= 0) 4 100.65 0.00 0.37 90.15 2.01 0.45 0.21 0.08 - - - -

11 α(TSOG) σ(.) 4 102.03 1.38 0.18 91.53 1.63 0.55 - - - - - -

6 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(.) 5 102.93 2.28 0.12 88.93 1.85 0.52 0.18 0.10 - - - -

15 α(TSOG) σ(= 0) 3 104.03 3.38 0.07 96.62 1.75 0.43 - - - - - -

12 α(TSOG) σ(TSOG) 5 104.32 3.67 0.06 90.32 1.28 0.59 - - 3.31 4.70 - -

14 α(TSOG) σ(Weight) 5 104.40 3.75 0.06 90.40 1.50 0.53 - - - - 0.28 0.28

2 α(.) σ(TSOG) 4 104.80 4.15 0.05 94.30 - - - - 4.55 4.17 - -

1 α(.) σ(.) 3 106.46 5.81 0.02 99.05 - - - - - - - -

7 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(TSOG) 6 106.75 6.10 0.02 88.75 1.61 0.65 0.14 0.11 2.33 5.92 - -

9 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(Weight) 6 106.81 6.16 0.02 88.81 1.76 0.58 0.16 0.12 - - 0.14 0.41

3 α(.) σ(TSOG + Weight) 5 107.28 6.63 0.01 93.28 - - - - 3.00 2.42 0.16 0.18

17 α(Weight) σ(TSOG) 5 108.19 7.54 0.01 94.19 - - 0.04 0.10 - - 4.08 3.36

4 α(.) σ(Weight) 4 108.28 7.63 0.01 97.78 - - - - - - 0.17 0.16

13 α(TSOG) σ(TSOG + Weight) 6 108.32 7.67 0.01 90.32 1.28 0.59 - - 0.21 0.00 3.10 0.00

16 α(Weight) σ(.) 4 109.26 8.61 0.00 98.76 - - 0.07 0.12 - - - -

8 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(TSOG + Weight) 7 110.40 9.75 0.00 87.79 1.47 0.58 0.11 0.11 3.23 4.94 0.44 0.72

18 α(Weight) σ(TSOG + Weight) 6 111.20 10.55 0.00 93.20 - - 0.00 0.11 3.40 2.95 0.18 0.20

19 α(Weight) σ(Weight) 5 111.69 11.04 0.00 97.69 - - 0.04 0.14 - - 0.17 0.16

5 α(.) σ(= 0) 2 113.23 12.58 0.00 108.57 - - - - - - - -

20 α(Weight) σ(= 0) 3 120.62 19.97 0.00 113.21 - - 0.10 0.07 - - - -

Model Averaged 1.60 0.48 0.10 0.07 0.50 1.71 0.08 0.34

Variable Importance Values 0.90 0.54 0.15 0.12
a 
α = alpha (intercept for mean resighting rate); σ = sigma (individual heterogeneity level); Weight = weight (kg) of animal;

TSOG = time spent on grid for individual animal based on telemetry locations.  See text for futher description of parameters.
b
(.) denotes intercept only model; (= 0) indicates that parameter was fixed to zero
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Appendices Table 4.  Mark-resight population size models and covariate estimates for pumas on the Western Slope (WS), CO, 

exurban grid 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Covariates
a

α σ

TSOG Weight TSOG Weight

Model # Model
a, b

K AICc  ΔAICc ωi Deviance β se β se β se β se

2 α(.) σ(= 0) 2 36.29 0.00 1.00 26.29 - - - - - - - -

4 α(Weight) σ(= 0) 3 52.61 16.33 0.00 22.61 - - 0.04 0.02 - - - -

3 α(TSOG) σ(= 0) 3 55.39 19.10 0.00 25.39 -8.42 9.03 - - - - - -

1 α(.) σ(.) 3 56.01 19.72 0.00 26.01 - - - - - - - -

Model Averaged 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 na na na na

Variable Importance Values 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
a 
α = alpha (intercept for mean resighting rate); σ = sigma (individual heterogeneity level); Weight = weight (kg) of animal;

TSOG = time spent on grid for individual animal based on telemetry locations.  See text for futher description of parameters.
b
(.) denotes intercept only model; (= 0) indicates that parameter was fixed to zero
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Appendices Table 5.  Mark-resight population size models and covariate estimates for pumas on the Western Slope (WS), CO, 

wildland grid 2. 

 

 

 

 

Covariates
a

α σ

TSOG Weight TSOG Weight

Model # Model
a, b

K AICc  ΔAICc ωi Deviance β se β se β se β se

15 α(Weight) σ(= 0) 3 51.02 0.00 0.47 37.02 - - 0.06 0.02 - - - -

1 α(.) σ(.) 3 51.12 0.11 0.44 37.12 - - - - - - - -

7 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(= 0) 4 54.82 3.81 0.07 26.82 2.72 0.87 0.06 0.01 - - - -

5 α(.) σ(= 0) 2 59.92 8.90 0.01 52.92 - - - - - - - -

4 α(.) σ(Weight) 4 60.20 9.18 0.00 32.20 - - - - - - 0.06 0.05

11 α(TSOG) σ(= 0) 3 61.81 10.79 0.00 47.81 1.56 0.68 - - - - - -

12 α(Weight) σ(.) 4 62.00 10.98 0.00 34.00 - - 0.05 0.02 - - - -

2 α(.) σ(TSOG) 4 62.46 11.44 0.00 34.46 - - - - 4.10 3.57 - -

8 α(TSOG) σ(.) 4 63.70 12.68 0.00 35.70 1.68 1.47 - - - - - -

6 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(.) 5 96.82 45.81 0.00 26.82 2.72 0.87 0.06 0.01 - - - -

3 α(.) σ(TSOG + Weight) 5 101.26 50.25 0.00 31.26 - - - - 2.60 3.72 0.06 0.05

10 α(TSOG) σ(Weight) 5 101.27 50.26 0.00 31.27 0.77 1.05 - - - - 0.08 0.07

14 α(Weight) σ(Weight) 5 101.80 50.79 0.00 31.80 - - 0.01 0.03 - - 0.07 0.07

13 α(Weight) σ(TSOG) 5 103.78 52.76 0.00 33.78 - - 0.04 0.02 1.46 2.56 - -

9 α(TSOG) σ(TSOG) 5 104.00 52.98 0.00 34.00 0.71 1.06 - - 4.02 5.90 - -

Model Averaged 0.19 0.35 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Variable Importance Values 0.07 0.54 0.00 0.00
a 
α = alpha (intercept for mean resighting rate); σ = sigma (individual heterogeneity level); Weight = weight (kg) of animal;

TSOG = time spent on grid for individual animal based on telemetry locations.  See text for futher description of parameters.
b
(.) denotes intercept only model; (= 0) indicates that parameter was fixed to zero
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Appendices Table 6.  Mark-resight population size models and covariate estimates for pumas on the Western Slope (WS), CO, 

exurban grid 1 and wildland grid 2 combined. 

 

 

Covariates
a

α σ

TSOG Weight TSOG Weight

Model # Model
a, b

K AICc  ΔAICc ωi Deviance β se β se β se β se

10 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(= 0) 4 60.33 0.00 0.81 44.33 2.48 0.62 0.06 0.01 - - - -

1 α(.) σ(.) 3 65.37 5.04 0.07 55.37 - - - - - - - -

4 α(.) σ(Weight) 4 65.76 5.43 0.05 49.76 - - - - - - 0.06 0.05

16 α(Weight) σ(.) 4 67.63 7.29 0.02 51.63 - - 0.05 0.02 - - - -

2 α(.) σ(TSOG) 4 68.31 7.97 0.02 52.31 - - - - 2.91 1.91 - -

11 α(TSOG) σ(.) 4 69.04 8.71 0.01 53.04 2.23 1.08 - - - - - -

6 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(.) 5 69.33 9.00 0.01 44.33 2.48 0.62 0.06 0.01 - - - -

20 α(Weight) σ(= 0) 3 69.52 9.18 0.01 59.52 - - 0.07 0.01 - - - -

3 α(.) σ(TSOG + Weight) 5 74.31 13.98 0.00 49.31 - - - - 1.88 2.20 0.04 0.04

14 α(TSOG) σ(Weight) 5 74.38 14.04 0.00 49.38 0.94 0.99 - - - - 0.05 0.04

19 α(Weight) σ(Weight) 5 74.42 14.09 0.00 49.42 - - 0.02 0.03 - - 0.05 0.06

17 α(Weight) σ(TSOG) 5 75.39 15.06 0.00 50.39 - - 0.04 0.02 1.89 1.55 - -

12 α(TSOG) σ(TSOG) 5 76.44 16.11 0.00 51.44 3.07 0.73 - - 2.67 1.77 - -

7 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(TSOG) 6 83.51 23.18 0.00 43.51 2.53 0.74 0.06 0.01 -13.58 25.52 - -

15 α(TSOG) σ(= 0) 3 83.78 23.45 0.00 73.78 2.37 0.52 - - - - - -

9 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(Weight) 6 84.33 24.00 0.00 44.33 2.48 0.62 0.06 0.01 - - -0.17 0.00

18 α(Weight) σ(TSOG + Weight) 6 88.63 28.30 0.00 48.63 - - 0.02 0.02 2.05 2.66 0.04 0.04

13 α(TSOG) σ(TSOG + Weight) 6 91.87 31.54 0.00 51.87 0.45 0.88 - - 6.04 0.00 -1.35 0.00

5 α(.) σ(= 0) 2 98.37 38.04 0.00 92.66 - - - - - - - -

8 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(TSOG + Weight) 7 112.81 52.47 0.00 42.81 2.71 0.69 0.06 0.01 -15.84 68.05 -0.12 0.26

Model Averaged 2.07 0.58 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.28 0.00 0.01

Variable Importance Values 0.83 0.85 0.02 0.06
a 
α = alpha (intercept for mean resighting rate); σ = sigma (individual heterogeneity level); Weight = weight (kg) of animal;

TSOG = time spent on grid for individual animal based on telemetry locations.  See text for futher description of parameters.
b
(.) denotes intercept only model; (= 0) indicates that parameter was fixed to zero
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Appendices Table 7.  Mark-resight population size models and covariate estimates for bobcats on the Front Range (FR), CO, 

wildland-urban interface grid 1. 

 

 

Covariates
a

α σ

TSOG Weight TSOG Weight

Model # Model
a, b

K AICc  ΔAICc ωi Deviance β se β se β se β se

1 α(.) σ(.) 3 55.13 0.00 0.84 44.33 - - - - - - - -

6 α(TSOG) σ(.) 4 60.26 5.13 0.06 42.26 2.46 1.58 - - - - - -

16 α(Weight) σ(.) 4 61.99 6.86 0.03 43.99 - - -0.30 0.47 - - - -

2 α(.) σ(TSOG) 4 62.24 7.11 0.02 44.24 - - - - 0.26 0.84 - -

4 α(.) σ(Weight) 4 62.29 7.16 0.02 44.29 - - - - - - 0.05 0.23

10 α(TSOG) σ(= 0) 3 63.53 8.40 0.01 52.73 1.97 0.82 - - - - - -

5 α(.) σ(= 0) 2 64.90 9.77 0.01 58.90 - - - - - - - -

20 α(Weight) σ(= 0) 3 68.96 13.84 0.00 58.16 - - -0.18 0.21 - - - -

15 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(= 0) 4 70.34 15.21 0.00 52.34 1.89 0.81 -0.14 0.22 - - - -

9 α(TSOG) σ(Weight) 5 71.96 16.83 0.00 41.96 2.54 1.56 - - - - 0.18 0.31

11 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(.) 5 72.00 16.88 0.00 42.00 2.34 1.57 -0.24 0.44 - - - -

7 α(TSOG) σ(TSOG) 5 72.25 17.12 0.00 42.25 2.49 1.62 - - -0.12 1.38 - -

19 α(Weight) σ(Weight) 5 73.59 18.46 0.00 43.59 - - -0.41 0.47 - - 0.16 0.23

17 α(Weight) σ(TSOG) 5 73.97 18.84 0.00 43.97 - - -0.24 0.51 0.15 0.91 - -

3 α(.) σ(TSOG + Weight) 5 74.17 19.04 0.00 44.17 - - - - 0.36 1.09 0.07 0.29

14 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(Weight) 6 95.31 40.18 0.00 41.31 2.55 1.62 -0.34 0.43 - - 0.28 0.28

12 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(TSOG) 6 96.00 40.87 0.00 42.00 2.38 1.60 -0.22 0.44 -0.10 1.35 - -

8 α(TSOG) σ(TSOG + Weight) 6 96.25 41.12 0.00 42.25 2.49 1.62 - - 0.94 433.23 -1.06 433.23

18 α(Weight) σ(TSOG + Weight) 6 97.52 42.39 0.00 43.52 - - -0.38 0.47 0.29 1.17 0.17 0.28

13 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(TSOG + Weight) 7 167.25 112.12 0.00 41.25 2.50 1.59 -0.33 0.43 0.30 1.72 0.30 0.40

Model Averaged 0.19 0.47 -0.01 0.08 0.01 0.13 0.00 0.04

Variable Importance Values 0.08 0.03 0.02 0.02
a 
α = alpha (intercept for mean resighting rate); σ = sigma (individual heterogeneity level); Weight = weight (kg) of animal;

TSOG = time spent on grid for individual animal based on telemetry locations.  See text for futher description of parameters.
b
(.) denotes intercept only model; (= 0) indicates that parameter was fixed to zero
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Appendices Table 8.  Mark-resight population size models and covariate estimates for bobcats on the Front Range (FR), CO, wildland 

grid 2. 

 

 

Covariates
a

α σ

TSOG Weight TSOG Weight

Model # Model
a, b

K AICc  ΔAICc ωi Deviance β se β se β se β se

5 α(.) σ(= 0) 2 46.18 0.00 0.69 40.47 - - - - - - - -

1 α(.) σ(.) 3 50.05 3.87 0.10 40.05 - - - - - - - -

15 α(TSOG) σ(= 0) 3 50.07 3.89 0.10 40.07 0.47 0.74 - - - - - -

20 α(Weight) σ(= 0) 3 50.46 4.28 0.08 40.46 - - 0.01 0.13 - - - -

4 α(.) σ(Weight) 4 55.35 9.17 0.01 39.35 - - - - - - -0.29 0.43

11 α(TSOG) σ(.) 4 55.73 9.54 0.01 39.73 0.48 0.84 - - - - - -

2 α(.) σ(TSOG) 4 56.00 9.82 0.01 40.00 - - - - -0.47 2.40 - -

16 α(Weight) σ(.) 4 56.03 9.85 0.01 40.03 - - 0.02 0.15 - - - -

10 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(= 0) 4 56.05 9.87 0.00 40.05 0.47 0.74 0.01 0.13 - - - -

14 α(TSOG) σ(Weight) 5 63.51 17.33 0.00 38.51 0.77 0.84 - - - - -0.35 0.38

3 α(.) σ(TSOG + Weight) 5 63.81 17.63 0.00 38.81 - - - - -4.86 12.73 -1.48 3.95

19 α(Weight) σ(Weight) 5 63.90 17.71 0.00 38.90 - - 0.12 0.22 - - -0.35 0.36

12 α(TSOG) σ(TSOG) 5 64.53 18.35 0.00 39.53 0.62 0.91 - - -0.94 2.18 - -

6 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(.) 5 64.72 18.54 0.00 39.72 0.47 0.84 0.01 0.15 - - - -

17 α(Weight) σ(TSOG) 5 64.94 18.76 0.00 39.94 - - 0.04 0.17 -0.71 2.44 - -

18 α(Weight) σ(TSOG + Weight) 6 77.36 31.18 0.00 37.36 - - 0.22 0.24 -4.76 7.81 -1.50 2.47

9 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(Weight) 6 78.11 31.93 0.00 38.11 0.73 0.83 0.13 0.22 - - -0.38 0.31

7 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(TSOG) 6 79.45 33.27 0.00 39.45 0.63 0.92 0.04 0.16 -1.10 2.08 - -

13 α(TSOG) σ(TSOG + Weight) 6 79.53 33.35 0.00 39.53 0.62 0.91 - - -8.89 0.00 7.94 0.00

8 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(TSOG + Weight) 7 106.43 60.25 0.00 36.43 0.96 0.89 0.19 0.24 -2.89 4.87 -0.81 1.33

Model Averaged 0.05 0.25 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.05

Variable Importance Values 0.11 0.09 0.01 0.01
a 
α = alpha (intercept for mean resighting rate); σ = sigma (individual heterogeneity level); Weight = weight (kg) of animal;

TSOG = time spent on grid for individual animal based on telemetry locations.  See text for futher description of parameters.
b
(.) denotes intercept only model; (= 0) indicates that parameter was fixed to zero
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Appendices Table 9.  Mark-resight population size models and covariate estimates for bobcats on the Front Range (FR), CO, 

wildland-urban interface grid 1 and wildland grid 2 combined. 

 

 

Covariates
a

α σ

TSOG Weight TSOG Weight

Model # Model
a, b

K AICc  ΔAICc ωi Deviance β se β se β se β se

1 α(.) σ(.) 3 84.83 0.00 0.43 76.98 - - - - - - - -

11 α(TSOG) σ(.) 4 87.00 2.18 0.15 75.67 1.04 0.90 - - - - - -

4 α(.) σ(Weight) 4 87.16 2.34 0.13 75.83 - - - - - - -0.18 0.17

16 α(Weight) σ(.) 4 88.24 3.41 0.08 76.90 - - -0.04 0.13 - - - -

2 α(.) σ(TSOG) 4 88.31 3.48 0.08 76.98 - - - - 0.07 1.19 - -

14 α(TSOG) σ(Weight) 5 89.66 4.83 0.04 74.21 1.06 0.83 - - - - -0.21 0.18

6 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(.) 5 91.04 6.21 0.02 75.59 1.04 0.90 -0.04 0.13 - - - -

12 α(TSOG) σ(TSOG) 5 91.05 6.22 0.02 75.59 1.12 0.95 - - -0.33 1.18 - -

19 α(Weight) σ(Weight) 5 91.22 6.39 0.02 75.77 - - 0.04 0.15 - - -0.19 0.18

3 α(.) σ(TSOG + Weight) 5 91.29 6.46 0.02 75.83 - - - - -0.01 1.19 -0.18 0.17

17 α(Weight) σ(TSOG) 5 92.35 7.52 0.01 76.90 - - -0.04 0.13 0.11 1.22 - -

9 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(Weight) 6 94.56 9.73 0.00 74.16 1.05 0.82 0.03 0.14 - - -0.22 0.18

5 α(.) σ(= 0) 2 94.98 10.15 0.00 90.12 - - - - - - - -

15 α(TSOG) σ(= 0) 3 95.12 10.29 0.00 87.27 0.95 0.57 - - - - - -

7 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(TSOG) 6 95.92 11.09 0.00 75.52 1.11 0.95 -0.04 0.13 -0.32 1.21 - -

13 α(TSOG) σ(TSOG + Weight) 6 95.99 11.16 0.00 75.59 1.12 0.95 - - 2.02 284.44 -2.35 284.44

18 α(Weight) σ(TSOG + Weight) 6 96.17 11.34 0.00 75.77 - - 0.04 0.15 -0.02 1.14 -0.19 0.18

20 α(Weight) σ(= 0) 3 97.10 12.28 0.00 89.26 - - -0.08 0.08 - - - -

10 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(= 0) 4 97.84 13.01 0.00 86.50 0.94 0.58 -0.07 0.08 - - - -

8 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(TSOG + Weight) 7 100.45 15.63 0.00 74.01 1.14 0.87 0.03 0.14 -0.45 1.07 -0.22 0.17

Model Averaged 0.24 0.44 0.00 0.05 0.00 11.46 -0.04 11.45

Variable Importance Values 0.23 0.13 0.13 0.21
a 
α = alpha (intercept for mean resighting rate); σ = sigma (individual heterogeneity level); Weight = weight (kg) of animal;

TSOG = time spent on grid for individual animal based on telemetry locations.  See text for futher description of parameters.
b
(.) denotes intercept only model; (= 0) indicates that parameter was fixed to zero
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Appendices Table 10.  Mark-resight population size models and covariate estimates for pumas on the Front Range (FR), CO, 

wildland-urban interface grid 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Covariates
a

α σ

TSOG Weight TSOG Weight

Model # Model
a, b

K AICc  ΔAICc ωi Deviance β se β se β se β se

2 α(.) σ(= 0) 2 41.15 0.00 1.00 31.15 - - - - - - - -

4 α(Weight) σ(= 0) 3 55.71 14.55 0.00 25.71 - - 0.16 0.08 - - - -

1 α(.) σ(.) 3 59.35 18.20 0.00 29.35 - - - - - - - -

3 α(TSOG) σ(= 0) 3 60.39 19.24 0.00 30.39 0.80 0.92 - - - - - -

Model Averaged 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Variable Importance Values 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
a 
α = alpha (intercept for mean resighting rate); σ = sigma (individual heterogeneity level); Weight = weight (kg) of animal;

TSOG = time spent on grid for individual animal based on telemetry locations.  See text for futher description of parameters.
b
(.) denotes intercept only model; (= 0) indicates that parameter was fixed to zero
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Appendices Table 11.  Mark-resight population size models and covariate estimates for pumas on the Front Range (FR), CO, wildland 

grid 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Covariates
a

α σ

TSOG Weight TSOG Weight

Model # Model
a, b

K AICc  ΔAICc ωi Deviance β se β se β se β se

2 α(.) σ(= 0) 2 36.19 0.00 0.97 28.19 - - - - - - - -

3 α(TSOG) σ(= 0) 3 44.84 8.65 0.01 26.84 0.91 0.80 - - - - - -

4 α(Weight) σ(= 0) 3 46.19 10.00 0.01 28.19 - - 0.00 0.01 - - - -

1 α(.) σ(.) 3 46.19 10.00 0.01 28.19 - - - - - - - -

Model Averaged 0.01 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Variable Importance Values 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00
a 
α = alpha (intercept for mean resighting rate); σ = sigma (individual heterogeneity level); Weight = weight (kg) of animal;

TSOG = time spent on grid for individual animal based on telemetry locations.  See text for futher description of parameters.
b
(.) denotes intercept only model; (= 0) indicates that parameter was fixed to zero
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Appendices Table 12.  Mark-resight population size models and covariate estimates for pumas on the Front Range (FR), CO, 

wildland-urban interface grid 1 and wildland grid 2 combined. 

 

 

Covariates
a

α σ

TSOG Weight TSOG Weight

Model # Model
a, b

K AICc  ΔAICc ωi Deviance β se β se β se β se

5 α(.) σ(= 0) 2 61.48 0.00 0.53 55.76 - - - - - - - -

15 α(TSOG) σ(= 0) 3 63.62 2.15 0.18 53.62 0.86 0.60 - - - - - -

1 α(.) σ(.) 3 64.02 2.54 0.15 54.02 - - - - - - - -

20 α(Weight) σ(= 0) 3 65.74 4.26 0.06 55.74 - - 0.00 0.01 - - - -

2 α(.) σ(TSOG) 4 67.02 5.54 0.03 51.02 - - - - -3.10 1.87 - -

11 α(TSOG) σ(.) 4 68.30 6.83 0.02 52.30 1.03 0.81 - - - - - -

10 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(= 0) 4 69.62 8.15 0.01 53.62 0.86 0.60 0.00 0.01 - - - -

4 α(.) σ(Weight) 4 69.81 8.33 0.01 53.81 - - - - - - -0.02 0.06

16 α(Weight) σ(.) 4 70.00 8.52 0.01 54.00 - - 0.00 0.02 - - - -

12 α(TSOG) σ(TSOG) 5 75.61 14.13 0.00 50.61 0.58 0.91 - - -2.72 1.92 - -

3 α(.) σ(TSOG + Weight) 5 75.95 14.47 0.00 50.95 - - - - -2.97 1.87 -0.02 0.11

17 α(Weight) σ(TSOG) 5 76.01 14.54 0.00 51.01 - - 0.00 0.01 -3.11 1.88 - -

14 α(TSOG) σ(Weight) 5 77.20 15.72 0.00 52.20 1.03 0.83 - - - - -0.02 0.05

6 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(.) 5 77.30 15.83 0.00 52.30 1.03 0.82 0.00 0.02 - - - -

19 α(Weight) σ(Weight) 5 78.78 17.30 0.00 53.78 - - 0.00 0.01 - - -0.02 0.06

7 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(TSOG) 6 90.60 29.13 0.00 50.60 0.58 0.91 0.00 0.01 -2.73 1.93 - -

13 α(TSOG) σ(TSOG + Weight) 6 90.61 29.13 0.00 50.61 0.58 0.91 - - -0.62 0.00 -2.10 0.00

18 α(Weight) σ(TSOG + Weight) 6 90.94 29.47 0.00 50.94 - - 0.00 0.01 -2.99 1.88 -0.02 0.11

9 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(Weight) 6 92.19 30.72 0.00 52.19 1.03 0.84 0.00 0.01 - - -0.02 0.05

8 α(TSOG + Weight) σ(TSOG + Weight) 7 121.05 59.57 0.00 51.05 0.29 0.61 0.00 0.01 -3.08 1.07 -0.11 0.00

Model Averaged 0.18 0.30 0.00 0.00 -0.11 0.39 0.00 0.01

Variable Importance Values 0.21 0.08 0.03 0.01
a 
α = alpha (intercept for mean resighting rate); σ = sigma (individual heterogeneity level); Weight = weight (kg) of animal;

TSOG = time spent on grid for individual animal based on telemetry locations.  See text for futher description of parameters.
b
(.) denotes intercept only model; (= 0) indicates that parameter was fixed to zero
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Appendices Table 13.  Occupancy models and covariate estimates for bobcats on the Western Slope (WS). 

 

 

Covariates
a

Ψ p

Grid HumDev Grid HumDev

Model # Model
a, b

K AICc ΔAICc ωi Deviance β se β se β se β se

3 Ψ(.) p(Grid + HumDev) 4 273.53 0.00 0.41 264.39 - - - - -0.89 0.30 -0.37 0.17

11 Ψ(Grid) p(Grid + HumDev) 5 275.42 1.89 0.16 263.65 -22.90 0.00 - - -0.78 0.32 -0.38 0.17

15 Ψ(HumDev) p(Grid + HumDev) 5 276.15 2.62 0.11 264.39 - - 1.77 933.01 -0.89 0.30 -0.37 0.17

2 Ψ(.) p(Grid) 3 276.47 2.94 0.10 65.51 - - - - -0.77 0.29 - -

7 Ψ(Grid + HumDev) p(Grid + HumDev) 6 278.07 4.54 0.04 263.53 -29.21 0.00 3.57 822.83 -0.78 0.32 -0.38 0.17

10 Ψ(Grid) p(Grid) 4 278.48 4.95 0.03 65.04 -18.35 0.00 - - -0.68 0.31 - -

4 Ψ(.) p(HumDev) 3 278.85 5.31 0.03 272.18 - - - - - - -0.31 0.16

14 Ψ(HumDev) p(Grid) 4 278.95 5.42 0.03 269.81 - - 2.36 0.00 -0.77 0.29 - -

12 Ψ(Grid) p(HumDev) 4 279.10 5.57 0.03 269.96 -16.76 0.00 - - - - -0.32 0.16

1 Ψ(.) p(.) 2 280.60 7.07 0.01 39.08 - - - - - - - -

16 Ψ(HumDev) p(HumDev) 4 280.77 7.23 0.01 271.62 - - 95.07 0.00 - - -0.31 0.16

9 Ψ(Grid) p(.) 3 280.96 7.43 0.01 70.00 -19.62 0.00 - - - - - -

6 Ψ(Grid + HumDev) p(Grid) 5 281.00 7.47 0.01 269.23 -31.16 0.00 3.64 1473.96 -0.68 0.31 - -

8 Ψ(Grid + HumDev) p(HumDev) 5 281.54 8.01 0.01 269.77 -26.00 0.00 3.50 531.82 - - -0.32 0.16

13 Ψ(HumDev) p(.) 3 282.47 8.94 0.00 275.81 - - 92.03 0.00 - - - -

5 Ψ(Grid + HumDev) p(.) 4 283.27 9.73 0.00 274.12 -28.72 0.00 3.94 1414.32 - - - -

Model Averaged na na na na -0.75 0.29 -0.29 0.15

Variable Importance Values 0.30 0.21 0.90 0.79
a 
 Ψ = occupancy (proportion of the landscape occupied by the species), p = detection probability (the probability of detecting a species given that it 

was present at a site);  Effort = time varying survey effort covariate; Grid = covariate comparing urban (=0) and wildland (=1) grids; HumDev = kernel density 

human development covariate.  
b 

(.) denotes intercept only model
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Appendices Table 14.  Occupancy models and covariate estimates for pumas on the Western Slope (WS). 

 

 

Covariates
a

Ψ p

Grid HumDev Grid HumDev

Model # Model
a,b

K AICc ΔAICc ωi Deviance β se β se β se β se

4 Ψ(.) p(HumDev) 3 213.70 0.00 0.24 207.03 - - - - - - -0.82 0.45

13 Ψ(HumDev) p(.) 3 215.17 1.47 0.12 208.50 - - -0.70 0.53 - - - -

3 Ψ(.) p(Grid + HumDev) 4 215.49 1.79 0.10 206.35 - - - - 0.34 0.42 -0.77 0.44

1 Ψ(.) p(.) 2 215.66 1.96 0.09 33.01 - - - - - - - -

12 Ψ(Grid) p(HumDev) 4 216.14 2.44 0.07 207.00 0.14 0.74 - - - - -0.82 0.45

16 Ψ(HumDev) p(HumDev) 4 216.14 2.44 0.07 207.00 - - -0.25 1.12 - - -0.73 0.64

14 Ψ(HumDev) p(Grid) 4 216.26 2.56 0.07 207.11 - - -0.69 0.52 0.48 0.41 - -

2 Ψ(.) p(Grid) 3 216.52 2.82 0.06 45.79 - - - - 0.50 0.41 - -

5 Ψ(Grid + HumDev) p(.) 4 217.64 3.94 0.03 208.50 0.05 0.73 -0.69 0.53 - - - -

9 Ψ(Grid) p(.) 3 217.90 4.20 0.03 47.17 0.22 0.69 - - - - - -

15 Ψ(HumDev) p(Grid + HumDev) 5 218.04 4.34 0.03 206.28 - - -0.36 1.02 0.36 0.42 -0.61 0.71

11 Ψ(Grid) p(Grid + HumDev) 5 218.11 4.41 0.03 206.35 0.02 0.77 - - 0.34 0.43 -0.77 0.44

8 Ψ(Grid + HumDev) p(HumDev) 5 218.74 5.04 0.02 206.98 0.11 0.77 -0.20 1.29 - - -0.75 0.67

6 Ψ(Grid + HumDev) p(Grid) 5 218.85 5.14 0.02 207.08 -0.14 0.78 -0.71 0.54 0.50 0.42 - -

10 Ψ(Grid) p(Grid) 4 218.99 5.29 0.02 45.79 0.06 0.72 - - 0.49 0.42 - -

7 Ψ(Grid + HumDev) p(Grid + HumDev) 6 220.82 7.12 0.01 206.27 -0.06 0.79 -0.38 1.02 0.37 0.44 -0.60 0.72

Model Averaged 0.02 0.35 -0.20 0.48 0.14 0.24 -0.44 0.38

Variable Importance Values 0.22 0.36 0.32 0.57
a 
 Ψ = occupancy (proportion of the landscape occupied by the species), p = detection probability (the probability of detecting a species given that it 

was present at a site);  Effort = time varying survey effort covariate; Grid = covariate comparing urban (=0) and wildland (=1) grids; HumDev = kernel density 

human development covariate.  
b 

(.) denotes intercept only model
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Appendices Table 15.  Occupancy models and covariate estimates for bobcats on the Front Range (FR). 

 

 

 

 

Covariates
a

Ψ p

Grid HumDev Effort Grid HumDev

Model # Model
a, b

K AICc ΔAICc ωi Deviance β se β se β se β se β se

4 Ψ(.) p(Effort + Grid + HumDev) 5 257.91 0.00 0.33 246.14 - - - - 1.97 1.05 -0.78 0.38 -0.57 0.22

5 Ψ(.) p(Effort + HumDev) 4 259.60 1.69 0.14 250.45 - - - - 1.68 1.00 - - -0.40 0.19

12 Ψ(Grid) p(Effort + Grid + HumDev) 6 259.71 1.80 0.13 245.16 1.09 1.28 - - 2.05 1.06 -0.84 0.39 -0.56 0.22

16 Ψ(HumDev) p(Effort + Grid + HumDev) 6 260.67 2.76 0.08 246.12 - - -0.08 0.53 1.98 1.05 -0.78 0.38 -0.56 0.23

2 Ψ(.) p(Effort) 3 261.76 3.85 0.05 255.09 - - - - 1.64 1.00 - - - -

13 Ψ(Grid) p(Effort + HumDev) 5 261.77 3.87 0.05 250.01 0.65 1.00 - - 1.71 1.00 - - -0.38 0.20

17 Ψ(HumDev) p(Effort + HumDev) 5 262.22 4.31 0.04 250.45 - - -0.03 0.58 1.68 1.00 - - -0.40 0.21

1 Ψ(.) p(.) 2 262.41 4.51 0.03 30.08 - - - - - - - - - -

8 Ψ(Grid + HumDev) p(Effort + Grid + HumDev) 7 262.64 4.73 0.03 245.14 1.13 1.30 0.08 0.58 2.04 1.06 -0.84 0.39 -0.56 0.23

3 Ψ(.) p(Effort + Grid) 4 263.09 5.18 0.02 253.95 - - - - 1.76 1.03 -0.36 0.34 - -

10 Ψ(Grid) p(Effort) 4 263.33 5.42 0.02 254.19 0.92 1.05 - - 1.69 1.01 - - - -

14 Ψ(HumDev) p(Effort) 4 263.86 5.95 0.02 254.72 - - -0.24 0.38 1.65 1.01 - - - -

11 Ψ(Grid) p(Effort + Grid) 5 264.34 6.43 0.01 252.58 1.28 1.36 - - 1.87 1.04 -0.44 0.35 - -

9 Ψ(Grid + HumDev) p(Effort + HumDev) 6 264.53 6.62 0.01 249.98 0.70 1.05 0.10 0.63 1.71 1.00 - - -0.39 0.21

15 Ψ(HumDev) p(Effort + Grid) 5 265.25 7.34 0.01 253.48 - - -0.27 0.37 1.78 1.03 -0.38 0.34 - -

6 Ψ(Grid + HumDev) p(Effort) 5 265.88 7.97 0.01 254.11 0.83 1.12 -0.11 0.42 1.69 1.01 - - - -

7 Ψ(Grid + HumDev) p(Effort + Grid) 6 267.04 9.13 0.00 252.49 1.19 1.41 -0.12 0.41 1.87 1.04 -0.45 0.35 - -

Model Averaged 0.27 0.64 -0.01 0.24 1.81 1.04 -0.48 0.30 -0.43 0.19

Variable Importance Values 0.27 0.20 0.97 0.63 0.82
a 
 Ψ = occupancy (proportion of the landscape occupied by the species), p = detection probability (the probability of detecting a species given that it was present at a site); 

Effort = time varying survey effort covariate; Grid = covariate comparing urban (=0) and wildland (=1) grids; HumDev = kernel density human development covariate.  
b 

(.) denotes intercept only model
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Appendices Table 16.  Occupancy models and covariate estimates for pumas on the Front Range (FR). 

 

 

 

 

Covariates
a

Ψ p

Grid HumDev Effort Grid HumDev

Model # Model
a, b

K AICc ΔAICc ωi Deviance β se β se β se β se β se

5 Ψ(.) p(Effort + HumDev) 4 263.15 0.00 0.20 254.00 - - - - 1.89 1.09 - - -0.34 0.21

2 Ψ(.) p(Effort) 3 264.10 0.95 0.12 257.43 - - - - 1.76 1.08 - - - -

6 Ψ(Grid + HumDev) p(Effort) 5 264.29 1.14 0.11 252.53 -287.75 0.00 -37.17 0.00 1.82 1.08 - - - -

1 Ψ(.) p(.) 2 264.99 1.85 0.08 32.66 - - - - - - - - - -

4 Ψ(.) p(Effort + Grid + HumDev) 5 265.19 2.04 0.07 253.42 - - - - 1.91 1.10 -0.23 0.30 -0.36 0.22

9 Ψ(Grid + HumDev) p(Effort + HumDev) 6 265.44 2.29 0.06 250.89 -457.63 1080.76 -78.27 29.04 1.90 1.08 - - -0.22 0.19

13 Ψ(Grid) p(Effort + HumDev) 5 265.46 2.31 0.06 253.69 -15.25 0.00 - - 1.90 1.09 - - -0.33 0.22

17 Ψ(HumDev) p(Effort + HumDev) 5 265.61 2.46 0.06 253.84 - - 154.17 0.00 1.91 1.09 - - -0.35 0.22

10 Ψ(Grid) p(Effort) 4 265.94 2.79 0.05 256.80 -15.56 0.00 - - 1.78 1.08 - - - -

3 Ψ(.) p(Effort + Grid) 4 266.38 3.23 0.04 257.24 - - - - 1.77 1.08 -0.13 0.30 - -

14 Ψ(HumDev) p(Effort) 4 266.53 3.39 0.04 257.39 - - -0.30 0.98 1.77 1.08 - - - -

7 Ψ(Grid + HumDev) p(Effort + Grid) 6 267.05 3.90 0.03 252.50 -240.24 3494.39 -32.73 112.26 1.82 1.08 -0.05 0.30 - -

16 Ψ(HumDev) p(Effort + Grid + HumDev) 6 267.84 4.69 0.02 253.30 - - 151.44 0.00 1.93 1.10 -0.23 0.31 -0.37 0.22

12 Ψ(Grid) p(Effort + Grid + HumDev) 6 267.91 4.76 0.02 253.37 -15.22 0.00 - - 1.92 1.10 -0.19 0.34 -0.35 0.22

8 Ψ(Grid + HumDev) p(Effort + Grid + HumDev) 7 268.17 5.02 0.02 250.67 -304.05 2793.06 -55.93 75.08 1.91 1.09 -0.15 0.31 -0.25 0.20

11 Ψ(Grid) p(Effort + Grid) 5 268.56 5.41 0.01 256.79 -14.95 0.00 - - 1.78 1.09 -0.03 0.33 - -

15 Ψ(HumDev) p(Effort + Grid) 5 269.00 5.85 0.01 257.23 - - -0.28 1.62 1.77 1.09 -0.13 0.31 - -

Model Averaged na na na na 1.70 1.07 -0.04 0.14 -0.17 0.15

Variable Importance Values 0.36 0.34 0.92 0.22 0.51
a 
 Ψ = occupancy (proportion of the landscape occupied by the species), p = detection probability (the probability of detecting a species given that it was present at a site); 

Effort = time varying survey effort covariate; Grid = covariate comparing urban (=0) and wildland (=1) grids; HumDev = kernel density human development covariate.  
b 

(.) denotes intercept only model
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INTERSPECIFIC INTERACTIONS BETWEEN WILD FELIDS  

ACROSS A GRADIENT OF URBANIZATION 
2
 

 

 

OVERVIEW 

In response to current and projected global impacts of urbanization, understanding the 

effects of human activities on competitive interactions of animals is critical due to the far-

reaching effects to ecological communities and processes.  We evaluated interspecific 

interactions between medium- and large-sized carnivores across a gradient of urbanization and 

multiple scales.  Specifically, we investigated spatial and temporal interactions of bobcats and 

pumas by evaluating circadian activity patterns, broad-scale seasonal interactions, and fine-scale 

daily interactions in wildland-urban interface (WUI), exurban and rural residential development, 

and wildland habitats.  As predicted, urbanization altered interspecific interactions between wild 

felids and appeared to increase the opportunity for carnivores to interact.  Bobcats did not avoid 

pumas across broad spatial and temporal scales; however, bobcats responded behaviorally to the 

presence of pumas at finer scales, but patterns varied across levels of urbanization.  In wildland 

habitat, bobcats avoided using areas for short temporal periods after a puma visited an area.  In 

contrast, bobcats did not avoid areas that pumas recently visited in landscapes influenced by 

urbanization (exurban and WUI habitat).  In addition, overlap in circadian activity patterns 

between bobcats and pumas increased in exurban habitat compared to wildland habitat.  We 

explore three hypotheses to explain our results that consider activity patterns, landscape 

configuration, and animal scent marking.  Ultimately, urbanization can lead to increased 

                                                           
2
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opportunities for interspecific competition with potential far-reaching impacts to felid 

populations and the ecological community.   

 

INTRODUCTION 

Species interactions have long been recognized as a driving factor in shaping ecological 

communities and influencing the spatial and temporal distribution of animals (Darwin 1859, 

Schoener 1974, Carothers and Jaksić 1984).  Gause (1934) demonstrated that two species with 

the same ecological requirements, or niches, could not occupy the same area (i.e., the 

competitive exclusion principle; Hardin 1960).  However, species with seemingly similar 

ecological requirements can co-exist by exploiting different habitat features (e.g., Gause 1934, 

MacArthur 1958).  In addition, two species with apparently different niches can have potentially 

strong interactions that influence the behavior, demography, and distribution of the subordinate 

species (Palomares and Caro 1999).  Landscape change resulting from anthropogenic factors, 

such as urbanization, can alter species interactions and ecological communities in human-

modified landscapes, which can have rippling effects throughout the ecosystem (Crooks and 

Soulé 1999, Faeth et al. 2005); however, this area of research has been relatively understudied 

until recently (Magle et al. 2012).  Given the expansive current human footprint globally (Leu et 

al. 2008, Schneider et al. 2009, Nickerson et al. 2011) and projected rates of additional extensive 

landscape change resulting from human development (Theobald 2005, Seto et al. 2011), 

additional research on interspecific competition (i.e., between species) should focus on 

understanding how anthropogenic factors (particularly urbanization) influence species 

interactions and the resulting ecological implications (Magle et al. 2012).  Studies comparing 

competition across a gradient of urbanization can further our understanding for how 
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anthropogenic factors alter species interactions (McDonnell and Pickett 1990, McDonnell and 

Hahs 2008).   

Urbanization currently covers hundreds of millions of acres globally (Schneider et al. 

2009, Nickerson et al. 2011) and is projected to expand by hundreds of millions of acres within 

the next few decades (Cohen 2003, Theobald 2005, Theobald and Romme 2007, Seto et al. 

2011).  Different forms of urban development, however, can result in varying landscape pattern 

and impacts on animals.  For example, urban (<0.25 acres per residence) and suburban (0.25 – 

1.68 acres per residence) residential development (Theobald 2005) can create relatively 

impermeable barriers to animal movement that can potentially increase population densities 

through altered movement patterns (Riley et al. 2006) and increased available forage (Fedriani et 

al. 2001, Hadidian et al. 2010) or decrease population size for species that are sensitive to urban 

impacts (McKinney 2008).  The juxtaposition of residential development with wildland habitat 

(i.e., primarily natural habitat without human development) creates a wildland-urban interface 

(WUI), which is often characterized by a linear boundary that can significantly alter ecological 

processes and populations (Radeloff et al. 2005).  Exurban (1.68 – 40 acres per residence) and 

rural (> 40 acres per residence) residential development (Theobald 2005), which is characterized 

by low density urban development often immersed within natural habitat, might not create 

barriers and can be permeable to animal movement; human disturbance from these forms of 

development can pervade the landscape over much broader spatial extents and alter animal 

behavior and population characteristics (Hansen et al. 2005, Lewis et al. 2014c).  By influencing 

animal behavior and demography, all forms of urbanization can potentially alter interactions 

between species.  However, despite the pervasiveness of urbanization and the associated impacts 
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to ecological communities, relatively little is known about how varying levels of urbanization 

affect interspecific competition for most animals.   

 Interspecific competition is broadly categorized as either exploitation (resource) or 

interference (contest) (Birch 1957, Schoener 1983).  Exploitation competition occurs when two 

species indirectly compete by using the same resource (e.g., food).  Interference competition 

involves direct (or the potential for direct) interactions, such as fighting, killing, or maintaining a 

territory (Schoener 1983, Carothers and Jaksić 1984).  Ultimately, competition can result in 

spatial and temporal niche partitioning between species, which can occur across fine to broad 

scales.  For example, sympatric species might segregate spatially across daily or seasonal periods 

or completely avoid areas used by competitors (Albrecht and Gotelli 2001, Kronfeld-Schor and 

Dayan 2003).   

 Competitive interactions can be particularly strong among sympatric carnivores 

(Rosenzweig 1966, Palomares and Caro 1999, Creel et al. 2001, Caro and Stoner 2003) and 

larger species can have substantial competitive effects on smaller subordinate species through 

asymmetrical competition (Schoener 1983, Persson 1985).  Various sized carnivores often 

compete when one species steals or scavenges the food of another species (i.e., kleptoparasitism; 

Koehler and Hornocker 1991, Gorman et al. 1998, Merkle et al. 2009), which, although 

potentially rewarding energetically, can be especially risky when subordinate carnivores 

scavenge on the prey carcasses of larger species.  Intra-guild predation (i.e., interspecific killing 

of species that are potential competitors) can be a powerful expression of interspecific 

competition that shapes ecological communities and animal behavior (Polis et al. 1989, 

Palomares and Caro 1999).  Ultimately, interspecific competition can lead to subordinate species 
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using “competition refuges” to avoid dominant species and reduce interspecific competition 

spatially and temporally (Durant 1998, Berger and Gese 2007).   

Two wild felids with similar geographic ranges and activity patterns across much of 

western North America, the bobcat (Lynx rufus) and puma (i.e., mountain lion, cougar, panther; 

Puma concolor), have high potential for spatial and temporal interactions (Koehler and 

Hornocker 1991, Sunquist and Sunquist 2002, Hass 2009).  Bobcats will scavenge on the 

carcasses of puma prey, thus increasing the opportunity for interspecific interactions, and pumas 

will kill bobcats (Koehler and Hornocker 1991).  In addition, the behavior, movement patterns, 

and population characteristics of both felids are impacted by human development and 

disturbance (George and Crooks 2006, Riley et al. 2006, Beier et al. 2010, Riley et al. 2010, 

Tracey et al. 2013, Wilmers et al. 2013), but to varying degrees (Crooks 2002), which can 

potentially influence interspecific competition.  For example, anthropogenic barriers, such as 

roadways and urban development, can restrict felid movement patterns (Tracey et al. 2013) and 

increase space use overlap (Riley et al. 2006) and thus influence competitive interactions 

between these species (Crooks et al. 2010).  Urban development can also influence disease 

transmission; in California, pumas acquired the bobcat strain of Feline Immunodeficiency Virus 

(FIV), presumably through increased interspecific interactions and encounter rates related to 

urbanization (Franklin et al. 2007).  No studies, however, have explicitly evaluated interspecific 

interactions between bobcats and pumas or how varying levels of urbanization, including urban, 

exurban, and rural development (e.g., across a gradient of urbanization; Theobald 2004, 

Theobald and Romme 2007, McDonnell and Hahs 2008), influence their interactions.  Such 

evaluations would provide important information about altered competitive interactions, 
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potential for novel modes of disease transmission, and intra-guild killing between animals across 

urbanizing landscapes. 

 We evaluated interspecific interactions between bobcats and pumas across a gradient of 

urbanization and multiple scales.  Specifically, we investigated spatial and temporal interactions 

of bobcats and pumas by evaluating circadian activity patterns, broad-scale seasonal interactions 

(where “seasonal” refers to the entire sampling period across multiple months), and fine-scale 

daily interactions in wildland urban-interface (WUI), exurban, rural, and wildland habitat.  

Interspecific interactions were evaluated using conditional two-species (Richmond et al. 2010) 

and single-season (MacKenzie et al. 2006) occupancy modeling.  Overall, we predicted high 

overlap in circadian activity patterns between bobcats and pumas and greater overlap of activity 

patterns in landscapes impacted by urbanization compared to wildland areas.  If bobcats use 

“competition refuges” in space or time, we expected that bobcats would avoid pumas spatially 

and temporally at both fine and broad scales and hypothesized that interactions might increase in 

areas associated with urbanization.  Further, if bobcats avoid high use areas of pumas, we 

expected a negative relationship between the number of puma observations at a site and detection 

probability of bobcats.   

 

STUDY AREA 

We conducted our research across two study sites in Colorado, USA that exhibited 

varying degrees of urbanization and human influence.  In 2009, we worked on the Western Slope 

(WS) of Colorado on the Uncompahgre Plateau near the towns of Montrose and Ridgway 

(Figure 1).  Common vegetation included pinyon pine (Pinus edulis) and juniper (Juniperus 

osteosperma), ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), aspen (Populus tremuloides), gambel oak 
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(Quercus gambelii), and big sagebrush (Artemesia tridentata).  We divided the WS study site 

into two sampling grids.  The southern grid 1 sampled exurban and rural residential development 

on Log Hill Mesa (population = 1,041; US Census Bureau 2010); residential parcel sizes were 

distributed, from most to least numerous, across 5 acre, 2 acre, 1 acre, ≥ 5 acre, and ≥ 40 acre 

properties.  Within areas of exurban development, travel corridors of natural habitat and open 

space property, often with associated recreation trails, were present.  The northern grid 2 

sampled primarily undeveloped, wildland habitat, although some small areas of low density 

human residences and hunting camps occurred on or near the grid.   

In 2010, we worked on the more urbanized Front Range (FR) of Colorado (Figure 1).  

Common vegetation included ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), juniper, 

aspen, and mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus montanus).  A network of open space properties 

with recreational trails occurred across the study area.  Similar to the WS, we divided the FR 

study area into two sampling grids. The southern grid 1 occurred adjacent to the wildland-urban 

interface associated with the city of Boulder (population = 97,385, US Census Bureau 2010) and 

was characterized by open-space properties with some human residences on or near the grid.  

The northern grid 2 occurred across undeveloped public properties, although a small number of 

rural human residences occurred on private property inholdings.  See Lewis et al. (2014c) for an 

expanded description of the study area. 

 

METHODS 

Sampling Grids and Camera Surveys 

Each study area (WS and FR) contained 40 motion-activated cameras divided between 2 

camera grid arrays spaced approximately 6 km apart (Figure 1).  Each grid was 80 km
2
, 
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consisting of 20 4-km
2
 grid cells (both grids in each study area sampled a total of 160 km

2
).  

Within each grid cell, we placed one motion-activated camera at a site that we believed 

maximized the opportunity to photograph bobcats and pumas.  Cameras were placed along game 

trails, people trails, and secondary dirt roads where felid sign (primarily scats, scrapes, and 

marking sites) was observed or in areas that appeared to be likely travel routes.  Our sampling 

was passive in that we did not use attractants (i.e., sight, sound, scent) to lure animals to the 

camera location.  We used Cuddeback (Non Typical, Inc., Green Bay, WI, USA) Capture 

motion-activated cameras (with a 30 second delay) with a white-flash to obtain color 

photographs during the day and at night, except at one site along a high-use human recreation 

trail on the FR where we switched to using a Cuddeback Attack Infra-Red camera to reduce 

vandalism.  Cameras operated on the WS from 21 August to 13 December 2009 and on the FR 

from 1 October 2010 to 31 December 2010. 

We considered photographs of bobcats and pumas taken at a camera site to be 

independent if images were obtained >1 hour apart.  If 2 adult felids were photographed <1 hour 

apart and could be differentiated based on natural or artificial (i.e., telemetry collars and eartags; 

for details see Lewis et al. 2014c) markings, these photographs were also counted as independent 

animals.  Kittens and dependent offspring (individuals typically of small body size and often 

accompanied by their mother in photographs) were not considered independent animals and were 

excluded from analyses.  Inference from motion-activated cameras is in relation to the movement 

behavior of animals when traveling past sampling locations. 

Circadian Activity Patterns 

We compared overlap in activity patterns between bobcats and pumas across sampling 

grids.  To estimate activity patterns of felids using circular kernel density statistics, we used the 
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R (R Development Core Team 2014) package Overlap (Meredith and Ridout 2013) and followed 

their recommendations for bandwidth selection, estimators for quantifying overlap, and 10,000 

bootstrap simulations to estimate 95% confidence intervals (Ridout and Linkie 2009, Meredith 

and Ridout 2013).  Activity throughout the day was defined as crepuscular (morning and 

evening), diurnal (day), and nocturnal (night).     

Occupancy Modeling 

We used occupancy modeling (MacKenzie et al. 2006) to evaluate interactions between 

bobcats and pumas across broad (seasonal) and fine (daily) scales, described below.  Occupancy 

probability (Ψ) estimates the proportion of the landscape used by the species and detection 

probability (p) estimates the probability of detecting a species given that it used a site, which can 

evaluate the behavioral response in relation to landscape characteristics.  A site refers to a 

camera location.  All occupancy analyses were conducted in program Presence (Hines 2006).   

Broad Scale: Seasonal 

To evaluate species interactions on the seasonal scale (5 sampling occasions that were 

each 22 days long on the WS and 18 days long the FR), we used conditional two-species 

occupancy models (Richmond et al. 2010) where pumas were the dominant species (species A) 

and bobcats were the subordinate species (species B).  These models consider eight parameters 

related to occupancy and detection probabilities; we focused on five of these parameters to 

evaluate the model comparisons present by Richmond et al. (2010) including Ψ
BA

 (probability of 

occupancy for bobcats, given pumas are present), Ψ
Ba

 (probability of occupancy of bobcats, 

given pumas are absent), p
B
 (probability of detection for bobcats, given pumas are absent), r

BA
 

(probability of detection for bobcats, given both species are present and pumas are detected 

during the same sampling occasion), and r
Ba

 (probability of detection for bobcats, given both 
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species are present and pumas are not detected during the same sampling occasion).  To evaluate 

if the occupancy of the subordinate species depends on the presence of the dominant species, we 

compared the relative performance of models where: (1) the probability of bobcat use is different 

on sites that are used or not used by puma (Ψ
BA

 and Ψ
Ba

 estimated separately) or (2) the 

probability of bobcat use of a site is independent of puma use (Ψ
BA

 = Ψ
Ba

) (Richmond et al. 

2010).  To evaluate if bobcat detection probability was influenced by puma use, we compared 

the relative performance of models where detection was independent of puma use (unconditional 

model where p
B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
; i.e., pumas did not alter bobcat detection probability) and models 

where bobcat detection was different at sites used by pumas (p
B
 is estimated separately from r

B.
, 

where r
B.

= (r
BA

 = r
Ba

); i.e., pumas altered bobcat detection probability). 

Previous research indicated that landscape covariates did not sufficiently explain 

occupancy of bobcats and pumas in our study, likely due to relatively high estimates of 

occupancy for felids and little variation in estimated use; however, detection probabilities of each 

species were influenced by two covariates, one that measured human influenced at each camera 

site (termed human development) and another that applied to each of the sampling grids (termed 

grid) (Lewis et al. 2014c).  The covariate human development measured the amount of human 

influence (Lewis et al. 2011) associated with each camera location and was created by digitizing 

each human occurrence point (HOP; residence or structure) in the study areas using ArcMap10 

geographic information system (GIS) software (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA) from color 

orthophotos.  Using Arc Toolbox in ArcMap10, we fit a Gaussian kernel over each HOP, where 

the density, or influence, was greatest directly at the point of interest and decreased out to a 

specified radius of a circle (see Lewis et al. 2014c).  In GIS, each camera location was 

intersected with the cumulative kernel density of human development across each radius.  The 
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covariate grid designated camera sites located in either exurban and wildland grids (on the WS) 

or wildland-urban interface and wildland grids (on the FR).  We considered these two covariates 

when evaluating detection probability parameters in the conditional two-species interaction 

models.  In addition, Lewis et al. (2014c) concluded that sampling effort (a time varying 

covariate accounting for the number of days that a camera operated for each sampling occasion) 

influenced detection probability on the FR, but not the WS; therefore, the covariate effort was 

included for all detection parameters on the FR in broad-scale occupancy analyses.  For each 

broad-scale model set, we compared 20 models that evaluated how pumas affected bobcat 

occupancy and how pumas, human development, and grid affected bobcat detection probability. 

Fine Scale: Daily 

To evaluate species interactions on a daily scale, we used single-species occupancy 

models (MacKenzie et al. 2002, MacKenzie et al. 2006) to estimate detection probability 

(behavioral response) of bobcats in relation to covariates.  For fine-scale models, each day 

represented a sampling occasion (t = 113 on the WS and t = 92 on the FR) and a species was 

recorded as detected if at least one photograph was documented between 12:00 (i.e., noon) of 

consecutive days; this definition of a day was used because of the crepuscular and nocturnal 

activity patterns of bobcats and pumas.  To evaluate whether pumas influenced bobcat detection 

on a fine scale, we created multiple covariates that characterized puma detection at each site for 

each day i (i.e, if a puma was detected (1) or not (0)).  First, we created a time-specific covariate 

(P1) that recorded whether a puma was detected at a site within the 24 hour period (i.e., ti for site 

j = 1).  We then created three additional covariates (P2, P3, P4) which represented lag effects of 

1 to 3 days.  For example, P3 represents a covariate that would evaluate whether detection 

probability of bobcats was different (lower) for 3 days starting with the day a puma was detected 
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plus the next 2 days (i.e., P3 covariate would be ti = 1, ti+1 = 1, ti+2 = 1, when a puma was 

detected on day i at a site).  Because pumas scent mark through scats, urinations, and scent 

glands along trails and at marking sites (Logan and Sweanor 2001), it was hypothesized that 

bobcats could detect the presence of pumas for up to three additional days once a puma traveled 

through an area; this number of days was based on the experience of researchers who use trained 

dogs to track pumas using the scent of animals (K. Logan personal communication).  Because we 

predicted that competitive interactions between bobcats and pumas would be influenced by 

urbanization, we included interactions between the covariates grid and P1, P2, P3, and P4.  

Based on the positive relationship between local abundance and photographic rates (Carbone et 

al. 2001, Rovero and Marshall 2009) or detection probability (Royle and Nichols 2003), we 

expected a negative relationship between bobcat detection probability and the number of puma 

photographs recorded at a site during the study because the frequency of bobcat use may decline 

at sites that are often visited by pumas.  We therefore included a site covariate summarizing the 

total number of puma photographs for each camera location (i.e., puma count).  Similar to the 

broad-scale occupancy modeling, we also evaluated the influence of the human development and 

grid covariates on daily bobcat detection probability (Lewis et al. 2014c).  Similar for broad-

scale analyses, as explained above, we did not include covariates on Ψ because previous research 

found no variation in bobcat occupancy as estimates of occupancy were near 1 (Lewis et al. 

2014c).  For each fine-scale model set, we compared 21 models that evaluated how human 

development, grid, puma pount, puma lag effects (P1 – P4), and the interactions between grid 

and puma lag effects influenced bobcat detection probability. 
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RESULTS 

We documented a photograph of a felid at each of our camera sites across both study 

areas and both species were well represented across sampling grids (Table 1).   

Circadian Activity Patterns 

As expected, both species were mostly active during crepuscular and nocturnal time 

periods, with bobcats active more during diurnal time periods than pumas, particularly on the FR 

(Figure 2).  Puma activity peaked during the evening crepuscular and nocturnal periods, 

particularly on the WS wildland and both FR grids, while bobcat activity tended to be peak 

during the morning crepuscular and nocturnal periods (Figure 2).  Overlap of activity patterns 

between bobcats and pumas was greater on the exurban grid compared to the wildland grid on 

the WS (Table 2; Figure 2a) and similar between WUI and wildland grids on the FR (Table 2; 

Figure 2b).     

Occupancy 

Broad Scale: Seasonal 

At the seasonal scale, pumas did not appear to exclude bobcats from sites or impact their 

detection.  For both the WS and FR, models that indicated there was no difference in occupancy 

or detection probability for bobcats in relation to puma presence were always better supported 

than models where bobcat occupancy and/or detection varied based on puma presence at a site 

(Tables 3 and 4).  Consistent with Lewis et al. (2014c), human development and grid covariates 

improved model performance in both study areas (Tables 3 and 4).  

Fine Scale: Daily 

At the daily scale, puma detection explained temporal and spatial variation in bobcat 

detection probability in all study areas.  Temporally, pumas appeared to affect the detection 
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probability of bobcats for relatively short periods of time (i.e., up to a few days); however, 

results varied across landscapes experiencing different levels of urbanization.  On the WS and 

FR, all the top models contained bobcat detection probability structures that included an 

interaction between the detection of pumas (P1 – P4 covariate) and sampling grids (Grid 

covariate) (Table 5 and 6).  The best model for the WS data suggested an interaction between 

grid and the lag effect of pumas on bobcat detection, which lasted up to 3 days (Table 5).  On the 

wildland grid, daily detection probability of bobcats remained at zero for three days after puma 

detection, and then increased towards levels observed when pumas were not detected at a site 

(Figure 3a).  Thus, WS bobcats were less likely to be detected on a short temporal scale after 

pumas visited a site on the wildland grid; however this pattern was not observed on the exurban 

grid (Figure 4a), indicating that bobcats did not avoid pumas on short temporal scales in this type 

of urbanized habitat.  On the FR, the most supported model indicated that bobcat detection 

probability was lower on the wildland grid when pumas were detected, but only up to 2 days 

after a puma visited a site (Table 6).  Bobcat detection probability remained at 0 for two days, 

then increased at 3 and 4 days after a puma visit to a site (Figure 3b). However, detection 

probability of bobcats was similar on the FR wildland-urban interface grid when pumas were 

present and absent (Figure 4b), again suggesting that bobcats did not avoid pumas on fine scales 

in landscapes influenced by urbanization.   

Spatially, pumas also influenced bobcat detection probability.  Based on the top models, 

puma count demonstrated a negative relationship with bobcat detection probability on the WS (β 

= – 0.08; se = 0.04) and FR (β = – 0.11; se = 0.05); therefore, as the number of puma photos at a 

site increased the probability of detecting bobcats decreased (Figure 5).  The number of puma 

photos recorded at a site ranged from 0 - 8 on the WS and 0 - 6 on the FR.  Consistent with 
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Lewis et al. (2014c), on both the WS and FR, the covariate human development improved model 

performance and demonstrated a negative relationship with bobcat detection probability (see 

Lewis et al. (2014c) for a summary of results for the human development covariate).   

 

DISCUSSION 

Consistent with our predictions, urbanization altered interspecific interactions between 

wild felids and appeared to increase the opportunity for carnivores to interact.  Our results 

demonstrate that large carnivores do not exclude subordinate carnivores across broad spatial and 

temporal scales; however, subordinate carnivores respond behaviorally to the presence of 

dominant animals at finer scales.  As predicted, such avoidance patterns varied across levels of 

urbanization.  Assuming that a lack of detection is due to avoidance of areas, in wildland habitat, 

bobcats avoided using areas for short temporal periods (i.e., 2 – 3 days) once a puma visited an 

area, but then used these sites with similar probability after approximately 4 days compared to 

sites where pumas were not recently detected.  Bobcats likely detected the presence of pumas 

through markings and scent along trails and responded by altering their behavior to avoid direct 

interactions with a superior competitor.  In contrast to wildland habitat, in landscapes influenced 

by urbanization (exurban and WUI habitat) bobcats did not avoid areas that pumas recently 

visited.  In addition, in habitat characterized by low-density residential development, overlap in 

circadian activity patterns between bobcats and pumas increased compared to wildland habitat.  

Thus, urbanization can potentially lead to increased opportunities for interspecific competition 

with potential far-reaching impacts to felid populations and the ecological community.   

Population densities of animals might increase in urbanized habitat due to greater 

landscape heterogeneity and food (Chace and Walsh 2006), restricted dispersal due to 
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anthropogenic barriers (Riley et al. 2006), or ecological release from competitors (Crooks and 

Soulé 1999), which can increase opportunities for interspecific interactions (Crooks et al. 2010).  

Our results indicated that the opportunity for interactions between felids increased in habitat 

influenced by urban development.  This pattern, however, did not appear to be related to 

increased population densities of felids.  In our study areas, population densities for both bobcats 

and pumas in exurban habitat were lower compared to wildland habitat and densities were 

similar between WUI and wildland habitat (Lewis et al. 2014c).  We thus consider three 

additional hypotheses for how interspecific interactions could increase in areas influenced by 

urbanization. 

First, animals may shape their circadian activity patterns in response to interspecific 

competition and are thus able to reduce the opportunity of interference competition with 

competitors by being active during different times of the day (Carothers and Jaksić 1984).  

However, if human disturbance alters wildlife activity patterns then animals might exhibit 

greater overlap in circadian activity and thus increase the potential for direct interactions 

(Hypothesis 1: increased overlap in activity patterns).  For example, if animals avoid human 

disturbance during the day and find temporal refuge from human activities at night (e.g., George 

and Crooks 2006), then animals might be active during restricted temporal periods and 

experience greater overlap in activity patterns, which can potentially lead to intensified 

interactions.  On the WS, anthropogenic disturbance likely altered circadian activity patterns of 

felids in exurban habitat, where animals were more active at night to avoid human disturbance 

during the day, leading to greater temporal overlap.  On the FR, although we did not observe 

greater overlap in activity patterns between felids on WUI and wildland grids, it is possible that 

human disturbance emanating from urban areas could alter activity patterns of animals in other 
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systems, such as in smaller patches of habitat surrounded by an urban matrix, or at finer spatial 

scales along the wildland-urban interface.  Further, human recreation, which can alter activity 

patterns in animals (George and Crooks 2006, Lewis and Crooks 2014), occurred across the FR 

and might have influenced activity of felids similarly between grids.   

Second, by altering landscape pattern or increasing landscape fragmentation, human 

activities can potentially funnel animal movements into more restrictive areas of natural habitat, 

thus decreasing movement options across the landscape (Hypothesis 2: funneling animal 

movements).  With fewer options for movement, animals are thus more likely to use similar 

areas and increase the opportunity for interactions.  In addition, carnivores often use human 

recreation trails and dirt roads as travel routes, which can influence animal movement behavior 

(Karanth et al. 2010).  If animals are more likely to use well-defined trails created by humans as 

travel routes, as is often the case with wild felids, animal movements, and thus potential 

interactions, might be more concentrated in these areas as well.  On the WS and FR, animals 

were likely funneled into using more restrictive areas of natural habitat because they avoided 

using areas of human development and disturbance (Lewis et al. 2014c).  On the WS, animals 

used natural habitat that was intermixed with low-density residential development and on the FR, 

a relatively impermeable urban matrix and the availability of well-defined recreation trails 

possibly funneled animal movement and increased the potential for interactions.   

Third, human activities can potentially affect the scent marking of animals.  Scent 

marking through scats, urinations, and scent glands is an important and widespread form of 

communication among animals (Ralls 1971, Wyatt 2014), especially within carnivore 

communities (Gorman and Trowbridge 1989, Logan and Sweanor 2001, Sunquist and Sunquist 

2002).  In our study, results of fine-scale interactions in wildland habitat indicate that subordinate 
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carnivores detect and avoid dominant carnivores via scent.  Scent marking often occurs in 

prominent locations along trails to advertise the presence of animals, which can either be 

territorial (e.g., warning other animals of an individual’s presence) or as an advertisement (e.g., 

providing information about the mating status of animals) (Wyatt 2014).  Human activities, 

however, can destroy or mask such scent marking signals and thus disrupt communication 

among animals or lead animals to increase scent marking activities (Hypothesis 3: scent marking 

disturbance).  For example, along trails used by humans, this can occur through recreationists 

trampling and destroying animal scent marks or domestic dogs ingesting carnivore scats 

(coprophagy; Soave and Brand 1991, Boze 2010) or urinating or defecating at marking sites 

(Bekoff 2001).  The introduction of novel scents and markings from domestic dogs can also 

increase the use of trails by some wildlife to investigate and refresh marking sites (Lenth et al. 

2008).  Thus, due to scent marking disturbance, animals might be less aware of each other’s 

presence or more active on human trails, leading to increased interspecific interactions.  On the 

FR, high levels of human recreation on trails associated with the WUI (Vaske et al. 2009) might 

have disturbed carnivore markings and scent and disrupted the ability of animals to detect 

conspecifics through scent communication or altered marking behavior. 

Additional factors could influence interspecific interactions that either we did not 

evaluate or could be more pronounced in other ecological systems.  For example, urbanization 

can influence the population densities of a variety of competitors, which can alter ecological 

communities and competitive interactions (Crooks and Soulé 1999, Faeth et al. 2005, Crooks et 

al. 2010).  Estimates of population density were not available for other potential competitors in 

our study, such as red fox (Vulpes vulpes), gray fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus), coyotes (Canis 

latrans), and black bears (Ursus americanus); however, population densities for these species 
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can increase in urban-associated areas (Beckmann and Berger 2003, Gehrt et al. 2010), which 

could possibly influence space-use patterns and interactions among felids.  Prey populations, 

such as small mammals and ungulates, also can potentially be influenced by urbanization (Bolger 

et al. 1997, Polfus and Krausman 2012, Riem et al. 2012), although it is unknown to what degree 

prey influenced interspecific interactions in our system.  In addition, seasonal and annual 

variation in landscape pattern and populations of competitors and prey can alter the strength of 

competitive interactions through time (Wiens 1977, Schoener 1982).   

In addition, in our study, as the number of puma visits increased at a site, the probability 

of detecting bobcats decreased, suggesting that bobcats less frequently used areas with high 

visitation rates by pumas.  If the number of puma visits to a site was exceptionally high 

(indicating a strong preference for an area), then bobcat detection probability could approach 0.  

In our study, puma visits to a site were relatively low; but in other systems, it would be predicted 

that areas with high puma use could exclude bobcats.  For example, other research indicates that 

high-use areas by dominant carnivores can influence the frequency of use by subordinate 

competitors, potentially leading to exclusion of the subordinate species from such areas (e.g., 

Durant 1998, Creel et al. 2001).   

Our study provides insight into how urbanization influences interspecific interactions, 

with implications for the conservation and management of animal populations in developed 

landscapes.  Our results suggest that the conversion of wildland habitat to urbanization will 

likely alter interactions among species and potentially affect animal populations and community 

structure.  For example, we observed greater opportunities for encounters between bobcats and 

pumas in urbanized environments, which could lead to higher rates of interspecific contact and 

intraguild predation events and subsequently increased transmission rates of pathogens in urban 
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areas (Franklin et al. 2007).  Further, by potentially funneling animal movements into more 

restrictive travel corridors, there could be increased opportunities for incidences with people and 

domestic animals in such areas.  Ultimately, multiple mechanisms, as proposed above, can alter 

competition in urbanized habitat and such mechanisms might vary depending upon the form and 

intensity of urbanization.  Such considerations can be incorporated into land-use planning to 

minimize impacts to wildlife communities and reduce potential interactions with people.  Our 

findings suggest that by managing for wildland habitat and reducing human disturbance in such 

areas, animals will likely be better able to maintain spatial and temporal separation to reduce the 

potential of competitive interactions.   
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Table 1.  Summary of photographs for felids in exurban and wildland habitat on the Western 

Slope (WS) and in wildland-urban interface (WUI) and wildland habitat on the Front Range (FR) 

of Colorado, 2009 – 2010.   

 

 

 

Study Area
1

Species Grid Area # Sites
2

# Photos

WS Bobcat Exurban 20 112

WS Bobcat Wildland 18 73

WS Bobcat Total 38 185

WS Puma Exurban 11 39

WS Puma Wildland 12 41

WS Puma Total 23 80

FR Bobcat WUI 15 81

FR Bobcat Wildland 17 69

FR Bobcat Total 32 150

FR Puma WUI 19 50

FR Puma Wildland 17 46

FR Puma Total 36 96
1 

Sampling occurred for 113 days on the WS and 92 days on the FR
2 

The number of camera locations (sites) where the species was

  detected at least once.  There were 20 sites on each individual grid
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Table 2.  Estimated overlap of activity patterns (and associated 95% confidence intervals) 

between bobcats and pumas in exurban and wildland habitat on the Western Slope (WS) and in 

wildland-urban interface (WUI) and wildland habitat on the Front Range (FR) of Colorado, 2009 

– 2010.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Western Slope Front Range

Exurban Wildland WUI Wildland

0.93 (0.86 - 0.97) 0.77 (0.62 - 0.89) 0.87 (0.77 - 0.94) 0.86 (0.76 - 0.94)
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Table 3. Model selection results for broad-scale 2-species occupancy models evaluating seasonal 

interactions between bobcats and pumas on the Western Slope, Colorado, 2009.  Parameters 

included Ψ
A
 (probability of occupancy for pumas), Ψ

BA
 (probability of occupancy for bobcats, 

given pumas are present), Ψ
Ba

 (probability of occupancy of bobcats, given pumas are absent), p
A
 

(probability of detection for pumas, given bobcats are absent), r
A
 (probability of detection for 

pumas, given both species are present), p
B
 (probability of detection for bobcats, given pumas are 

absent), r
BA

 (probability of detection for bobcats, given both species are present and pumas are 

detected), and r
Ba

 (probability of detection for bobcats, given both species are present and pumas 

are not detected).  Covariates included: G (sampling grid area) and HD (influence of human 

development at a kernel density radius of 200m).   

 

Model 
1

K AICc ΔAICc ω log(L)

Ψ
A
, (Ψ

BA
 = Ψ

Ba
), p

A
, r

A
, (p

B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
 (G + HD)) 7 480.67 0.00 0.45 466.67

Ψ
A
, Ψ

BA
, Ψ

Ba
, p

A
, r

A
, (p

B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
 (G + HD)) 8 481.66 0.99 0.27 465.66

Ψ
A
, (Ψ

BA
 = Ψ

Ba
), p

A
, r

A
, (p

B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
 (G)) 6 484.37 3.70 0.07 472.37

Ψ
A
, (Ψ

BA
 = Ψ

Ba
), p

A
, r

A
, (p

B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
 (HD)) 6 484.49 3.82 0.07 472.49

Ψ
A
, Ψ

BA
, Ψ

Ba
, p

A
, r

A
, (p

B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
 (HD)) 7 484.77 4.10 0.06 470.77

Ψ
A
, Ψ

BA
, Ψ

Ba
, p

A
, r

A
, (p

B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
 (G)) 7 485.59 4.92 0.04 471.59

Ψ
A
, (Ψ

BA
 = Ψ

Ba
), p

A
, r

A
, (p

B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
) 5 487.10 6.43 0.02 477.10

Ψ
A
, Ψ

BA
, Ψ

Ba
, p

A
, r

A
, (p

B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
) 6 487.53 6.86 0.01 475.53

Ψ
A
, (Ψ

BA 
= Ψ

Ba
), p

A
, r

A
, p

B
, (r

BA 
= r

Ba
) 6 489.10 8.43 0.01 477.10

Ψ
A
, Ψ

BA
, Ψ

Ba
, p

A
, r

A
, p

B
, (r

BA 
= r

Ba
) 7 489.51 8.84 0.01 475.51

Ψ
A
, Ψ

BA
, Ψ

Ba
, p

A
, r

A
, p

B
(G), (r

BA 
= r

Ba 
(G)) 9 489.54 8.87 0.01 475.54

Ψ
A
, (Ψ

BA
 = Ψ

Ba
), p

A
, r

A
, p

B
, r

BA
, r

Ba
7 490.94 10.27 0.00 476.94

Ψ
A
, (Ψ

BA 
= Ψ

Ba
), p

A
(HD), r

A
(HD), p

B
(HD), r

BA
(HD), r

Ba
(HD) 12 491.05 10.38 0.00 467.05

Ψ
A
, Ψ

BA
, Ψ

Ba
, p

A
, r

A
, p

B
, r

BA
, r

Ba 
8 491.31 10.64 0.00 475.31

Ψ
A
, Ψ

BA
, Ψ

Ba
, p

A
(HD), r

A
(HD), p

B
(HD), r

BA
(HD), r

Ba
(HD) 13 491.50 10.83 0.00 465.50

Ψ
A
, (Ψ

BA 
= Ψ

Ba
), p

A
(G + HD), r

A
(G + HD), p

B
(G + HD), r

BA
(G + HD), r

Ba
(G + HD) 17 492.62 11.95 0.00 458.62

Ψ
A
, (Ψ

BA 
= Ψ

Ba
), p

A
(G), r

A
(G), p

B
(G), r

BA
(G), r

Ba
(G) 12 492.73 12.06 0.00 468.73

Ψ
A
, Ψ

BA
,Ψ

Ba
, p

A
(G), r

A
(G), p

B
(G), (r

BA 
= r

Ba 
(G)) 12 492.75 12.08 0.00 468.75

Ψ
A
, Ψ

BA
, Ψ

Ba
, p

A
(G + HD), r

A
(G + HD), p

B
(G + HD), r

BA
(G + HD), r

Ba
(G + HD) 18 493.20 12.53 0.00 457.20

Ψ
A
, Ψ

BA
, Ψ

Ba
, p

A
(G), r

A
(G), p

B
(G) ,r

BA
(G), r

Ba
(G) 13 495.72 15.05 0.00 469.72

1
 To evaluate if the occupancy of bobcats depends on the presence of pumas we compared conditional occupancy models

 (Ψ
BA

 and Ψ
Ba

 estimated separately) to unconditional models (Ψ
BA

 = Ψ
Ba

).  To evaluate if the detection of bobcats was 

influenced by the presence of pumas we compared conditional detection models (p
B
 is estimated separately from r

BA
 and

 r
Ba

, assuming r
BA

 = r
Ba

) to unconditional models (p
B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
) (Richmond et al. 2010).  
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Table 4.  Model selection results for broad-scale 2-species occupancy models evaluating seasonal interactions between bobcats and 

pumas on the Front Range, Colorado, 2010.  Parameters included Ψ
A
 (probability of occupancy for pumas), Ψ

BA
 (probability of 

occupancy for bobcats, given pumas are present), Ψ
Ba

 (probability of occupancy of bobcats, given pumas are absent), p
A
 (probability 

of detection for pumas, given bobcats are absent), r
A
 (probability of detection for pumas, given both species are present), p

B
 

(probability of detection for bobcats, given pumas are absent), r
BA

 (probability of detection for bobcats, given both species are present 

and pumas are detected), and r
Ba

 (probability of detection for bobcats, given both species are present and pumas are not detected).  

Covariates included: G (sampling grid area), HD (influence of human development at a kernel density radius of 1300m), and E 

(Sampling Effort). 
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Model 
1

K AICc ΔAICc ω log(L)

Ψ
A

, (Ψ
BA

 = Ψ
Ba

), p
A
(E), r

A
(E), (p

B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
 (G + HD + E)) 10 508.60 0.00 0.48 488.60

Ψ
A

, Ψ
BA

, Ψ
Ba

, p
A

(E), r
A
(E), (p

B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
 (G + HD + E)) 11 510.60 2.00 0.18 488.60

Ψ
A

, (Ψ
BA

 = Ψ
Ba

), p
A
(E), r

A
(E), (p

B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
 (HD + E)) 9 511.28 2.68 0.13 493.28

Ψ
A

, Ψ
BA

, Ψ
Ba

, p
A

(E), r
A
(E), (p

B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
 (HD + E)) 10 513.20 4.60 0.05 493.20

Ψ
A

, (Ψ
BA

 = Ψ
Ba

), p
A
(E), r

A
(E), (p

B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
 (E)) 8 513.38 4.78 0.04 497.38

Ψ
A

, (Ψ
BA

 = Ψ
Ba

), p
A
(E), r

A
(E), (p

B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
 (G + E)) 9 514.00 5.40 0.03 496.00

Ψ
A

, (Ψ
BA 

= Ψ
Ba

), p
A
(G + HD + E), r

A
(G + HD + E), p

B
(G + HD + E), r

BA
(G + HD + E), r

Ba
(G + HD + E) 22 514.47 5.87 0.03 470.47

Ψ
A

, Ψ
BA

, Ψ
Ba

, p
A

(E), r
A
(E), (p

B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
 (E)) 9 515.36 6.76 0.02 497.36

Ψ
A

, Ψ
BA

, Ψ
Ba

, p
A

(E), r
A
(E), (p

B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
 (G + E)) 10 516.00 7.40 0.01 496.00

Ψ
A

, (Ψ
BA 

= Ψ
Ba

), p
A
(E), r

A
(E), p

B
(E), (r

BA 
= r

Ba
 (E)) 10 516.25 7.65 0.01 496.25

Ψ
A

, Ψ
BA

, Ψ
Ba

, p
A

(G + HD + E), r
A
(G + HD + E), p

B
(G + HD + E), r

BA
(G + HD + E), r

Ba
(G + HD + E) 23 516.47 7.87 0.01 470.47

Ψ
A

, Ψ
BA

, Ψ
Ba

, p
A

(E), r
A
(E), p

B
(G + E), (r

BA 
= r

Ba
 (G + E)) 13 517.29 8.69 0.01 491.29

Ψ
A

, Ψ
BA

, Ψ
Ba

, p
A

(E), r
A
(E), p

B
(E), (r

BA 
= r

Ba
 (E)) 11 518.24 9.64 0.00 496.24

Ψ
A

, (Ψ
BA

 = Ψ
Ba

), p
A
(HD + E), r

A
(HD + E), p

B
(HD + E), r

BA
(HD + E), r

Ba
(HD + E) 17 518.72 10.12 0.00 484.72

Ψ
A

, (Ψ
BA

 = Ψ
Ba

), p
A
(E), r

A
(E), p

B
(E), r

BA
(E), r

Ba
(E) 12 519.78 11.18 0.00 495.78

Ψ
A

, Ψ
BA

, Ψ
Ba

, p
A

(G + E), r
A

(G + E), p
B
(G + E), (r

BA 
= r

Ba 
(G + E)) 15 520.51 11.91 0.00 490.51

Ψ
A

, Ψ
BA

, Ψ
Ba

, p
A

(HD + E), r
A
(HD + E), p

B
(HD + E), r

BA
(HD + E), r

Ba
(HD + E) 18 520.70 12.10 0.00 484.70

Ψ
A

, Ψ
BA

, Ψ
Ba

, p
A

(E), r
A
(E), p

B
(E), r

BA
(E), r

Ba
(E) 13 521.85 13.25 0.00 495.85

Ψ
A

, (Ψ
BA

 = Ψ
Ba

), p
A
(G + E), r

A
(G + E), p

B
(G + E), r

BA
(G + E), r

Ba
(G + E) 17 522.25 13.65 0.00 488.25

Ψ
A

, Ψ
BA

, Ψ
Ba

, p
A

(G + E), r
A

(G + E), p
B
(G + E), r

BA
(G + E), r

Ba
(G + E) 18 525.03 16.43 0.00 489.03

1
 To evaluate if the occupancy of bobcats depends on the presence of pumas we compared conditional occupancy models (Ψ

BA
 and Ψ

Ba
 estimated 

separately) to unconditional models (Ψ
BA

 = Ψ
Ba

).  To evaluate if the detection of bobcats was influenced by the presence of pumas we compared 

conditional detection models (p
B
 is estimated separately from r

BA
 and r

Ba
, assuming r

BA
 = r

Ba
) to unconditional models (p

B
 = r

BA
 = r

Ba
) 

 (Richmond et al. 2010).  
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Table 5.  Model selection results for fine-scale single-species single-season occupancy models 

for bobcats evaluating daily interactions with pumas on the Western Slope, Colorado, 2009.  

Parameters included Ψ (occupancy; probability of use for bobcats) and p (detection probability 

for bobcats).  Covariates included PumaCount (total number of independent puma photos 

recorded at a camera site), HD (influence of human development at a kernel density radius of 

200m), G (sampling grid area), P1 (same day detection of puma, no additional lag effect), P2 

(day of puma detection plus 1 additional day of lag effect), P3 (day of puma detection plus 2 

additional days of lag effect), P4 (day of puma detection plus 3 additional days of lag effect), 

G*P (interaction term between sampling grid area and the structure of lag detection of pumas). 

 

 

Model 
1

K AICc ΔAICc ω log(L)

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount + HD + G + P3 + G*P3) 7 1426.06 0.00 0.52 1412.06

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount + HD + G + P2 + G*P2) 7 1426.98 0.92 0.33 1412.98

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount + HD + G + P4 + G*P4) 7 1430.27 4.21 0.06 1416.27

Ψ(.), p(G + P3 + G*P3) 5 1432.36 6.30 0.02 1422.36

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount + HD + G + P1 + G*P1) 7 1433.21 7.15 0.01 1419.21

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount + HD) 4 1433.32 7.26 0.01 1425.32

Ψ(.), p(G + P2 + G*P2) 5 1433.84 7.78 0.01 1423.84

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount + HD + P2) 5 1434.61 8.55 0.01 1424.61

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount + HD + P4) 5 1434.68 8.62 0.01 1424.68

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount + HD + P1) 5 1435.26 9.20 0.01 1425.26

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount + HD + P3) 5 1435.28 9.22 0.01 1425.28

Ψ(.), p(HD) 3 1435.60 9.54 0.00 1429.60

Ψ(.), p(G + P4 + G*P4) 5 1437.08 11.02 0.00 1427.08

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount) 3 1438.72 12.66 0.00 1432.72

Ψ(.), p(.) 2 1439.11 13.05 0.00 1435.11

Ψ(.), p(G) 3 1439.55 13.49 0.00 1433.55

Ψ(.), p(G + P1 + G*P1) 5 1439.79 13.73 0.00 1429.79

Ψ(.), p(P2) 3 1440.90 14.84 0.00 1434.90

Ψ(.), p(P4) 3 1441.03 14.97 0.00 1435.03

Ψ(.), p(P3) 3 1441.06 15.00 0.00 1435.06

Ψ(.), p(P1) 3 1441.11 15.05 0.00 1435.11
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Table 6.  Model selection results for fine-scale single-species single-season occupancy models 

for bobcats evaluating daily interactions with pumas on the Front Range, Colorado, 2010.  

Parameters included Ψ (occupancy; probability of use for bobcats) and p (detection probability 

for bobcats).  Covariates included PumaCount (total number of independent puma photos 

recorded at a camera site), HD (influence of human development at a kernel density radius of 

1300m), G (sampling grid area), P1 (same day detection of puma, no additional lag effect), P2 

(day of puma detection plus 1 additional day of lag effect), P3 (day of puma detection plus 2 

additional days of lag effect), P4 (day of puma detection plus 3 additional days of lag effect), 

G*P (interaction term between sampling grid area and the structure of lag detection of pumas). 

 

 

Model 
1

K AICc ΔAICc ω log(L)

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount + HD + G + P2 + G*P2) 7 1176.81 0.00 0.45 1162.81

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount + HD + G + P3 + G*P3) 7 1179.01 2.20 0.15 1165.01

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount + HD + G + P1 + G*P1) 7 1179.15 2.34 0.14 1165.15

Ψ(.), p(G + P2 + G*P2) 5 1181.16 4.35 0.05 1171.16

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount + HD) 4 1182.27 5.46 0.03 1174.27

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount + HD + G + P4 + G*P4) 7 1182.89 6.08 0.02 1168.89

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount + HD + P2) 5 1183.18 6.37 0.02 1173.18

Ψ(.), p(G + P3 + G*P3) 5 1183.31 6.50 0.02 1173.31

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount + HD + P3) 5 1183.37 6.56 0.02 1173.37

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount) 3 1183.91 7.10 0.01 1177.91

Ψ(.), p(G + P1 + G*P1) 5 1184.01 7.20 0.01 1174.01

Ψ(.), p(HD) 3 1184.03 7.22 0.01 1178.03

Ψ(.), p(.) 2 1184.20 7.39 0.01 1180.2

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount + HD + P4) 5 1184.21 7.40 0.01 1174.21

Ψ(.), p(PumaCount + HD + P1) 5 1184.27 7.46 0.01 1174.27

Ψ(.), p(P2) 3 1184.62 7.81 0.01 1178.62

Ψ(.), p(P3) 3 1184.76 7.95 0.01 1178.76

Ψ(.), p(G) 3 1185.46 8.65 0.01 1179.46

Ψ(.), p(P4) 3 1185.91 9.10 0.00 1179.91

Ψ(.), p(P1) 3 1186.16 9.35 0.00 1180.16

Ψ(.), p(G + P4 + G*P4) 5 1187.54 10.73 0.00 1177.54
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Figure 1.  Motion-activated cameras were maintained across two study sites in Colorado, USA, 

exhibiting varying levels of urbanization.  The more rural Western Slope (WS) was characterized 

by an exurban development south grid and a wildland north grid during 2009.  The more 

urbanized Front Range (FR) study area was characterized by a wildland-urban interface south 

grid and wildland north grid during 2010.   
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Figure 2a.  WS exurban and wildland habitat activity pattern overlap  
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Figure 2b.  FR wildland-urban interface and wildland habitat activity pattern overlap 

Figure 2.  Overlap in activity patterns between bobcats and pumas was greater in exurban habitat compared to wildland habitat on the 

Western Slope (WS) during 2009 (a) and similar between wildland-urban interface (WUI) and wildland habitat on the Front Range 

(FR) during 2010 (b).  Kernel density is represented along the y-axis and the 24 hour circadian daily cycle occurs along the x-axis. 
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Figure 3a.  Western Slope 

 

 

Figure 3b.  Front Range 
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Figure 3.  Bobcat daily detection probability estimates (with associated 95% confidence 

intervals) were lower for 2 – 3 days after a puma visited a site in wildland habitat on the Western 

Slope (a) and Front Range (b) of Colorado.  Bobcat detection probability was evaluated in 

relation to 1 – 4 day lag periods of puma detection at a site considering the interaction between 

Grid (urbanized or wildland) and each lag effect of puma detection (P1 to P4) on bobcat 

detection probability.  See Methods for more details).   
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Figure 4a.  WS daily bobcat detection probability 

 

 

Figure 4b. FR daily bobcat detection probability 
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Figure 4.  Bobcat daily detection probability estimates (with associated 95% confidence 

intervals) in relation to the absence and presence of pumas in exurban and wildland habitat on 

the Western Slope (WS) in 2009 (a) and wildland-urban interface (WUI) and wildland habitat on 

the Front Range (FR) in 2010 (b).  Estimates are based on the interaction between Grid and 

Puma lag effect of 3 days on the WS (a) and the interaction between Grid and Puma lag effect of 

2 days on the FR (b) using single-species occupancy models.   
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Figure 5.  Bobcat detection probability decreased with the number of puma photographs at a site 

(i.e., Puma Count) on the Western Slope and Front Range of Colorado.  Parameter estimates 

from the top models (Tables 5 and 6) were used to plot the relationship for Puma Count, Human 

Development (mean value), Grid 1, Puma lag effect (=0), and Puma lag effect interaction (=0).  

Our data for the number of puma photos (Puma Count) ranged from 0 - 8 on the WS and 0 - 6 on 

the FR.   
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CONTACT NETWORKS REVEAL INTERSPECIFIC INTERACTIONS OF SYMPATRIC 

WILD FELIDS DRIVEN BY SPACE USE ALONG AN URBAN GRADIENT 
3
 

 

 

OVERVIEW 

Competitive interactions between species are fundamental to understanding species 

assemblages, community dynamics, and ecological processes.  Anthropogenic landscape change, 

particularly resulting from urbanization, can alter interspecific interactions; however, different 

forms of urbanization are predicted to have contrasting effects on competitive interactions.  We 

developed contact networks between bobcats and pumas to (1) evaluate interspecific interactions 

between wild felids and (2) understand how competition varied among an urban gradient of low-

density exurban development, wildland-urban interface, and wildland habitat.  We used an 

extensive telemetry data set for bobcats and pumas across multiple study areas to evaluate space-

use overlap (used to define potential interactions among animals) and three additional contact 

network metrics, including degree (number of potential interactions), in-strength (sum of space-

use overlap for animals) and equivalent social connectivity (ESC; considering both space-use 

extent and the amount of space-use overlap).  Regression analyses demonstrated that space-use 

extent was an important predictor of possible social interactions, where space-use overlap, 

degree, in-strength, and ESC generally increased with greater areas of space use.  Counter to our 

predictions, felids associated with urbanized grids or with greater amounts of urbanization in 

their extent of space use did not appear to exhibit increased potential for interspecific interactions 

compared to animals in wildland areas or with low amounts of urbanization in their extents of 

space use.  Bobcats appeared to have a greater opportunity to interact with female pumas based 
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on space-use overlap, degree, and in-strength, but ESC was greater between bobcats and male 

pumas, likely due to the larger space-use extent by male compared to female pumas and the 

positive relationship between space-use extent and ESC.  In addition, pumas and male bobcats 

exhibited a greater opportunity to interact, based on space-use overlap, degree, and in-strength, 

and demonstrated higher ESC compared to female bobcats.  Greater ESC for male pumas and 

male bobcats suggests that males could be particularly important for facilitating connectivity of 

some ecological processes, such as the transmission of disease, through interspecific contact 

networks.   

 

INTRODUCTION 

Interactions among individuals are fundamental determinants of ecological communities, 

driving critical processes such as competition, predation, trophic cascades, disease spread, and 

ultimately the distribution and diversity of populations across fine to broad scales (MacArthur 

1972, Rosenzweig 1995, Terborgh and Estes 2010).  Landscape pattern, including that modified 

by anthropogenic activities, can shape animal distributions and competitive interactions and thus 

alters community-level processes (Forman 1995).  In particular, urbanization can influence 

interactions of animals and lead to substantial impacts to ecological communities (Crooks and 

Soulé 1999, Faeth et al. 2005).  Urbanization, ranging from low-density exurban to high-density 

urban development (Theobald 2005), currently covers hundreds of million acres globally 

(Schneider et al. 2009, Nickerson et al. 2011) and is projected to expand by hundreds of millions 

of acres in the next few decades (Cohen 2003, Theobald 2005, Seto et al. 2011).  Understanding 

how urbanization influences community interactions is essential to manage and conserve animal 

populations in developed landscapes (Magle et al. 2012), for example as it relates to the spread 
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of pathogens and zoonotic diseases increasing in prevalence in landscapes modified by humans 

(Daszak et al. 2000, Bradley and Altizer 2007).    

  Carnivore populations can be especially impacted by anthropogenic landscape change, 

which can alter population characteristics, space-use patterns, and interactions within and 

between species (Crooks 2002, Gehrt et al. 2010).  Although prior research has focused on 

intraspecific (i.e., within species) interactions of carnivores in urban systems (Gehrt et al. 2010), 

relatively few studies have evaluated how urbanization influences interspecific (i.e., between 

species) interactions within the carnivore community.  The intensity of competition and intra-

guild predation among carnivore species is predicted to vary along the landscape gradient of 

urbanization (Crooks et al. 2010).  At the urban extreme of the gradient, characterized by small, 

isolated habitat fragments immersed within a human-dominated matrix, the intensity of 

interspecific interactions is predicted to be relatively low due to the loss of larger, dominant 

predators and simplification of the ecological community (i.e., refugia hypothesis).  Interaction 

strength is expected to be moderate at the natural end of the urban gradient, characterized by 

landscapes with relatively few to no human residences, where dominant and subordinant 

predators can coexist broadly and exhibit some degree of spatio-temporal avoidance within areas 

of sympatry.  The most intense interspecific interactions are expected to occur at intermediate 

levels of urbanization, characterized by large areas of natural habitat adjacent to the urban 

interface, where dominant predators can still persist, but habitat and resource limitations heighten 

overlap in space use and thus antagonistic encounters with subordinant species (i.e., pile-up 

hypothesis). 

Within the Felidae family, pumas (i.e., mountain lion, cougar, panther; Puma concolor) 

and bobcats (Lynx rufus) are solitary with similar social and spatial organization; typically, adult 
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females have smaller home ranges that overlap little with neighboring females, whereas adult 

males have larger home ranges that typically overlap one to several females and sometimes 

neighboring males (Sandell 1989, Sunquist and Sunquist 2002).  Across broad scales, the 

distribution of bobcats and pumas overlap extensively (Sunquist and Sunquist 2002) and both 

species overlap in their space use on finer scales in wildland habitat (Koehler and Hornocker 

1991, Hass 2009).  In addition, aggressive interactions occur between these felids and pumas will 

kill bobcats (Koehler and Hornocker 1991, Harveson et al. 2000).  Both species are sensitive to 

anthropogenic disturbance but are also adaptable and able to persist in areas associated with 

urbanization (Crooks 2002, Beier et al. 2010, Riley et al. 2010).  Bobcats and pumas typically 

occur at low population densities (Sandell 1989, Sunquist and Sunquist 2002); greater densities 

and overlap in space use between bobcats and pumas in areas influenced by urbanization could 

potentially lead to increased levels of competition, intra-guild predation, and cross-species 

disease transmission (Franklin et al. 2007, Crooks et al. 2010).  For example, pumas acquired the 

bobcat strain of feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) in urbanized California, presumably as a 

result of increased overlap of space use and contact rates near urban areas (Franklin et al. 2007).  

However, no empirical studies have explicitly evaluated how urbanization influences 

interspecific interactions among felids.   

 Social network analyses (i.e., contact networks, graph theory, network theory) provide a 

powerful tool to evaluate interactions among animals (Newman 2003, Craft and Caillaud 2011, 

Godfrey 2013), allowing comparisons of networks of animals in relation to anthropogenic factors 

(Wey et al. 2008).  Various disciplines have created a variety of metrics within the network 

theory framework (e.g., social networks, landscape connectivity networks, technological 

networks) that might be applied to analyses of interactions among individuals.  For example, 
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unique metrics developed in the landscape connectivity literature that consider both spatial extent 

and strength of connectivity, such as probability of connectivity (PC; Saura and Pascual-Hortal 

2007) and equivalent connectivity (EC; Saura et al. 2011), have potential to be effectively 

applied to social network analysis by considering both space-use extent and the strength of 

interactions among individuals. 

 We developed contact networks between bobcat and puma populations to understand 

how interspecific interactions varied across a gradient of urbanization.  Using an extensive 

telemetry data set, we evaluated interactions between bobcats and pumas across wildland, 

exurban development, and wildland-urban interface (WUI) habitat.  Our analyses focused on 4 

metrics including space-use overlap (used to define potential interactions among animals), 

degree (number of potential interactions for animals), in-strength (sum of space-use overlap for 

animals), and equivalent social connectivity (ESC; considering space-use extent and overlap 

between animals).  We tested specific predications regarding (1) patterns of potential 

interspecific interactions between bobcats and pumas and (2) how space-use overlap, degree, in-

strength, and ESC might change along the urban gradient at both the population and individual 

level.  For each species, we predicted a positive relationship between the extent of space use for 

an animal and the number of interspecific interactions.  Further, we expected that male pumas, 

given their larger home ranges (Logan and Sweanor 2001), would interact with a greater number 

of bobcats, but that female pumas would exhibit greater spatial overlap and in-strength with 

bobcats due to a more similar spatial scale in their extents of space use.  Similarly for bobcats, 

we expected males to interact with a greater number of pumas, compared to females, and exhibit 

greater space-use overlap and in-strength due to more similar scales in their extents of space use.  

We also predicted that because males would use areas of greater spatial extent and interact with a 
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greater number of felids, their ESC would be greater than females.  At both the population and 

individual levels, we expected elevated opportunities for interspecific interactions in urbanized 

landscapes as predicted by the pile-up hypothesis (Crooks et al. 2010), specifically within 

exurban development and WUI habitat compared to wildland areas.   

 

STUDY AREA 

We conducted our research across two study areas in Colorado, USA that exhibited 

varying degrees of urbanization and human influence.  In 2009-2010, we worked on the Western 

Slope (WS) of Colorado on the Uncompahgre Plateau near the towns of Montrose and Ridgway 

(Figure 1).  Common vegetation included pinyon pine (Pinus edulis), juniper (Juniperus 

osteosperma), ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), aspen (Populus tremuloides), gambel oak 

(Quercus gambelii), and big sagebrush (Artemesia tridentata).  We divided the WS study site 

into two sampling grids.  The southern grid 1 sampled low-density residential development on 

Log Hill Mesa (population = 1,041; US Census Bureau 2010); residential parcel sizes were 

distributed, from most to least numerous, across 5 acre, 2 acre, 1 acre, ≥ 5 acre, and ≥ 40 acre 

properties.  Within areas of exurban development, travel corridors of natural habitat and open 

space property, often with associated recreation trails, were present.  The northern grid 2 

sampled primarily undeveloped, wildland habitat, although some small areas of low-density 

human residences and hunting camps occurred on or near the grid.   

In 2010 - 2012, we worked on the more urbanized Front Range (FR) of Colorado (Figure 

1).  Common vegetation included ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), juniper, 

aspen, and mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus montanus).  A network of open space properties 

with recreational trails occurred across the study area.  Similar to the WS, we divided the FR 
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study area into two sampling grids. The southern grid 1 occurred adjacent to the wildland-urban 

interface associated with the city of Boulder (population = 97,385, US Census Bureau 2010) and 

was characterized by open-space properties with some human residences on or near the grid.  

The northern grid 2 occurred across undeveloped public properties, although a small number of 

rural human residences occurred on private property inholdings.  See Lewis et al. (2014c) for an 

expanded description of the study area. 

 

METHODS 

Animal Capture and Telemetry Data 

Bobcats were captured in black metal-wire cage traps (40 x 55 x 100 cm) with attractants 

from mid-June through March 2009 – 2011.  All cage traps were fit with very high frequency 

(VHF) trap transmitters (Telonics Inc., Mesa, AZ, USA) that indicated when trap doors closed.  

Captured bobcats were immobilized through hand-injection of a combination of Ketamine (10.0 

mg/kg) and Xylazine (1.0 mg/km), and Yohimbine (0.125 mg/km) was used to reverse Xylazine 

(Kreeger et al. 2002).  We fit GPS collars (210 – 280 g, Telemetry Solutions, Concord, CA, 

USA) with timed drop-off mechanisms and degradable cotton spacers along the collar belting on 

adult-sized bobcats.  GPS collars were programmed to record locations on the WS every 5-7 

hours and on the FR every 3-4 hours.  GPS collars were also equipped with VHF beacons that 

lasted up to 2 years, which allowed for the continued monitoring of animals to assess site fidelity 

to an area.  Bobcats were weighed, sex was recorded, and age was estimated based on tooth 

development (Crowe 1975), wear, and coloration.  Pumas were captured from 2005 – 2011 with 

the use of hounds and baited cage traps, immobilized with Telazol (5.0 – 9.0 mg/kg), and fit with 

GPS collars (Lotek, Newmarket, Ontario, Canada; Northstar, King George, VA, USA; 
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Vectronics, Berlin, Germany) programmed to record a location every 5-7 hours on the WS and 

3-4 hours on the FR.  To increase the duration of time that location data were acquired for pumas 

on the WS, some individuals were fit with VHF collars (Lotek) and aerial positional locations 

were obtained approximately every 2 weeks.  Pumas were also weighed, fit with eartags, and age 

and sex were recorded.  Methods for animal capture were approved by the Colorado State 

University Animal Care and Use Committee (11-2453A).   

Contact Networks and Metrics 

To evaluate interspecific interactions, we estimated space use for each individual fit with 

a telemetry collar and then calculated four metrics using these data.  First, we estimated space-

use overlap among all individuals and used this information to calculate three additional contact 

network metrics: degree, in-strength, and equivalent social connectivity.  

Telemetry data were used to estimate space use for felids that occurred on our sampling 

grids from June 2009 to June 2010 on the WS and September 2010 to September 2011 on the 

FR.  Motion-activated cameras also operated during these periods of time (for additional details 

see Lewis et al. 2014c) and assisted in evaluating which animals occurred on our sampling grids 

and assessing site fidelity of animals during our study.  For animals known to occur on our grids 

during the focal periods, telemetry data before and after focal periods were used, if necessary, to 

estimate space use for an entire year (e.g., if telemetry data collection began in November 2010 

for an animal, then space use would be estimated through October 2011).  Because felids exhibit 

spatial fidelity (Sunquist and Sunquist 2002), we assumed that space use immediately before or 

after our focal period was similar and thus representative to that during focal periods.  In 

addition, for animals in which data were unavailable for an entire year, estimates of space use 

were assumed to be representative for annual periods; although GPS locations might be 
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unavailable for some animals over annual periods (due to GPS battery expiration), VHF tracking 

of those animals enabled continued monitoring to assess whether individuals maintained site 

fidelity to an area.  Each individual was assigned to the grid with the greatest proportion of its 

telemetry locations (for further description about time spent on grid techniques see Lewis et al. 

2014c).  One male bobcat (i.e., M5) on the FR left the study area immediately after being 

captured and fit with a GPS collar, thus this individual was excluded from analyses.   

Space-use patterns of individuals were calculated by estimating the utilization 

distribution (UD) using telemetry locations of animals.  For animals fit with GPS collars 

(bobcats n = 37; pumas n = 25), UDs were estimated with the Brownian bridge movement model 

(BBMM) (Horne et al. 2007) at 30 m resolution with the mkde package (Tracey 2014) in 

program R (R Development Core Team 2014).  The BBMM is appropriate to use with fine-scale 

GPS data sets because it is designed to be used with temporally correlated telemetry locations, 

incorporates information about animal movement into estimates of space-use, and tends to not 

over-smooth or under-smooth space-use extent (Horne et al. 2007, Walter et al. 2011a).  For 

pumas on the WS fit with VHF collars (n = 4), because data that was not temporally correlated 

(i.e., independent locations obtained approximately 2 weeks apart), UDs were estimated with the 

kernel home range estimator using likelihood cross validation (Horne and Garton 2006) in the 

Animal Space Use package (Horne and Garton 2009).  We used the 99% cumulative probability 

of space use for all analyses.   

Both indirect (amount of shared space use) and direct (number of physical contact 

between animals) measures of interactions are important for understanding patterns of 

competition, predation, and disease transmission and can be positively correlated (Vander Wal et 

al. 2014), including for solitary carnivores (Robert et al. 2012).  To evaluate the opportunity for 
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individuals to interact, we estimated space-use overlap among animals (Godfrey et al. 2010, 

Robert et al. 2012, Vander Wal et al. 2014) using the utilization distribution overlap index 

(UDOI) because this metric is most appropriate for evaluating the sharing of space use (Fieberg 

and Kochanny 2005).  Values of UDOI can range from 0 (no overlap) to >1 (if nonuniform UDs 

exhibit a high degree of overlap).  Specifically, UDOI has a strong positive correlation with 

contact rates for solitary carnivores (Robert et al. 2012).  UDOI was calculated with user-created 

code with the package raster (Hijmans 2014) in program R (R Development Core Team 2014).  

Space-use overlap for an individual was calculated by averaging space-use overlap with all 

individuals.   

Contact networks represent individual animals as nodes and connections between 

individuals as edges to evaluate social interactions (Newman 2003).  We defined potential 

interspecific interactions between two animals if their UDs overlapped (Godfrey et al. 2010, 

Vander Wal et al. 2014).  Covariates can be applied to nodes and edges, such as the size of the 

node (i.e., extent of individual space use) and edge weight (i.e., amount of space-use overlap).  

To create figures of contact networks and visualize animal interactions, we used the igraph 

package (Csardi 2014) in program R (R Development Core Team 2014).  Degree measures the 

number of edges connected to an individual (Newman 2003), which reflects the number of 

animals with which an individual potentially interacts (Wey et al. 2008).  The edge weight (i.e., 

relationship strength, which we defined based on space-use overlap using the UDOI statistic, as 

explained above) evaluates the potential for repeated interactions (Wey et al. 2008).  Edge 

weights were used to calculate in-strength, which is the sum of all weighted edges associated 

with an individual, and can effectively measure interaction strength among animals (Godfrey et 

al. 2010).   
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The equivalent connectivity (EC) metric, originating from landscape ecology, evaluates 

how habitat patch size and connectedness affects landscape connectivity.  EC is defined as the 

size of a single patch (maximally connected) that would provide the same probability of 

connectivity as the actual habitat pattern in the landscape (Saura et al. 2011).  Larger habitat 

patches are more effective than smaller patches in maintaining biodiversity, and more connected 

habitat patches facilitate the flow of ecological processes, including animal movement, through 

the landscape (Forman 1995, Rosenzweig 1995, Crooks and Sanjayan 2006).  Thus, with the EC 

metric, larger habitat patches that are well connected to other patches result in greater landscape 

connectivity.  Here we apply the EC metric analogously to contact networks where individuals 

with greater space-use extents encounter more of the landscape and likely interact with more 

individuals, and increased overlap in space use between animals can increase potential 

interactions.   

Thus, within a contact network framework, we interpreted the EC metric as: 

 EC = √∑ ∑   
 
        

  
    

where    and    are the spatial extents of space use for animals i and j, and    
  is the probability 

of two animals interacting.  We defined    
   as the overlap in space use between animals i and j 

using the Bhattacharyya’s affinity (BA) statistic (Fieberg and Kochanny 2005) because it ranged 

from 0 to 1 and was thus more appropriate to use with the EC metric compared to the UDOI 

statistic, which can be >1; each of these metrics effectively rank animals relative to their amount 

of space-use overlap and are based on the joint distribution for 2 animals (i.e., the product of the 

2 UDs; Fieberg and Kochanny 2005).  We calculated BA with user-defined code in the package 

raster (Hijmans 2014) in program R (R Development Core Team 2014).  Because we were 

interested in evaluating equivalent connectivity for individual animals, we simplified the EC 
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metric to calculate, what we refer to as, equivalent social connectivity (ESC) for an individual 

animal (ESCi) as follows: 

ESCi = √∑   
 
        

  

where    is the space-use extent for the focal animal i and    are the spatial extent of space use 

for animals j and    
  is the BA value of space-use overlap between animals i and j.  We defined 

ESC as the relative potential for an individual to contribute to the flow of particular ecological 

processes that are influenced by both space-use overlap and extent.  Thus, whereas degree and 

in-strength focus solely on edge characteristics to index individual interactions, ESC considers 

the attributes of both nodes (space-use extent) and edges (space-use overlap) to evaluate 

connectedness of animals.  The additional node information is expected to better represent 

connectivity of some ecological processes between animals.  Because ESC explicitly 

incorporates information about space-use extent, we expected these two metrics to be positively 

related.  However, if larger extents of space use resulted in very low or variable levels of space-

use overlap with neighbors, then the slope of the relationship between space-use extent and ESC 

could be negative or zero.  We defined social interactions as direct or indirect contacts occurring 

between animals, including both intra- (e.g., Seidensticker et al. 1973, VanderWaal et al. 2014) 

and interspecific interactions (Morse 1974). 

Statistical Analyses 

Group-Level Evaluation: Sex and Urbanization 

For all metrics, we first calculated values for each individual animal and then averaged 

across individuals to estimate means and standard errors.  To compare interactions between 

groups of animals, we used two-sample t-tests in program R (R Development Core Team 2014) 

to test for differences in contact metric values between males and females and forms of 
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urbanization (exurban development and wildland habitat on the WS and wildland-urban interface 

and wildland habitat on FR) within each study area.   

Individual-Level Evaluation 

Regression analyses were used to evaluate how individuals responded to urbanization 

within their extents of space use.  All regression analyses were conducted in R (R Development 

Core Team 2014).  We used simple linear regression to evaluate the relationship between the 

space-use extent of animals and the number of potential interspecific interactions (i.e., degree) 

with neighboring individuals.   

 We used multiple regression to evaluate how urbanization within an individual animal’s 

extent of space use influenced their interspecific contacts.  Response variables as defined by 

contact network metrics (i.e., space-use overlap, degree, in-strength, and ESC) were evaluated in 

relation to a suite of predictor variables, including Sex (male or female for focal individual), grid, 

space-use extent, and human development.  The covariate grid compared interactions for animals 

associated with either exurban development and wildland areas (on the WS) or wildland-urban 

interface and wildland areas (on the FR).  The covariate human development characterized the 

amount of human influence associated with each animal’s extent of space use.  We created a 

human development layer where each human occurrence point (HOP; residence or structure) 

across study areas was digitized as a point using ArcGIS v10 software (ESRI, Redlands, CA, 

USA) from color orthophotos (1-m resolution).  Using Arc Toolbox in ArcMap10, we fit a 

Gaussian kernel with a radius of 1000m over each HOP, where the density, or influence, was 

greatest directly at the point of interest and decreased out to the specified radius of a circle.  A 

radius of 1000m was used to predict the potential extent of disturbance from humans and 

urbanization on animals, as previous research reported animals responding to human disturbance 
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at this distance (e.g., Siikamäki and Kangas 2009, Donovan et al. 2011, Hamer and Parris 2011).  

The extent of space use for each individual was intersected with the GIS layer of Human 

Development and we summed the total amount of human development within each animal’s 

extent of space use.  Each continuous covariate was standardized by subtracting the sample mean 

from the input variable values and dividing by the standard deviation (Schielzeth 2010).  

Covariates were evaluated for multicollinearity using Pearson’s correlation and considered 

correlated if r > 0.6; sex was highly correlated with space-use extent (r = 0.62), where males 

consistently exhibited larger extents of space use than females, and we subsequently excluded 

Sex from modeling.  For each response variable, we evaluated model sets comprised of all 

possible combinations of covariates for each species in each study area and ranked models using 

Akaike’s Information Criteria corrected for small sample size (AICc) (Burnham and Anderson 

2002).  To evaluate the importance of variables in models we calculated variable importance 

values (VIV) and model averaged parameter estimates across models in which they occurred 

(Burnham and Anderson 2002).   

 

RESULTS 

We used telemetry data from 19 bobcats and 10 pumas on the WS and 18 bobcats and 19 

pumas on the FR to estimate space use, create contact networks (Figure 2), and evaluate contact 

network metrics.  Figure 2 provides a visual summary of contact network metrics, including 

space-use overlap, degree, in-strength in relation to space-use extent for bobcats and pumas on 

the WS and FR.  Figure 3 provides an example of space-use overlap between pumas and 

bobcats.   
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Group-Level Evaluation: Sex 

Bobcats exhibited greater potential to interact with female pumas compared to male 

pumas, as indexed by space-use overlap, degree, in-strength (Table 1).  As predicted, bobcats 

demonstrated greater overlap in space use with female pumas, interacted with a greater number 

of female pumas (i.e., degree), and exhibited greater in-strength with female pumas, compared to 

male pumas, across both the WS and FR (Table 1).  However, bobcats had greater equivalent 

social connectivity (ESC) with male compared to female pumas (Table 1). 

Pumas exhibited greater potential to interact with male bobcats compared to female 

bobcats (Table 1).  In general, pumas demonstrated greater space-use overlap with male bobcats, 

interacted with a greater number of male bobcats (i.e., degree), and exhibited greater in-strength 

with male bobcats, compared to female bobcats, across both the WS and FR (Table 1).  In 

addition, pumas exhibited greater ESC with male compared to female bobcats (Table 1). 

Group-Level Evaluation: Urbanization 

 Counter to our predictions, urbanization did not appear to notably alter interspecific 

contact networks between bobcats and pumas across our two study sites.  In both the WS and 

FR, felids demonstrated similar patterns of space-use overlap, interacted with similar numbers of 

individuals (i.e., degree), exhibited similar in-strength, and had similar ESC values (Table 2) in 

urbanized (WS exurban; FR WUI) versus wildland grids.  Thus animals associated with 

urbanized and wildland areas appeared to demonstrate similar patterns of potential interspecific 

interactions. 

Individual-Level Evaluation 

Potential interspecific interactions for individual animals was best explained by space-use 

extent, where individuals with larger extents of space use exhibited greater space-use overlap, 
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degree, in-strength, and ESC (Table 3; Appendices Tables 1 – 16).  As predicted, there was a 

positive relationship between the extent of space use for bobcats and pumas and the number of 

potential interspecific contacts (i.e., degree) on the WS and FR (Figure 4).  Counter to our 

predictions, animals with greater amounts of human development within their extents of space 

use did not appear to exhibit greater levels of interspecific interactions, based on low VIV and 

model rankings, and 95% confidence intervals for parameter estimates overlapping 0 for 

covariates of urbanization (Table 3; Appendices 1 – 16).  In general, space-use extent exhibited 

high VIV across models and the anthropogenic variables grid and human development had little 

support in our models.  However, pumas with smaller extents of space use exhibited greater 

space-use overlap and in-strength with bobcats, likely due to more concentrated use of shared 

areas (Table 3).  Also, ESC of pumas on the WS was positively influenced by human 

development, with a high VIV and 95% confidence interval that did not overlap 0, possibly due 

to animals with larger extents of space use encountering a greater number of human residences.  

However, human development within an animal’s extent of space use appeared to be a poor 

predictor in all other analyses (Table 3; Appendices 1 – 16).  

 

DISCUSSION 

The potential for interspecific interactions between bobcats and pumas varied by extent 

of space use and sex but, counter to our predictions, appeared to be similar between groups of 

animals associated with urbanized and wildland areas and animals with greater amounts of 

human development within their extents of space use.  For each species, space-use overlap, 

number of potential interactions for animals (i.e., degree), sum of space-use overlap for animals 

(i.e., in-strength), and equivalent social connectivity (ESC; considering space-use extent and the 
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amount of space-use overlap between animals) generally increased with the extent of space use 

for individuals.   

Across study areas, bobcats tended to exhibit a greater opportunity to interact with female 

pumas, as indexed by space-use overlap, degree, and in-strength.  This result highlights that 

relative scale of space use might be an important driver of interspecific interactions, with female 

pumas exhibiting small space-use extents that were more comparable to that of bobcats.  ESC, 

however, was greater with male pumas, likely due to the large extents of space use of male 

compared to female puma and the positive relationship between space-use extent and ESC.  Male 

pumas are more likely to exhibit aggressive behavior towards other pumas, including within-

species mortality (Logan and Sweanor 2001, Logan and Sweanor 2010); if this aggression also 

translates across species, then male pumas might be more likely to exhibit intra-guild predation 

towards bobcats as well.  Our results also suggest that pumas were more likely to interact with 

male bobcats, as indexed by space-use overlap, degree, and in-strength, again likely because 

male bobcats exhibited greater space-use extents that were more similar in scale to that of pumas.  

Similarly, pumas demonstrated the greatest ESC with male compared to female bobcats, again 

likely due to the large extents of space use of male bobcats.   

Based on our results, ecological factors leading to greater space-use extents for animals 

would be predicted to increase the opportunity for interactions.  For felids, greater extents of 

space use are often related to sex, where males have larger home ranges compared to females, 

and resident and transient animals, where transient animals often exhibit greater extents of space 

use when trying to establish a home range (Sunquist and Sunquist 2002).  However, transient and 

resident animals can exhibit different types of behaviors (e.g., mating or fighting to maintain or 

obtain a home-range), which could be important in understanding the types of social encounters 
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experienced during interactions.  In addition, patterns of felid space use are related to food 

availability both spatially (Ferguson et al. 2009) and temporally (Knick 1990) where home-range 

size increases with reduced prey, which can be influenced by environmental conditions.  

Competition might also potentially increase extents of space use if subordinate animals are 

forced to travel more due to displacement by superior competitors (interference competition) or 

if resources are depleted in an area (exploitation competition).   

Anthropogenic factors also can be important determinants of animal space use.  In 

particular, urbanization can influence both space-use extent and animal interactions (Gehrt et al. 

2010).  Space-use extent can be positively correlated with levels of urbanization in felids, where 

greater amounts of urbanization within an individual’s home range are related to larger extents of 

space use (Riley et al. 2003).  It is unclear, however, if greater levels of urbanization reduce 

habitat quality and thus require animals to use larger spatial extents to fulfill life-history 

requirements, such as food acquisition, or if animals with larger home ranges simply are more 

likely to encounter areas of urbanization due to greater movement extents.  In addition, some 

estimates of space use, such as the Minimum Convex Polygon, can be particularly prone to 

overestimate space use by incorporating non-used areas, especially if animals demonstrate 

irregular boundaries of space use (Burgman and Fox 2003).  Estimates of space use that consider 

the utilization distribution and minimize overestimating space use into unused areas will likely 

provide more reliable results of spatial extent, especially in heterogeneous landscapes influenced 

by patterns of urbanization.   

Conversely, greater levels of urbanization are reportedly related to decreased home range 

size (Riley 2006, Hadidian et al. 2010, Soulsbury et al. 2010) and increased overlap in space use 

among individuals (Riley et al. 2006) in some urban carnivores.  The home-range pile-up 
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hypothesis predicts that animals adjacent to anthropogenic barriers exhibit greater amounts of 

space-use overlap, population density, and interactions due to restricted dispersal (Riley et al. 

2006, Crooks et al. 2010).  However, at both population and individual levels, neither species in 

our study appeared to exhibit increased opportunities for interactions in relation to greater 

amounts of urbanization.  Space-use overlap, degree, and in-strength were not greater for 

animals associated with habitat influenced by urbanization compared to wildland areas or for 

animals with greater amounts of urbanization with their extents of space use.  Further, population 

density for bobcats and pumas in our study areas was not greater in habitat influenced by 

urbanization (Lewis et al. 2014c).  Home-range pile-up might be observed for specific age and 

sex classes within populations (e.g., adult females; Riley et al. 2006), but our sample sizes did 

not allow for such evaluations and this would be an important area of future study.  In addition, 

increased interactions might be more likely to occur in landscapes more fragmented than our 

study area, such as in habitat patches completely surrounded by urbanization, where animal 

dispersal opportunities are greatly reduced or eliminated (e.g., fence effect; Krebs et al. 1969, 

Adler and Levins 1994).  

Although contact network analyses suggested that animals associated with urbanized 

habitat did not appear to exhibit elevated potential for interaction compared to animals in 

wildland habitat, bobcats and pumas clearly respond to urbanization both behaviorally and 

numerically.  Both felids can be adaptable to human disturbance (Beier et al. 2010, Riley et al. 

2010), but, bobcats and pumas avoid using areas with high density urbanization (Dickson and 

Beier 2002, Riley et al. 2010), are less likely to be detected as human disturbance from 

residences increases (Lewis et al. 2014a), and alter their movement patterns to avoid 

anthropogenic disturbance (Tracey et al. 2013, Wilmers et al. 2013).  In addition, increased risks 
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of mortality, such as those resulting from vehicle collisions, toxicants, and human-wildlife 

conflicts, are associated with urbanized areas for both felids (Beier et al. 2010, Burdett et al. 

2010, Riley et al. 2010).  Ultimately, urbanization can influence population abundance and 

density of felids; in our study area, population densities for both bobcats and pumas were 

estimated to be lower in exurban development compared to wildland habitat (Lewis et al. 2014c).  

Felids might respond to areas of urbanization as non-habitat or habitat of lower suitability 

similarly to other land cover types that are less preferred.   

Despite animals tending to avoid human residences, when animals do use habitat directly 

influenced by urbanization, the opportunity for interactions can vary depending upon spatial and 

temporal scale.  Across broad seasonal scales, other research demonstrated in this study area that 

pumas did not exclude bobcats from urbanized or wildland areas and urbanization did not alter 

the interactions between bobcats and pumas (Lewis et al. 2014a).  However, at finer temporal 

scales, bobcats were less likely to be detected at sites recently visited by pumas (up to a few 

days), but only in wildland habitat; in habitat associated with urbanization, bobcats did not 

appear to temporally avoid pumas at fine scales, thus increasing the opportunity for interspecific 

interactions (Lewis et al. 2014a).  Our research evaluating interspecific interactions using contact 

networks can be considered a broad-scale analysis focusing on overall patterns of space use 

across annual periods.  Analyses evaluating direct interactions among animals could provide 

finer scale results of interspecific interactions.  Direct interactions could be analyzed using high 

resolution GPS data or proximity collars (e.g., Hamede et al. 2009) to evaluate the distribution of 

locations that are concurrent in space and time, thus providing a more refined index of potential 

contacts.  Although overlap in space use and direct contacts can be correlated for solitary 

carnivores (Robert et al. 2012), the relationship between space-use overlap and contact rates can 
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be variable (Schauber et al. 2007).  It would be predicted that finer-scale direct contacts between 

species might vary depending on animal behavior and landscape characteristics influenced by 

urbanization (e.g., Crooks et al. 2010).  Our study evaluated interspecific interactions occurring 

in habitat influenced by two forms of urbanization (i.e., exurban development and wildland-

urban interface habitat) and future work could evaluate interactions across other forms or 

urbanization (e.g., rural, suburban, and urban habitat).  Lastly, additional human impacts across 

the gradient of urbanization, such as recreation (Knight and Gutzwiller 1995), roads (Forman et 

al. 2002), and energy development (Naugle and Boyce 2011), could impact space use by animals 

and potentially affect interactions among species.   

 Contact networks provide a powerful tool to investigate potential interactions among 

animals and there is increasing emphasis on applying contact network analyses to wildlife 

populations for management and conservation (Wey et al. 2008).  Although much research has 

focused on using contact networks to evaluate questions investigating disease transmission in 

animals (Craft and Caillaud 2011, Godfrey 2013), this framework can also be used to ask more 

general ecological questions about social relationships within and between species (Wey et al. 

2008).  There are limitations, however, to be considered when evaluating contact network 

metrics.  In telemetry studies, it is very challenging, if not impossible, to fit all animals with 

tracking collars and thus contact network metrics reflect the sampled population and likely an 

incomplete analysis of interactions among all individuals in a population; although reduced 

sample size can provide robust results (Wey et al. 2008).  In addition, contact network metrics 

are dependent upon the spatial distribution of collared animals relative to the sampled 

population, which can result in boundary effects (Craft et al. 2009).  Although metrics evaluating 

the importance of nodes within a network, such as centrality, closeness centrality, and 
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betweenness centrality, can provide valuable information about network structure (Newman 

2003), such metrics can be sensitive to small sample size and node position within the network 

(Wey et al. 2008) and were not considered in our analysis.  However, contact network metrics 

can be robust to small sample sizes (Wey et al. 2008) and we used metrics and analyses that 

aimed to minimize such limitations.   

Overall, our study demonstrated how contact networks can provide valuable insight into 

interspecific interactions, including the importance of space-use extent and sex in evaluating the 

potential for competitive interactions and intra-guild predation in developing landscapes.  In 

particular, greater ESC for male pumas and male bobcats suggests that males could be 

particularly impactful for facilitating connectivity of particular ecological processes, such as the 

transmission of disease, through contact networks.   
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Table 1.  Contact network statistics evaluating interactions between bobcats and pumas on the Western Slope (WS) and Front Range 

(FR) of Colorado.  See Methods for further description of metrics.   

 

 

Study Evaluation Space-Use Overlap
b

Degree
c

In-strength
d

Equivalent Social Connectivity
e

Area Focal Group n
a

Comparative Group Mean (se) Range Mean (se) Range Mean (se) Range Sum  Mean (se)  Range

WS Bobcats 19 Pumas 0.064 (0.015) 0.014 - 0.183 6.42 (0.18) 5 - 8 0.41 (0.06) 0.10 - 1.28 7.75 100.45 (11.22) 57.67 - 243.61

WS Puma Males 0.030 (0.007)
1*

0.006 - 0.131 2.68 (0.11)
2*

2 - 3 0.08 (0.02)
3*

0.02 - 0.39 1.48 84.85 (9.67)
4*

47.62 - 203.91

WS Puma Females 0.092 (0.021)
1*

0.014 - 0.223 3.74 (0.15)
2*

2 - 5 0.33 (0.04)
3*

0.06 - 0.89 6.27 53.17 (6.00)
4*

27.60 - 133.29

WS Pumas 10 Bobcats 0.069 (0.020) 0.008 - 0.201 12.30 (1.72) 2 - 19 0.78 (0.20) 0.03 - 2.21 7.76 134.28 (24.60) 23.25 - 263.16

WS Bobcat Males 0.076 (0.017)
5

0.011 - 0.159 6.60 (0.93)
6

1 - 10 0.46 (0.09)
7

0.02 - 0.85 4.57 113.74 (21.61)
8

22.15 - 229.16

WS Bobcat Females 0.062 (0.026)
5

0.004 - 0.273 5.70 (0.80)
6

1 - 9 0.32 (0.13)
7

<0.01 - 1.36 3.19 68.97 (13.26)
8

7.06 - 141.80

FR Bobcats 18 Pumas 0.075 (0.013) 0.002 - 0.160 10.89 (0.65) 6 - 15 0.88 (0.18) 0.01 - 2.40 15.90 119.25 (15.40) 30.83 - 228.13

FR Puma Males 0.055 (0.015)
9

<0.001 - 0.232 4.00 (0.27)
10*

1 - 5 0.24 (0.06)
11*

<0.01 - 0.86 4.28 94.95 (13.31)
12

11.90 - 185.50

FR Puma Females 0.089 (0.017)
9

0.001 - 0.219 6.89 (0.52)
10*

3 - 10 0.65 (0.15)
11*

<0.01 - 2.11 11.61 69.66 (8.99)
12

23.39 - 137.41

FR Pumas 19 Bobcats 0.086 (0.014) 0.003 - 0.254 10.32 (0.93) 3 - 18 0.84 (0.16) 0.03 - 3.31 15.89 109.61 (17.12) 32.96 - 351.92

FR Bobcat Males 0.102 (0.029)
13

0.003 - 0.490 6.79 (0.67)
14*

2 - 12 0.61 (0.17)
15*

0.02 - 3.19 11.51 95.46 (15.78)
16*

32.39 - 307.76

FR Bobcat Females 0.067 (0.019)
13

<0.001 - 0.267 3.53 (0.32)
14*

1 - 6 0.23 (0.06)
15*

<0.01 - 0.80 4.39 47.31 (9.00)
16*

1.56 - 170.69

a 
Number of focal individuals

b
 Space-use overlap is the overlap of utilization distributions among animals

c
 Degree is the number of connections to other individuals

d
 In-strength is the sum of spatial overlap with all individuals

e
 Equivalent social connectivity considers space-use extent and amount of space-use overlap among individuals 

1 - 16
 Statistical tests were conducted between values with the same reference number.  A star * indicates significance at a p-value of 0.05.   

   1 (t = -4.13, df = 27.72, p < 0.001); 2 (t = -5.67, df = 32.96, p < 0.001); 3 (t = -5.14, df = 25.43, p < 0.001); 4 (t = 2.78, df = 30.08, p = 0.009); 

   5 (t = 0.45, df = 15.56, p = 0.66); 6 (t = 0.73, df = 17.61, p = 0.47); 7 (t = 0.87, df = 16.64, p = 0.39); 8 (t = 1.76, df = 14.94, p = 0.10); 

   9 (t = -1.50, df = 33.08, p = 0.14); 10 (t = -4.96, df = 25.53, p < 0.001); 11 (t = -2.50, df = 21.94, p = 0.02); 12 (t = 1.57, df = 29.84, p = 0.13); 

   13 (t = - 1.02, df = 31.64, p = 0.32); 14 (t = 4.44, df = 25.39, p < 0.001); 15 (t = 2.10, df = 22.37, p = 0.047); 16 (t = 2.65, df = 28.60, p = 0.01)
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Table 2.  Contact network statistics evaluating interactions between bobcats and pumas across different forms or urbanization on the 

Western Slope (WS) and Front Range (FR) of Colorado.  See Methods for further description of metrics.   

 

 

 

 

 

Study  Focal with Comparitive Space-Use Overlap
b

Degree
c

In-strength
d

Equivalent Social Connectivity
e

Area Group Evaluation n
a

Grid Mean (se) Range Mean (se) Range Mean (se) Range Sum  Mean (se)  Range

WS Bobcats with Pumas 10 Exurban 0.059 (0.009)
1

0.021 - 0.120 6.50 (0.22)
2

5 - 7 0.38 (0.05)
3

0.15 - 0.72 3.78 87.51 (5.94)
4

57.67 - 117.69

WS Bobcats with Pumas 9 Wildland 0.068 (0.016)
1

0.014 - 0.183 6.33 (0.29)
2

5 - 8 0.44 (0.11)
3

0.10 - 1.28 3.97 114.84 (22.47)
4

73.02 - 243.61

WS Pumas with Bobcats 3 Exurban 0.117 (0.050)
5

0.028 - 0.201 10.67 (0.88)
6

9 - 12 1.22 (0.54)
7

0.33 - 2.21 3.65 141.30 (45.45)
8

91.98 - 232.09

WS Pumas with Bobcats 7 Wildland 0.049 (0.015)
5

0.008 - 0.123 13.00 (2.44)
6

2 - 19 0.59 (0.15)
7

0.03 - 1.11 4.11 131.28 (31.57)
8

23.25 - 263.16

FR Bobcats with Pumas 10 WUI 0.075 (0.017)
9

0.019 - 0.197 11.67 (1.05)
10

6 - 15 0.94 (0.27)
11

0.24 - 2.40 8.46 112.59 (22.05)
12

30.83 - 218.93

FR Bobcats with Pumas 9 Wildland 0.075 (0.020)
9

0.002 - 0.158 10.11 (0.72)
10

7 - 14 0.83 (0.26)
11

0.01 - 2.21 7.43 125.90 (22.60)
12

62.55 - 228.12

FR Pumas with Bobcats 12 WUI 0.086 (0.014)
13

0.019 - 0.197 9.42 (1.28)
14

3 - 18 0.71 (0.10)
15

0.13 - 1.23 8.53 98.63 (24.31)
16

32.96 - 351.92

FR Pumas with Bobcats 7 Wildland 0.085 (0.031)
13

0.003 - 0.254 11.86 (1.16)
14

8 - 17 1.05 (0.42)
15

0.03 - 3.31 7.37 128.43 (20.90)
16

57.97 - 193.79

a 
Number of focal individuals

b
 Space-use overlap is the overlap of utilization distributions among animals

c
 Degree is the number of connections to other individuals

d
 In-strength is the sum of spatial overlap with all individuals

e
 Equivalent social connectivity considers space-use extent and amount of space-use overlap among individuals  

1 - 16
 Statistical tests were conducted between values with the same reference number.  No tests were significant at a p-value of 0.05.  

   1 (t = -0.52, df = 12.78, p = 0.61); 2 (t = 0.46, df = 15.52, p = 0.65); 3 (t = -0.51, df = 11.36, p = 0.62); 4 (t = -1.17, df = 9.12, p = 0.27); 

   5 (t = 1.31, df = 2.36, p = 0.30); 6 (t = -0.90, df = 7.30, p = 0.40); 7 (t = 1.11, df = 2.33, p = 0.37); 8 (t = 0.18, df = 4.08, p = 0.87); 

   9 (t = 0.00, df = 15.55, p = 0.99); 10 (t = -1.22, df = 14.08, p = 0.24); 11 (t = -0.31, df = 15.99, p = 0.76); 12 (t = 0.42, df = 15.99, p = 0.68); 

   13 (t = -0.08, df = 8.42, p = 0.99); 14 (t = 1.41, df = 16.27, p = 0.17); 15 (t = 0.79, df = 6.65, p = 0.45); 16 (t = 0.93, df = 16.62, p = 0.36)
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Table 3.  Summary of results for covariates from multiple regression models evaluating felid interactions in relation to urbanization 

and space use for bobcats and pumas on the Western Slope (WS) and Front Range (FR) of Colorado.  Covariates included Grid 

(sampling grid areas comparing urbanized (=0) and wildland grids (=1)), Space-Use Extent (extent of space use for animals), and 

Human Development (influence of human development at a kernel density radius of 1000m).  Variable importance values (VIV) were 

calculated across model sets comprised of all possible combinations of covariates.  Parameter estimates (β) and standard errors (se) 

were calculated by model averaging across all models in a model set in which the variable occurred.   
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Covariates

Study Grid Space-Use Extent Human Development

Area Comparison Response Variable VIV β (se) VIV β (se) VIV β (se)

WS Bobcats with Pumas Space-Use Overlap 0.20 0.01 (0.02) 0.95 0.02 (0.01) 0.25 0.01 (0.01)

WS Bobcats with Pumas Degree 0.27 -0.39 (0.39) 0.90 0.45 (0.16) 0.24 -0.18 (0.22)

WS Bobcats with Pumas In-strength 0.17 0.04 (0.09) 1.00 0.19 (0.04) 0.19 0.03 (0.05)

WS Bobcats with Pumas Equivalent Social Connectivity 0.99 17.76 (4.13) 1.00 46.51 (2.07) 0.15 -1.34 (3.04)

WS Pumas with Bobcats Space-Use Overlap 0.38 -0.07 (0.04) 0.26 -0.03 (0.02) 0.10 -0.01 (0.03)

WS Pumas with Bobcats Degree 0.11 3.07 (4.10) 0.41 3.12 (1.59) 0.15 2.12 (1.94)

WS Pumas with Bobcats In-strength 0.27 -0.63 (0.41) 0.20 -0.27 (0.20) 0.09 0.04 (0.24)

WS Pumas with Bobcats Equivalent Social Connectivity 0.04 13.18 (30.83) 1.00 59.36 (11.30) 0.80 30.44 (9.80)

FR Bobcats with Pumas Space-Use Overlap 0.17 0.00 (0.03) 0.45 0.02 (0.01) 0.19 0.01 (0.01)

FR Bobcats with Pumas Degree 0.24 -1.04 (1.06) 0.97 1.77 (0.53) 0.15 0.05 (0.58)

FR Bobcats with Pumas In-strength 0.16 -0.02 (0.37) 0.65 0.36 (0.17) 0.21 0.14 (0.19)

FR Bobcats with Pumas Equivalent Social Connectivity 0.34 29.91 (22.03) 1.00 48.25 (11.33) 0.15 1.63 (12.49)

FR Pumas with Bobcats Space-Use Overlap 0.17 0.00 (0.03) 0.70 -0.03 (0.01) 0.25 -0.01 (0.02)

FR Pumas with Bobcats Degree 0.33 2.39 (1.92) 0.82 2.25 (0.86) 0.26 1.09 (1.19)

FR Pumas with Bobcats In-strength 0.30 0.38 (0.35) 0.37 -0.23 (0.17) 0.20 -0.06 (0.20)

FR Pumas with Bobcats Equivalent Social Connectivity 0.19 10.49 (18.01) 1.00 65.80 (8.75) 0.17 3.38 (10.32)
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Figure 1.  Locations of two study areas in Colorado, USA, which exhibited varying levels of 

urbanization, where bobcats and pumas were fit with telemetry collars.  The more rural Western 

Slope (WS) was characterized by an exurban development south grid and a wildland north grid 

during 2009 – 2010.  The more urbanized Front Range (FR) study area was characterized by a 

wildland-urban interface (WUI) south grid and wildland north grid during 2010 – 2012.   
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Figure 2a.  WS contact network 
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Figure 2b.  FR contact network  

Figure 2. Contact networks of interspecific interactions between bobcats and pumas on the 

Western Slope (WS) (a) and Front Range (FR) (b), Colorado, demonstrating space-use overlap, 

degree, and in-strength.  Darker blue circles represent pumas and lighter red circles represent 

bobcats.  Circle (i.e., node) size is proportional to space-use extent on the log scale.  The 

thickness of edges between individuals increases with the amount of space-use overlap.  Node 
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placement reflects approximate spatial location of individuals based on the center of their extent 

of space use; however, nodes were arranged to enhance visualization and do not reflect exact 

spatial orientation of individuals. 
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Figure 3a.  Female puma (in purple) and 3 bobcats. 
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Figure 3b. Male puma (in blue) and 3 bobcats.   

 

Figure 3.  Example of space-use overlap between 3 bobcats and female (in purple) puma (a) and 

male (in blue) puma (b) on the Front Range, Colorado.   
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Figure 4a.  Bobcats with pumas on WS 

  

Figure 4b.  Pumas with bobcats on WS 
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Figure 4c.  Bobcats with pumas on FR  

 

Figure 4d.  Pumas with bobcats on FR 
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Figure 4.  The number of potential interspecific interactions (i.e., degree) increased with the 

extent of space use for bobcats (a) and pumas (b) on the Western Slope and bobcats (c) and 

pumas (d) on the Front Range of Colorado.  Degree is the number of individuals that overlapped 

in space use and thus had the potential to interact. 
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Appendix Table 1.  Ranking of multiple regression models evaluating space-use overlap for 

bobcats with pumas on the Western Slope of Colorado.  Covariates included Grid (sampling 

areas comparing exurban development and wildland grids), SpaceUseExtent (extent of space use 

for animals), and HumDev (influence of human development at a kernel density radius of 

1000m). (.) denotes intercept only model. 

 

 

Appendix Table 2.  Ranking of multiple regression models evaluating degree for bobcats with 

pumas on the Western Slope of Colorado.  Covariates included Grid (sampling areas comparing 

exurban development and wildland grids), SpaceUseExtent (extent of space use for animals), and 

HumDev (influence of human development at a kernel density radius of 1000m). (.) denotes 

intercept only model. 

 

# Covariates K AICc Δ AICc ω LL

3 SpaceUseExtent 3 -74.37 0.00 0.60 40.99

7 SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 4 -71.82 2.55 0.17 41.34

5 Grid + SpaceUseExtent 4 -71.25 3.13 0.13 41.05

8 Grid + SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 5 -69.52 4.86 0.05 42.07

1 Intercept-only 2 -67.20 7.17 0.02 35.97

6 Grid + HumDev 4 -67.14 7.23 0.02 39.00

4 HumDev 3 -66.70 7.68 0.01 37.15

2 Grid 3 -64.67 9.70 0.00 36.14

# Covariates K AICc Δ AICc ω LL

3 SpaceUseExtent 3 43.53 0.00 0.52 -17.96

5 Grid + SpaceUseExtent 4 45.98 2.45 0.15 -17.56

7 SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 4 46.35 2.82 0.13 -17.74

8 Grid + SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 5 46.87 3.35 0.10 -16.13

1 Intercept-only 2 47.64 4.11 0.07 -21.44

2 Grid 3 50.25 6.73 0.02 -21.33

4 HumDev 3 50.43 6.90 0.02 -21.41

6 Grid + HumDev 4 53.51 9.98 0.00 -21.32
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Appendix Table 3.  Ranking of multiple regression models evaluating in-strength for bobcats 

with pumas on the Western Slope of Colorado.  Covariates included Grid (sampling areas 

comparing exurban development and wildland grids), SpaceUseExtent (extent of space use for 

animals), and HumDev (influence of human development at a kernel density radius of 1000m). 

(.) denotes intercept only model. 

 

 

 

Appendix Table 4.  Ranking of multiple regression models evaluating equivalent social 

connectivity for bobcats with pumas on the Western Slope of Colorado.  Covariates included 

Grid (sampling areas comparing exurban development and wildland grids), SpaceUseExtent 

(extent of space use for animals), and HumDev (influence of human development at a kernel 

density radius of 1000m). (.) denotes intercept only model. 

 

# Covariates K AICc Δ AICc ω LL

3 SpaceUseExtent 3 -6.23 0.00 0.67 6.92

7 SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 4 -3.25 2.98 0.15 7.05

5 Grid + SpaceUseExtent 4 -3.08 3.16 0.14 6.97

8 Grid + SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 5 -0.24 5.99 0.03 7.43

1 Intercept-only 2 6.37 12.60 0.00 -0.81

4 HumDev 3 7.28 13.51 0.00 0.16

6 Grid + HumDev 4 7.41 13.64 0.00 1.72

2 Grid 3 8.91 15.14 0.00 -0.66

# Covariates K AICc Δ AICc ω LL

5 Grid + SpaceUseExtent 4 142.51 0.00 0.85 -65.82

8 Grid + SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 5 146.08 3.57 0.14 -65.73

7 SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 4 152.19 9.69 0.01 -70.67

3 SpaceUseExtent 3 155.31 12.80 0.00 -73.85

1 Intercept-only 2 205.46 62.95 0.00 -100.35

6 Grid + HumDev 4 205.89 63.39 0.00 -97.52

2 Grid 3 206.68 64.17 0.00 -99.54

4 HumDev 3 207.68 65.18 0.00 -100.04
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Appendix Table 5.  Ranking of multiple regression models evaluating space-use overlap for 

pumas with bobcats on the Western Slope of Colorado.  Covariates included Grid (sampling 

areas comparing exurban development and wildland grids), SpaceUseExtent (extent of space use 

for animals), and HumDev (influence of human development at a kernel density radius of 

1000m). (.) denotes intercept only model. 

 

 

 

Appendix Table 6.  Ranking of multiple regression models evaluating degree for pumas with 

bobcats on the Western Slope of Colorado.  Covariates included Grid (sampling areas comparing 

exurban development and wildland grids), SpaceUseExtent (extent of space use for animals), and 

HumDev (influence of human development at a kernel density radius of 1000m). (.) denotes 

intercept only model. 

 

# Covariates K AICc Δ AICc ω LL

1 Intercept-only 2 -22.73 0.00 0.39 14.22

2 Grid 3 -21.86 0.87 0.25 15.93

3 SpaceUseExtent 3 -21.11 1.62 0.17 15.55

5 Grid + SpaceUseExtent 4 -19.47 3.26 0.08 17.74

4 HumDev 3 -18.48 4.25 0.05 14.24

6 Grid + HumDev 4 -18.26 4.47 0.04 17.13

7 SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 4 -15.36 7.37 0.01 15.68

8 Grid + SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 5 -11.25 11.48 0.00 18.12

# Covariates K AICc Δ AICc ω LL

1 Intercept-only 2 66.91 0.00 0.40 -30.60

3 SpaceUseExtent 3 67.11 0.20 0.37 -28.55

4 HumDev 3 69.64 2.74 0.10 -29.82

2 Grid 3 70.75 3.85 0.06 -30.38

5 Grid + SpaceUseExtent 4 72.57 5.67 0.02 -28.29

7 SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 4 72.68 5.77 0.02 -28.34

6 Grid + HumDev 4 72.74 5.83 0.02 -28.37

8 Grid + SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 5 79.66 12.75 0.00 -27.33
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Appendix Table 7.  Ranking of multiple regression models evaluating in-strength for pumas with 

bobcats on the Western Slope of Colorado.  Covariates included Grid (sampling areas comparing 

exurban development and wildland grids), SpaceUseExtent (extent of space use for animals), and 

HumDev (influence of human development at a kernel density radius of 1000m). (.) denotes 

intercept only model. 

 

 

 

Appendix Table 8.  Ranking of multiple regression models evaluating equivalent social 

connectivity for pumas with bobcats on the Western Slope of Colorado.  Covariates included 

Grid (sampling areas comparing exurban development and wildland grids), SpaceUseExtent 

(extent of space use for animals), and HumDev (influence of human development at a kernel 

density radius of 1000m). (.) denotes intercept only model. 

 

# Covariates K AICc Δ AICc ω LL

1 Intercept-only 2 23.87 0.00 0.51 -9.08

2 Grid 3 25.55 1.67 0.22 -7.77

3 SpaceUseExtent 3 26.26 2.39 0.15 -8.13

4 HumDev 3 28.10 4.22 0.06 -9.05

5 Grid + SpaceUseExtent 4 29.24 5.37 0.03 -6.62

6 Grid + HumDev 4 31.06 7.19 0.01 -7.53

7 SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 4 31.40 7.52 0.01 -7.70

8 Grid + SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 5 38.24 14.37 0.00 -6.62

# Covariates K AICc Δ AICc ω LL

7 SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 4 106.24 0.00 0.78 -45.12

3 SpaceUseExtent 3 109.12 2.88 0.18 -49.56

8 Grid + SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 5 113.10 6.86 0.03 -44.05

5 Grid + SpaceUseExtent 4 114.69 8.45 0.01 -49.34

4 HumDev 3 118.39 12.15 0.00 -54.19

1 Intercept-only 2 120.12 13.88 0.00 -57.20

6 Grid + HumDev 4 122.24 16.00 0.00 -53.12

2 Grid 3 124.37 18.13 0.00 -57.18
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Appendix Table 9.  Ranking of multiple regression models evaluating space-use overlap for 

bobcats with pumas on the Front Range of Colorado.  Covariates included Grid (sampling areas 

comparing wildland-urban interface and wildland grids), SpaceUseExtent (extent of space use 

for animals), and HumDev (influence of human development at a kernel density radius of 

1000m). (.) denotes intercept only model. 

 

 

 

Appendix Table 10.  Ranking of multiple regression models evaluating degree for bobcats with 

pumas on the Front Range of Colorado.  Covariates included Grid (sampling areas comparing 

wildland-urban interface and wildland grids), SpaceUseExtent (extent of space use for animals), 

and HumDev (influence of human development at a kernel density radius of 1000m). (.) denotes 

intercept only model. 

 

# Covariates K AICc Δ AICc ω LL

1 Intercept-only 2 -50.66 0.00 0.35 27.73

3 SpaceUseExtent 3 -50.43 0.23 0.32 29.07

4 HumDev 3 -48.10 2.56 0.10 27.91

2 Grid 3 -47.75 2.91 0.08 27.73

5 Grid + SpaceUseExtent 4 -47.15 3.51 0.06 29.11

7 SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 4 -47.15 3.51 0.06 29.11

6 Grid + HumDev 4 -44.81 5.85 0.02 27.94

8 Grid + SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 5 -43.41 7.25 0.01 29.21

# Covariates K AICc Δ AICc ω LL

3 SpaceUseExtent 3 84.02 0.00 0.62 -38.15

5 Grid + SpaceUseExtent 4 86.26 2.23 0.20 -37.59

7 SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 4 87.36 3.34 0.12 -38.14

8 Grid + SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 5 90.11 6.08 0.03 -37.55

1 Intercept-only 2 91.16 7.14 0.02 -43.18

2 Grid 3 92.47 8.45 0.01 -42.38

4 HumDev 3 93.58 9.55 0.01 -42.93

6 Grid + HumDev 4 95.78 11.76 0.00 -42.35
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Appendix Table 11.  Ranking of multiple regression models evaluating in-strength for bobcats 

with pumas on the Front Range of Colorado.  Covariates included Grid (sampling areas 

comparing wildland-urban interface and wildland grids), SpaceUseExtent (extent of space use 

for animals), and HumDev (influence of human development at a kernel density radius of 

1000m). (.) denotes intercept only model. 

 

 

 

Appendix Table 12.  Ranking of multiple regression models evaluating equivalent social 

connectivity for bobcats with pumas on the Front Range of Colorado.  Covariates included Grid 

(sampling areas comparing wildland-urban interface and wildland grids), SpaceUseExtent 

(extent of space use for animals), and HumDev (influence of human development at a kernel 

density radius of 1000m). (.) denotes intercept only model. 

 

# Covariates K AICc Δ AICc ω LL

3 SpaceUseExtent 3 43.73 0.00 0.45 -18.01

1 Intercept-only 2 45.28 1.55 0.21 -20.24

7 SpaceUseExtent+ HumDev 4 46.65 2.92 0.10 -17.78

5 Grid+ SpaceUseExtent 4 47.09 3.36 0.08 -18.01

4 HumDev 3 47.18 3.45 0.08 -19.73

2 Grid 3 48.09 4.36 0.05 -20.19

8 Grid+ SpaceUseExtent+ HumDev 5 50.49 6.76 0.02 -17.75

6 Grid+ HumDev 4 50.54 6.81 0.01 -19.73

# Covariates K AICc Δ AICc ω LL

3 SpaceUseExtent 3 194.76 0.00 0.55 -93.52

5 Grid + SpaceUseExtent 4 196.03 1.27 0.29 -92.48

7 SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 4 198.12 3.36 0.10 -93.52

8 Grid + SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 5 199.65 4.89 0.05 -92.32

1 Intercept-only 2 205.32 10.56 0.00 -100.26

4 HumDev 3 207.85 13.09 0.00 -100.07

2 Grid 3 208.03 13.28 0.00 -100.16

6 Grid + HumDev 4 210.62 15.86 0.00 -99.77
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Appendix Table 13.  Ranking of multiple regression models evaluating space-use overlap for 

pumas with bobcats on the Front Range of Colorado.  Covariates included Grid (sampling areas 

comparing wildland-urban interface and wildland grids), SpaceUseExtent (extent of space use 

for animals), and HumDev (influence of human development at a kernel density radius of 

1000m). (.) denotes intercept only model. 

 

 

 

Appendix Table 14.  Ranking of multiple regression models evaluating degree for pumas with 

bobcats on the Front Range of Colorado.  Covariates included Grid (sampling areas comparing 

wildland-urban interface and wildland grids), SpaceUseExtent (extent of space use for animals), 

and HumDev (influence of human development at a kernel density radius of 1000m). (.) denotes 

intercept only model. 

 

# Covariates K AICc Δ AICc ω LL

3 SpaceUseExtent 3 -51.02 0.00 0.48 29.31

1 Intercept-only 2 -48.55 2.47 0.14 26.65

7 SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 4 -48.01 3.01 0.11 29.43

4 HumDev 3 -47.92 3.10 0.10 27.76

5 Grid + SpaceUseExtent 4 -47.91 3.11 0.10 29.38

2 Grid 3 -45.70 5.32 0.03 26.65

6 Grid + HumDev 4 -44.96 6.06 0.02 27.91

8 Grid + SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 5 -44.28 6.74 0.02 29.45

# Covariates K AICc Δ AICc ω LL

3 SpaceUseExtent 3 106.16 0.00 0.49 -49.28

5 Grid + SpaceUseExtent 4 108.10 1.94 0.18 -48.62

7 SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 4 109.28 3.12 0.10 -49.21

6 Grid + HumDev 4 109.98 3.82 0.07 -49.56

8 Grid + SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 5 110.68 4.52 0.05 -48.03

1 Intercept-only 2 110.98 4.82 0.04 -53.11

4 HumDev 3 111.38 5.22 0.04 -51.89

2 Grid 3 112.07 5.91 0.03 -52.23
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Appendix Table 15.  Ranking of multiple regression models evaluating in-strength for pumas 

with bobcats on the Front Range of Colorado.  Covariates included Grid (sampling areas 

comparing wildland-urban interface and wildland grids), SpaceUseExtent (extent of space use 

for animals), and HumDev (influence of human development at a kernel density radius of 

1000m). (.) denotes intercept only model. 

 

 

 

Appendix Table 16.  Ranking of multiple regression models evaluating equivalent social 

connectivity for pumas with bobcats on the Front Range of Colorado.  Covariates included Grid 

(sampling areas comparing wildland-urban interface and wildland grids), SpaceUseExtent 

(extent of space use for animals), and HumDev (influence of human development at a kernel 

density radius of 1000m). (.) denotes intercept only model. 

 

# Covariates K AICc Δ AICc ω LL

1 Intercept-only 2 44.74 0.00 0.35 -20.00

3 SpaceUseExtent 3 45.75 1.01 0.21 -19.07

2 Grid 3 46.48 1.74 0.14 -19.44

4 HumDev 3 47.08 2.33 0.11 -19.74

5 Grid + SpaceUseExtent 4 47.19 2.45 0.10 -18.17

7 SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 4 49.00 4.26 0.04 -19.07

6 Grid + HumDev 4 49.58 4.84 0.03 -19.36

8 Grid + SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 5 50.49 5.75 0.02 -17.94

# Covariates K AICc Δ AICc ω LL

3 SpaceUseExtent 3 194.96 0.00 0.67 -93.68

5 Grid + SpaceUseExtent 4 197.86 2.90 0.16 -93.50

7 SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 4 198.14 3.17 0.14 -93.64

8 Grid + SpaceUseExtent + HumDev 5 201.18 6.22 0.03 -93.28

6 Grid + HumDev 4 219.13 24.17 0.00 -104.14

4 HumDev 3 219.65 24.69 0.00 -106.03

1 Intercept-only 2 221.52 26.56 0.00 -108.39

2 Grid 3 223.61 28.65 0.00 -108.01
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THE EFFECTS OF DEMOGRAPHIC, SOCIAL, AND ENVIRONMENTAL 

CHARACTERISTICS ON PATHOGEN EXPOSURE IN WILD FELIDS ACROSS A 

GRADIENT OF URBANIZATION 
4
 

 

 

OVERVIEW 

Transmission of pathogens among animals is influenced by demographic, social, and 

environmental factors.  Through altering landscape pattern, particularly from urbanization, 

humans can impact patterns of disease dynamics in wildlife populations, increasing the potential 

for the spillover and spread of emerging infectious diseases in wildlife, human, and domestic 

animal populations.  We provide a conceptual framework for evaluating the effects of multiple 

ecological mechanisms on patterns of pathogen exposure in animal populations.  Specifically, we 

evaluated how ecological factors affected the prevalence of Toxoplasma gondii (Toxoplasma), 

Bartonella spp. (Bartonella), feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV), and feline calicivirus (FCV) 

in bobcat and puma populations across low-density exurban development, wildland-urban 

interface (WUI), and wildland habitat on the Western Slope (WS) and Front Range (FR) of 

Colorado.  As predicted, age appeared to be positively related to the exposure to pathogens that 

are both environmentally transmitted (Toxoplasma) and directly transmitted between animals 

(FIV).  In addition, animals (WS bobcats) were more likely to be exposed to a pathogen acquired 

from prey and the environment (Toxoplasma) with increasing age and intraspecific space-use 

overlap.  However, counter to our predictions, exposure to directly-transmitted pathogens (FCV 

and FIV) for felids was more likely with decreasing space-use overlap (FCV: WS bobcats) and 

potential intraspecific contacts (FIV: FR pumas), potentially related to whether animals were 
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residents or transients.  In addition, consistent with predictions, bobcats that used similar habitat 

areas as pumas exhibited increased exposure to Bartonella.  Counter to our predictions, 

environmental factors, including urbanization and landscape covariates, were generally 

unsupported in our models.  We demonstrated how pathogens can be evaluated in relation to 

demographic, social, and environmental factors to understand pathogen exposure in animal 

populations; such a framework is useful because it allows for the comparison and evaluation of 

the relative strength among multiple mechanisms and hypotheses. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Infectious diseases play important roles in wildlife conservation and are implicated in 

threatening species and populations across local to global scales (Murray et al. 1999, Czech et al. 

2000, Daszak et al. 2000, Pedersen et al. 2007, Dybas 2009, Seimon et al. 2013).  Through 

landscape modification and altering of wildlife communities, humans can influence patterns of 

disease dynamics in wildlife populations (Morse 1995, Daszak et al. 2000, Levi et al. 2012, 

Young et al. 2014), increasing the potential for the spillover and spread of emerging infectious 

diseases in wildlife, human, and domestic animal populations (Daszak et al. 2000, McMichael 

2004, Woolhouse et al. 2005, Keesing et al. 2010).  In particular, urbanization is a major driver 

in altering landscape pattern.  The conversion of undeveloped land to human development, 

including residences, buildings, and roads, is one of the most extensive anthropogenic 

disturbances affecting wildlife populations around the world (Sala et al. 2000, McDonald et al. 

2008) and urbanization is projected to increase by millions of hectares over the next few decades 

(Cohen 2003, Theobald 2005, Seto et al. 2011).  To conserve animal populations and reduce the 

risk of infectious and zoonotic pathogens in wildlife and humans, it is critical to understand the 
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mechanisms that alter patterns of disease in wildlife populations across different forms of 

urbanization, particularly as it relates to modes of pathogen transmission (Daszak et al. 2001, 

Shochat et al. 2006, Bradley and Altizer 2007, Bradley et al. 2008).   

Transmission of pathogens among animals is influenced by demographic, social, and 

environmental factors (Morse 1995, Altizer et al. 2003b, Wilcox and Gubler 2005), as well as 

through pathogen characteristics and host susceptibility (Altizer et al. 2003a).  With regard to 

demography, males and older individuals often exhibit a greater prevalence of parasites and 

disease (Hudson and Dobson 1995, Zuk and McKean 1996, Wilson et al. 2002, Biek et al. 

2006b, Monello and Gompper 2009).  Males tend to have larger extents of space use (Lindstedt 

et al. 1986) and greater potential for contacts among animals (Lewis et al. 2014b).  Some animals 

in a population might be more likely than others to spread disease based on demographic and 

individual characteristics (Woolhouse et al. 1997, Paull et al. 2012).  In addition, increases in 

population density can result in higher contact rates (Ramsey et al. 2002) and greater prevalence 

and diversity of pathogens among highly connected individuals (Altizer et al. 2003b).  However, 

in contrast, transmission of parasites within populations can decrease with increasing host 

density, potentially due to host behavior, such as less mixing among individuals within a 

population, which leads to more localized disease transmission (Fenton et al. 2002). 

Social organization plays an important role in disease transmission through intra- and 

interspecific interactions and contact patterns (Altizer et al. 2003b, Tompkins et al. 2011).  For 

many solitary species (such as many carnivores), intraspecific social interactions primarily occur 

during the mating season or when defending and maintaining territorial boundaries (Sunquist and 

Sunquist 2002).  In addition, space-use overlap of animals can lead to kleptoparasitism (where 

one animal steals the food of another; Gorman et al. 1998, Merkle et al. 2009), aggressive 
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encounters, and intraguild predation (Polis et al. 1989, Palomares and Caro 1999), which can 

increase the opportunity for transmission of pathogens through direct and indirect interactions 

(Totton et al. 2002, Dybas 2009).  Interspecific interactions can be important determinants of 

pathogen spillover from a reservoir species to another species, which can result in population 

decline and extirpation (Rushton et al. 2000, Gurnell et al. 2006, Dybas 2009).  Although social 

organization is often associated with direct contacts between animals, overlap in space use and 

maintaining territorial boundaries through marking behavior can also influence indirect pathways 

of disease transmission for animals using shared areas through environmental transmission of 

pathogens (Afonso et al. 2008).   

Lastly, the environment plays a critical role in disease transmission.  Landscape 

characteristics, including habitat features, geographic barriers, and anthropogenic factors, can 

influence the spread and occurrence of pathogens (Smith et al. 2002, Russell et al. 2004, Biek et 

al. 2006a, McCallum 2008, Wheeler et al. 2010) and land-use change can have important 

implications for the distribution and abundance of pathogens (Vanwambeke et al. 2007a).  

Urbanization can alter the environmental conditions that influence the transmission and 

prevalence of pathogens through modifying landscape pattern (Langlois et al. 2001, Farnsworth 

et al. 2005, Skelly et al. 2006, Bradley and Altizer 2007, Brearley et al. 2013) and disease 

spillover (Gilot-Fromont et al. 2012).  Several pathogens originating from anthropogenic sources 

can increase in prevalence in animal populations associated with urbanized environments 

(Carver et al. 2012).  In some systems, environmental characteristics appear to be a more 

important factor in disease exposure than social or demographic factors.  Although population 

densities for some species can be substantially higher in urban environments compared to rural 

areas, the number of infected individuals and burden of disease vectors can be substantially 
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greater in rural populations as a result of the population ecology of intermediate hosts for 

pathogens (Hegglin et al. 2007, Reperant et al. 2007, Page et al. 2008, Reperant et al. 2009).  

Agricultural areas can experience high prevalence of Toxoplasma due to abundant small 

mammals acting as intermediate hosts (Lélu et al. 2010). 

Carnivores harbor a suite of pathogens, which can impact predator populations, 

ecological communities, and human health (Murray et al. 1999).  Bobcats (Lynx rufus) and 

pumas (Puma concolor), which share a broad geographic distribution in western North America, 

demonstrate patterns and prevalence of pathogens in relation to anthropogenic factors (Wheeler 

et al. 2010, Bevins et al. 2012).  Cross-species transmission of species-specific pathogens has 

been reported between bobcats and pumas in highly urbanized landscapes, potentially as a result 

of increased contacts and aggressive encounters resulting from elevated space-use overlap within 

habitat fragments (Franklin et al. 2007).  Domestic cats (both feral and owned) are associated 

with human residences and harbor a suite of pathogens that can be transmitted to or from wild 

felids in rural and urbanized environments (Breitschwerdt and Kordick 2000, Deplazes et al. 

2011, Bevins et al. 2012, Gilot-Fromont et al. 2012).  Thus, bobcats and pumas are excellent 

model species to evaluate the effects of demographic, social, and environmental characteristics 

on patterns of pathogens within and between their populations.   

Our goal here was to investigate how multiple mechanisms influence exposure to a suite 

of pathogens in medium and large-sized carnivores persisting across a gradient of urbanization.  

We evaluated bobcat and puma populations across low-density exurban development, wildland-

urban interface (WUI), and wildland habitat in relation to four common pathogens in felids: 

Toxoplasma gondii (Toxoplasma), Bartonella spp.(Bartonella), feline immunodeficiency virus 

(FIV), and feline calicivirus (FCV).  We predicted that (1) pathogens acquired primarily through 
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prey and the environment (i.e., Toxoplasma) would be associated with suitable habitat for the 

pathogen and greater amounts of space use sharing among felids; (2) pathogens transmitted by 

flea vectors (i.e., Bartonella) would be associated with habitat that harbored fleas and increased 

social interactions (i.e., space-use overlap and number of potential contacts); and (3) pathogens 

that are directly transmitted between individuals (i.e., FIV and FCV) would be positively related 

to social interactions (Table 1).  In addition, owing to potential associations with domestic cats, 

we expected that animals associated with habitat modified by urbanization (exurban and WUI) 

would exhibit greater prevalence of each pathogen compared to wild felids within wildland areas 

(Table 1).  Consistent with previous research, we also expected that older individuals and males 

would be more likely to be exposed to pathogens (Bevins et al. 2012).  We present a framework 

for evaluating how pathogens in animal populations are influenced by demographic, social 

interaction (both intra- and interspecific), and environmental characteristics. 

 

STUDY AREA 

We conducted our research across two study areas in Colorado, USA that exhibited 

varying degrees of urbanization and human influence.  In 2009-2010, we worked on the Western 

Slope (WS) of Colorado on the Uncompahgre Plateau near the towns of Montrose and Ridgway 

(Figure 1).  Common vegetation included pinyon pine (Pinus edulis), juniper (Juniperus 

osteosperma), ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), aspen (Populus tremuloides), gambel oak 

(Quercus gambelii), and big sagebrush (Artemesia tridentata).  We divided the WS study site 

into two sampling grids.  The southern grid 1 sampled low-density residential development on 

Log Hill Mesa (population = 1,041; US Census Bureau 2010); residential parcel sizes were 

distributed, from most to least numerous, across 5 acre, 2 acre, 1 acre, ≥ 5 acre, and ≥ 40 acre 
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properties.  Within areas of exurban development, travel corridors of natural habitat and open 

space property, often with associated recreation trails, were present.  In addition, domestic cats 

(free-ranging owned and feral cats) occurred on grid 1.  The northern grid 2 sampled primarily 

undeveloped, wildland habitat, although some small areas of low-density human residences and 

hunting camps occurred on or near the grid.  Although less common compared to grid 1, a small 

number of domestic cats also occurred on grid 2.   

In 2010 - 2012, we worked on the more urbanized Front Range (FR) of Colorado (Figure 

1).  Common vegetation included ponderosa pine, Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), juniper, 

aspen, and mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus montanus).  A network of open space properties 

with recreational trails occurred across the study area.  Similar to the WS, we divided the FR 

study area into two sampling grids. The southern grid 1 occurred adjacent to the wildland-urban 

interface (WUI) associated with the city of Boulder (population = 97,385, US Census Bureau 

2010) and was characterized by open-space properties with some human residences on or near 

the grid.  The northern grid 2 occurred across undeveloped public properties, although a small 

number of rural human residences occurred on private property inholdings.  Domestic cats 

occurred across portions of both grids 1 and 2, but were assumed to be more common along the 

WUI with Boulder compared to the wildland grid.  In addition, to the east of both sampling grids, 

and surrounding the city of Boulder, grasslands and agricultural areas interspersed with human 

residences occurred.  See Lewis et al. (2014c) for an expanded description of the study area. 
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METHODS 

Animal Capture and Telemetry Data 

Bobcats were captured in black metal-wire cage traps (40 x 55 x 100 cm) with attractants 

from mid-June through March 2009 – 2011.  All cage traps were fit with very high frequency 

(VHF) trap transmitters (Telonics Inc., Mesa, AZ, USA) that indicated when trap doors closed.  

Captured bobcats were immobilized through hand-injection of a combination of Ketamine (10.0 

mg/kg) and Xylazine (1.0 mg/km), and Yohimbine (0.125 mg/km) was used to reverse Xylazine 

(Kreeger et al. 2002).  We fit GPS collars (210 – 280 g, Telemetry Solutions, Concord, CA, 

USA) with timed drop-off mechanisms and degradable cotton spacers along the collar belting on 

adult-sized bobcats.  GPS collars were programmed to record locations on the WS every 5-7 

hours and on the FR every 3-4 hours.  GPS collars were also equipped with VHF beacons that 

lasted up to 2 years, which allowed for the continued monitoring of animals to assess site fidelity 

to an area.  Bobcats were weighed, sex was recorded, and age was estimated based on tooth 

development (Crowe 1975), wear, and coloration.  Pumas were captured from 2005 – 2011 with 

the use of hounds and baited cage traps, immobilized with Telazol (5.0 – 9.0 mg/kg), and fit with 

GPS collars (Lotek, Newmarket, Ontario, Canada; Northstar, King George, VA, USA; 

Vectronics, Berlin, Germany) programmed to record a location every 5-7 hours on the WS and 

3-4 hours on the FR.  To increase the duration of time that location data were acquired for pumas 

on the WS, some individuals were fit with VHF collars (Lotek) and aerial positional locations 

were obtained approximately every 2 weeks.  Pumas were also weighed, fit with eartags, and age 

and sex were recorded.  Methods for animal capture were approved by the Colorado State 

University Animal Care and Use Committee (11-2453A).   
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Screening of Pathogens in Felids 

For each captured bobcat and puma, we collected blood (~10 mL), tissue, hair, saliva, 

scat, and ectoparasite (tick, flea) samples from immobilized animals for pathogen analysis.  

Serum samples were analyzed for antibodies of Toxoplasma (enzyme-linked immunosorbent 

assay; ELISA), Bartonella (ELISA), FIV (Western Blot analysis), and FCV (ELISA) (Bevins et 

al. 2012).  Based on serum sample evaluations, individuals were classified as testing positive 

(i.e., pathogen detected = 1) or negative (i.e., pathogen not detected = 0).   

Pathogen Characteristics and Predictions 

We hypothesized that multiple ecological factors would affect pathogen exposure in felid 

populations and focused our predictions on the expected relative strength that each mechanism 

would contribute to exposure of pathogens in felid populations (Table 1).   

Toxoplasma gondii (Toxoplasma) is a common pathogen in felids, with seroprevalence 

ranging from approximately 20 - 90% (Franti et al. 1976, Paul-Murphy et al. 1994, Kikuchi et al. 

2004, Riley et al. 2004, Bevins et al. 2012).  Felids (domestic and wild cats) are the definitive 

host of Toxoplasma, in that infected animals excrete millions of oocysts into the environment 

over a period of several weeks.  Resistant oocysts can survive for months and up to one year 

(Dubey 2010, Lélu et al. 2010).  Felids can become infected by consuming infected prey, or less 

commonly, through direct environmental contamination by ingesting oocysts (Gilot-Fromont et 

al. 2012).  Once the infection is cleared, felids are assumed to be immune to reinfection and 

cease shedding oocysts into the environment (Dubey 2010, Lélu et al. 2010).  Although 

Toxoplasma generally does not cause fitness effects in felids or humans, there are known 

behavioral impacts, and individuals that have a weakened immune system can experience 

complications (Dubey 2010, Flegr 2013).  Environment and prey characteristics dictate patterns 
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of Toxoplasma across the landscape (Table 1).  Toxoplasma is associated with domestic cats, and 

thus can be more prevalent near areas of human residences, although the prevalence of 

Toxoplasma is predicted to vary across different forms or urbanization (Lélu et al. 2010).  Low 

density urbanization, such as agricultural areas, can experience especially high prevalence of 

Toxoplasma due to an abundance of small mammals acting as intermediate hosts and sufficient 

predation of infected prey by domestic and wild felids.  Urban areas are predicted to exhibit 

lower prevalence of Toxoplasma due to fewer intermediate hosts and reduced numbers of 

predation events (Lélu et al. 2010, Gilot-Fromont et al. 2012, Afonso et al. 2013, Gotteland et al. 

2014).   Toxoplasma is reported to be more prevalent, and oocysts survival might be extended, in 

cool and wet years and locations across regional to local areas (Afonso et al. 2010, Gilot-

Fromont et al. 2012, Afonso et al. 2013).  Based on these relationships, we expect that animals 

with greater amounts of the landscape characterized by moist conditions (i.e., Normalized 

difference vegetation index; NDVI; Table 2) present in their extent of space use would have a 

greater opportunity to be exposed to Toxoplasma (Table 1).   

Bartonella spp. (Bartonella) are a bacteria transmitted through flea, tick, and other 

arthropod vectors and can possibly lead to persistent or recurrent infection (Breitschwerdt and 

Kordick 2000).  The bacteria are not generally deleterious to felid health, but can cause “cat 

scratch disease” in humans.  The prevalence of Bartonella is generally moderate in bobcat 

(approximately 15 – 75%) and low in puma (approximately 10 – 40%) populations (Chomel et 

al. 2004, Riley et al. 2004, Bevins et al. 2012), where prevalence likely reflects each species’ 

exposure to arthropod vectors (Breitschwerdt and Kordick 2000, Bevins et al. 2012).  Similar to 

Toxoplasma, Bartonella is associated with domestic cats (Table 1), which can potentially 

transmit the pathogen to wild felids primarily through flea vectors (Breitschwerdt and Kordick 
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2000).  Bartonella is more prevalent in warm and humid climates where flea survival is increased 

(Yamamoto et al. 1998, Chomel et al. 2006) and ticks can be associated with more moist 

environments (Hugh-Jones et al. 1992, Estrada-Peña 2001, Estrada-Peña 2002).  Therefore, we 

might also expect that on finer spatial scales, animals with greater amounts of the landscape 

characterized by mesic environments (e.g., as measured by NDVI) within their extents of space 

use would have a greater likelihood of being exposed to vectors that harbor Bartonella (Table 1). 

Feline immunodeficiency virus (FIV) is the felid equivalent of human immunodeficiency 

virus (HIV) and typically occurs at moderate levels in bobcat and puma populations 

(approximately 20 – 60% prevalence) (Roelke et al. 1993, Biek et al. 2006b, Franklin et al. 2007, 

Bevins et al. 2012); however, it reportedly is not detected (prevalence of 0% for bobcats) in some 

populations (Riley et al. 2004, Lagana et al. 2013).  Each felid species is typically infected with a 

unique strain of FIV (Troyer et al. 2005, VandeWoude and Apetrei 2006).  Although 

transmission events of FIV primarily occur through direct intraspecific interactions (contacts 

within species; e.g., fighting or mating), direct interspecific interactions (contacts between 

species; e.g., aggressive encounters or intraguild predation) can also result in FIV transmission.  

Such transmission events, however, are likely uncommon in nature (VandeWoude and Apetrei 

2006, Franklin et al. 2007, Troyer et al. 2008, Lagana et al. 2013).  Felids are infected with FIV 

throughout their lifetime; although it is believed that most felids don’t demonstrate clinical signs 

of infection, some individuals can potentially exhibit complications after many years of infection 

(Troyer et al. 2005, Pecon-Slattery et al. 2008).  Because FIV is transmitted through direct 

contacts, greater prevalence is expected in populations that exhibit more opportunity for 

interactions (Table 1).  For example, populations that occur at higher densities would be 

expected to result in greater prevalence of FIV (Troyer et al. 2005).  Landscape pattern that is 
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altered through urbanization can potentially influence population density and animal movement 

patterns, which could increase intra- and interspecific interactions (Crooks et al. 2010) and thus 

the opportunity for FIV to be transmitted (Franklin et al. 2007, Tracey et al. 2014).   

Feline calicivirus (FCV) is a widespread pathogen in felids, occurring at moderate levels 

in bobcat (prevalence ranging from 17 – 67%) (Riley et al. 2004) and puma (prevalence ranging 

from 17 – 56%) populations (Roelke et al. 1993, Paul-Murphy et al. 1994, Foley et al. 2013).  

Although highly infectious and easily transmitted through direct contacts between animals, it 

typically only causes minor to moderate oral, ocular, and upper respiratory disease; however, 

recently more virulent outbreaks have occurred in domestic cats resulting in high mortality 

(Radford et al. 2007).  It is believed that felids can shed the virus for up to several months (and 

uncommonly throughout their lifetime) and although cats are believed to clear the virus, they can 

be reinfected with a related or novel viral variant of FCV (Radford et al. 2007).  The prevalence 

of FCV increases with cat density (Radford et al. 2007), thus increased contacts among animals 

increase the likelihood of being infected (Table 1).  Further, although FCV is probably most 

commonly transmitted via direct contacts between animals, the virus can persist in the 

environment (at least in clinical settings) for up to several weeks and thus potentially be 

transmitted indirectly (Radford et al. 2007), although it is unknown if this occurs in the natural 

environment.  FCV can also be shed through urine and feces, although it is unknown if this is a 

potential source of environmental contamination and transmission (Radford et al. 2007).  

Because FCV is associated with domestic cats, the prevalence of the pathogen would be 

expected to increase with the proximity to human residences where owned and feral cats reside 

and interactions with wild felids are most likely to occur (Riley et al. 2004) (Table 1).  Lastly, 
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within wild felid populations, the prevalence of FCV would be expected to follow similar 

predictions as presented for FIV above (Table 1). 

Modeling Approach 

Pathogen Prevalence for Felids Across Forms of Urbanization 

For each grid and study area, we evaluated bobcat and puma exposure to pathogens.  We 

estimated the seroprevalence of each pathogen within felid populations across exurban 

development and wildland habitat on the WS and WUI and wildland habitat on the FR.   

Evaluation of Demographic, Social, and Environmental Factors 

Based on our predictions of pathogen prevalence in bobcat and puma (Table 1), we 

compared a suite of models (Burnham and Anderson 2002, Plowright et al. 2008) evaluating 

demographic, social, and environmental characteristics for each pathogen in felid populations 

(Tables 2 and 3).  Covariates were grouped into one of five categories: demographic, social 

intraspecific, social interspecific, environment urban, or environment landscape (Table 3).  We 

defined social interactions as potential direct or indirect contacts occurring between animals, 

including both intra- and interspecific interactions.  Although social behavior is most commonly 

associated with intraspecific interactions (e.g., Seidensticker et al. 1973, VanderWaal et al. 

2014), social interactions can also occur between species, for example in the context of 

interspecific dominance relationships (Morse 1974, Farine et al. 2012).   

Using logistic regression in R (i.e., glm with binomial logit link; R Development Core 

Team 2014), we evaluated model sets that were comprised of all possible combinations of 

univariate covariates and pairwise comparisons (56 total models) for each species in each study 

area and ranked models using Akaike’s Information Criteria corrected for small sample size 

(AICc) (Burnham and Anderson 2002).  We evaluated all possible combinations of covariates in 
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models (Doherty et al. 2012) with up to 2 covariates based on sample size recommendations of 

evaluating 1 covariate per 5-10 observations (Hosmer et al. 2013).  To evaluate the relative 

importance of variables in models, we calculated variable importance values (VIV) and model-

averaged parameter estimates across models in which they occurred (Burnham and Anderson 

2002).  Likely due to either relatively low or high prevalence of the pathogen in logistic 

regression models, coupled with relatively low sample sizes, models sometimes failed to 

converge; these models generally had little support in our data sets (i.e., AIC weight ≤ 0.01).  To 

calculate VIV and model-averaged parameter estimates for model sets in which some models 

failed to converge, these models were removed due to unusable values.  To evaluate which 

covariates were supported in our model sets, we first identified covariates based on whether they 

occurred in models that performed better than the intercept-only model.  For those covariates that 

appeared in top-ranked models, we then evaluated their VIV in model sets and the direction of 

their model-averaged parameter estimates.  VIVs can be used to rank and compare the relative 

importance of covariates in model sets (Anderson 2008). 

We used a variety of data sets and techniques to formulate demographic, social, and 

environmental covariates (Figure 2; Table 1).  Telemetry data were used to estimate space use of 

individuals by calculating the utilization distribution (UD) for felids that occurred on our 

sampling grids from June 2009 to June 2010 on the WS and September 2010 to September 2011 

on the FR (Lewis et al. 2014b).  For animals fit with GPS collars (bobcats n = 37; pumas n = 25), 

UDs were estimated with the Brownian bridge movement model (BBMM) with the mkde 

package (Tracey 2014) in program R (R Development Core Team 2014).  For pumas on the WS 

fit with VHF collars (n = 4), UDs were estimated with the kernel home range estimator using 

likelihood cross validation (Horne and Garton 2006) in the Animal Space Use package (Horne 
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and Garton 2009).  We used the 99% cumulative probability of space use for all analyses.  To 

evaluate the opportunity for direct and indirect contacts between individuals, we estimated 

space-use overlap among animals (Godfrey et al. 2010, Robert et al. 2012, Vander Wal et al. 

2014); this information was used to estimate degree, in-strength, and equivalent social 

connectivity for intra- and interspecific social interactions (Table 1) (Lewis et al. 2014b).  We 

also evaluated several environmental covariates, including the amount of urbanization in space-

use extent, grid, and NDVI (Table 1).  Each continuous covariate was standardized by 

subtracting the sample mean from the input variable values and dividing by the standard 

deviation (Schielzeth 2010).  Covariates were evaluated for multi-collinearity using Pearson’s 

correlation and considered correlated if r > 0.7; amount of NDVI in space-use extent and intra- 

and interspecific in-strength and effective social connectivity were highly correlated with 

multiple covariates for felid populations and these covariates were subsequently excluded from 

analyses.  In addition, space-use extent for WS and FR pumas and interspecific-degree for FR 

pumas were highly correlated with multiple covariates and were excluded from analyses.  For 

further explanations about how social interaction and urban covariates were calculated see Table 

1 and Lewis et al. (2014b). 

 

RESULTS 

We sampled 37 bobcats and 29 pumas on the WS and FR during the course of our study.  

Both felids used areas in close proximity to human residences in exurban development and along 

the wildland-urban interface.  Seroprevalence was evaluated for 71% - 100% of individuals 

within populations for specific pathogens (Figure 2), with the proportion of the sampled 

population screened based on sample quantity and quality.  Although seroprevalence for some 
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pathogens varied between grids (Figure 2), we did not find support for a statistical difference in 

seroprevalance between urbanized and wildland grids based on the covariate Grid not occurring 

in top models (Appendix Tables 1-15) and not exhibiting support based on VIVs (Table 4) or 

model-averaged parameter estimates (Table 5).   

Effects of Demographic, Social, and Environmental Factors 

We evaluated 15 model sets to understand how demographic, social, and environmental 

factors influenced pathogen exposure in bobcats, although sample size restricted the number of 

models that we could evaluate in some instances (Appendix Tables 1 – 15).   

Demographic Factors 

As predicted for some pathogens, individuals were more likely to be exposed with 

increasing age; this covariate occurred in the top-ranked models for FIV in WS bobcats 

(Appendix Table 3) and Toxoplasma in FR bobcats (Appendix Table 9) and FR pumas 

(Appendix Table 12); VIV in these instances were relatively high ranging from 0.34 to 0.51 

(Table 4), and the model-averaged parameter estimates indicated a positive trend between 

exposure and age (WS bobcats FIV: β = 0.71, se = 0.47; FR bobcats Toxoplasma: β = 0.57, se = 

0.44; FR pumas Toxoplasma: β = 1.08, se = 0.69; Table 5).  For space-use extent, counter to our 

predictions, there was a negative relationship with FCV for WS bobcats (β = -1.72, se = 1.24; 

Table 5); this covariate occurred in top-ranked models (Appendix Table 4) and had a VIV = 0.42 

(Table 4).  In support of our predictions, space-use extent for FIV in FR bobcats occurred in the 

top-ranked three models (Appendix Table 11) with a VIV = 0.55 (Table 4) and a positive 

relationship with exposure (β = 2.54, se = 2.34; Tables 5). 
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Social Factors 

 As predicted, WS bobcats appeared more likely to be exposed to Toxoplasma with 

increasing intraspecific space-use overlap (β = 1.06, se = 0.63; Table 5); this covariate occurred 

in the top-ranked model (Appendix Table 1) with a VIV = 0.41 (Tables 4).  However, counter to 

predictions for directly transmitted pathogens, exposure to FCV for WS bobcats and FIV for FR 

pumas appeared negatively related to intraspecific space-use overlap (β = -1.72, se = 1.26) and 

intraspecific degree (β = -4.05, se = 2.79), respectively (Tables 5); these covariates occurred in 

the suite of top-ranked models (Appendix Tables 4 and 14, respectively) with VIVs of 0.55 and 

0.84, respectively (Table 4).  Interestingly, there appeared to be a positive relationship of 

exposure to Bartonella with interspecific space-over overlap between bobcats and pumas for WS 

(β = 1.08, se = 0.77) and FR (β = 5.46, se = 4.81) bobcats (Table 5); this covariate occurred in 

the top-ranked models for each model set (Appendix Tables 2 and 10, respectively) with VIVs of 

0.33 and 0.70, respectively (Table 4).   

Environmental Factors 

 In contrast to predictions, the environmental covariates evaluating urban and landscape 

features were not well supported in our models (Tables 4 and 5; Appendix Tables 1 – 15).  In 

general, environmental covariates did not occur in top-ranked models, with the exception of 

NDVI for FCV in FR pumas, which occurred in the top-ranked model (Appendix Table 15), 

exhibited a VIV of 0.37 (Tables 4), and was positively related to FCV exposure (β = 3.57 and se 

= 3.61; Table 5).   
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DISCUSSION 

We present a framework for evaluating how pathogen exposure in animal populations are 

influenced by demographic, social interaction (both within and between species), and 

environmental characteristics. Our conclusions are based on the 4 pathogens that we evaluated 

and future research will be evaluating exposure to additional pathogens in our system.  For wild 

felid species occurring across a gradient of urbanization, the proportion of individuals exposed to 

the suite of pathogens that we evaluated was consistent with prior studies (see Methods for a 

review).  Demographic factors helped explain exposure to some pathogens in our study.  

Specifically, age appeared to be positively related to the exposure to pathogens that are both 

environmentally transmitted (Toxoplasma) and directly transmitted between animals (FIV), 

consistent with our predictions and other studies of felid populations (Biek et al. 2006b, Bevins 

et al. 2012).  We also predicted that animals with greater extents of space use would be more 

likely to interact with other individuals and the landscape (Lewis et al. 2014b), which could lead 

to a greater probability of pathogen transmission.  However, we found weak and equivocal 

support for the effects of space-use extent.  Consistent with predictions, there was some evidence 

that FIV exposure was correlated with greater space-use extents in FR bobcats, but counter to 

predictions, FCV exposure was correlated with smaller space-use extents (and intraspecific 

space-use overlap, see below) for WS bobcats.   

Social interactions appeared to influence exposure to some pathogens via indirect and 

direct means of transmission.  As predicted, as intraspecific space-use overlap increased within 

bobcat populations, animals were more likely to be exposed to Toxoplasma.  Felids may increase 

marking behavior along territorial boundaries and in areas of sympatry (Sunquist and Sunquist 

2002).  Because felids are the definitive host of Toxoplasma and excrete oocysts into the 
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environment via scats (Dubey 2010, Lélu et al. 2010, Gilot-Fromont et al. 2012), areas of shared 

space use would likely exhibit increased concentrations of Toxoplasma and elevated levels of 

Toxoplasma in prey.  In addition, Toxoplasma likely is present at high concentrations at felid 

marking locations where animals repeatedly scat and urinate (Gilot-Fromont et al. 2012); 

because animals revisit these sites and investigate the markings of other animals (both within and 

between species), animals could experience a relatively high chance of being exposed to 

Toxoplasma through environmental contamination.   

Counter to predictions for directly transmitted pathogens, WS bobcats appeared less 

likely to be exposed to FCV as intraspecific space-use overlap and space-use extent (see above) 

increased, and FR pumas appeared less likely to be exposed to FIV as the number of potential 

intraspecific interactions (i.e., degree) increased.  Both space-use overlap and degree are 

positively correlated with space-use extent (Lewis et al. 2014b), which itself is related to gender 

and the behavior or resident or transient animals.  In wild felids, females and residents generally 

express smaller extents of space-use than males and transients, which are associated with 

increased movement extents with less pronounced site fidelity (Sunquist and Sunquist 2002).  

Although transient animals typically do not have a defined home range and therefore might be 

less likely to experience strong direct interactions associated with mating and territorial defense 

behavior (Sunquist and Sunquist 2002), transients could also potentially participate in more 

frequent aggressive interactions when attempting to establish a resident territory; however, the 

effect of transient behavior on contact and disease transmission is in need or further study.  

Within resident individuals, it might be predicted that animals with larger home ranges (e.g., 

males) would exhibit increased opportunities to interact, resulting in greater exposure to 

pathogens (Lewis et al. 2014b).   
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Interspecific space-use overlap appeared to increase exposure to Bartonella in bobcats.  It 

is unknown if bobcats acquired vectors (e.g., fleas or ticks) that transmitted this pathogen from 

pumas.  Increased interspecific space-use overlap was possibly related to both felids using 

similar habitat that might be associated with elevated levels of Bartonella, such as areas 

associated with domestic cats or other sources (e.g., vectors) of the pathogen (Breitschwerdt and 

Kordick 2000).  Counter to studies in other systems (e.g., Rushton et al. 2000, Franklin et al. 

2007), our data did not indicate that the interspecific factors that we evaluated strongly 

influenced transmission of our four target pathogens between bobcats and pumas. 

Environmental variables in our models appeared to have the least support in explaining 

exposure of the 4 pathogens we evaluated in felid populations.  Both the amount of urbanization 

within extents of space-use for individuals and the forms of urbanization with which animals 

were associated did not predict exposure to pathogens.  Although it is predicted that different 

forms of urbanization alter prey and domestic cat populations, both of which could be important 

factors for transmitting pathogens to wild felids (Lélu et al. 2010, Gilot-Fromont et al. 2012), 

additional research is necessary to quantify how these factors varied across the landscape, 

especially in relation to feral cat populations and seroprevalence of Toxoplasma in small 

mammal populations.  Further, although directly-transmitted pathogens might be more likely to 

be transmitted in urbanized landscapes due to increased interactions of felids (Franklin et al. 

2007), other research in our study areas reported similar amounts of interspecific space-use 

overlap and potential contact rates in felids across broad scales between urbanized and wildland 

habitat (Lewis et al. 2014b).  In addition, counter to our predictions, NDVI (measuring plant 

productivity across the landscape; Pettorelli et al. 2005) relative to space-use extent did not 

predict exposure to Toxoplasma and Bartonella.  For pathogens that are associated with specific 
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vectors (e.g., ectoparasites) or intermediate hosts (e.g., small mammals), it could be useful to 

create predictive maps of habitat association for these organisms (Guerra et al. 2002, Eisen et al. 

2003, Eisen et al. 2006a, Eisen et al. 2006b, Vanwambeke et al. 2007b, Eisen and Eisen 2008, 

Krasnov et al. 2008, Mize et al. 2011) and use this information as covariates in models.  

Additionally, other environmental factors, such as soil characteristics, can be associated with the 

risk of disease (Walter et al. 2011b).   

There are several factors about our study to consider when interpreting results and 

conclusions.  First, the relatively small number of individuals we were able to screen for 

pathogens reduced our power to detect difference in exposure to pathogens in relation to 

covariates (Craft et al. 2009).  In addition, misidentification of whether an animal was exposed to 

a pathogen (i.e., false negatives or false positives) is a common issue in disease ecology and 

increases uncertainty in results (McClintock et al. 2010) and such implications can be 

accentuated at relatively small sample sizes.  In our study, although we detected low 

seroprevalence of FIV in bobcats (Bevins et al. 2012), other research utilizing PCR analyses for 

the same individuals failed to detect the presence of FIV (Lagana et al. 2013); thus, there is 

ambiguity as to whether bobcats were exposed to FIV in our study.  Second, pathogen 

transmission is often a rare event with myriad factors influencing pathogen exposure.  Other 

factors that could be evaluated to understand exposure of pathogens in felids include habitat 

characteristics for pathogens and vectors (as explained above), population densities of prey (Lélu 

et al. 2010, Young et al. 2014) and competitors (Rushton et al. 2000), and composition of the 

wildlife community (Ostfeld and Holt 2004, Levi et al. 2012).  Third, the spatial scale of analysis 

can strongly influence inference (Forman 1995).  Although our study did not find strong results 

at relatively fine spatial scales, broad-scale analyses of pathogens might better explain patterns 
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(Craft et al. 2009).  At fine scales, patterns might appear as a random process or homogenous, 

but at broader spatial scales patterns may become more heterogeneous.  For example, some 

vectors, such as ticks, demonstrate a gradient of population densities across their geographic 

range, where they are most abundant at the interior of their distributional range and decrease in 

density by 1-2 orders of magnitude at the edge of their range (French 1995); such patterns could 

affect the opportunity for animals to be exposed to pathogens.  In addition, increased parasite 

loads can occur in species at the edge of their geographic distribution, potentially related to 

abiotic stresses on animals at the boundaries of their range (Briers 2003).   

 In addition to providing insight on pathogen exposure in wild felids, importantly, our 

study provides a conceptual framework for evaluating how demographic, social, and 

environmental factors influence disease dynamics in animal populations.  Such a framework is 

useful because it allows for the comparison and evaluation of the relative strength among 

multiple mechanisms and hypotheses.  Future work applying this framework to this system and 

others will be necessary to gain a better understanding about how ecological mechanisms 

influence pathogen exposure and transmission, with important implications for the conservation 

of animal populations. 
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Table 1.  Predictions of how demographic, social, and environmental characteristics will influence exposure of pathogens in bobcat 

and puma populations.  The expected relative effect strength of each prediction is included in parentheses.   

Pathogen Demographic Social Environment 

Toxoplasma gondii 1. Higher prevalence in males and 

older animals (strong). 

2. Higher prevalence as space-use 

extent increases due to interacting 

with more of the landscape 

(moderate). 

1. Increased space-use overlap 

(both intra- and interspecific) 

increases oocyst presence in 

environment leading to greater 

prevalence in prey and increasing 

opportunity to be infected through 

environmental contamination 

(moderate). 

1. Animals with more NDVI in 

their extent of space use will be 

more likely to be infected 

(moderate). 

2. Greater prevalence in areas of 

low-density residential 

development (strong). 

Bartonella spp. 1. Higher prevalence in older 

animals (strong).   

2. Higher prevalence as space-use 

extent increases due to interacting 

with more of the landscape 

(moderate). 

1. Increased opportunities for 

intraspecific interactions leads to 

greater opportunity to transmit 

fleas (moderate). 

1. Animals with more NDVI in 

their extent of space use will be 

more likely to be infected 

(moderate). 

2. Greater prevalence in areas of 

low-density residential and WUI 

development (strong). 

Feline  

Immunodeficiency 

Virus (FIV) 

1. Higher prevalence in males and 

older animals (strong). 

2. Higher prevalence as space-use 

extent increases due to interacting 

with more individuals (moderate). 

1. Increased opportunities for 

intraspecific interactions in both 

felids (strong) and interspecific 

interactions for pumas (weak) 

increases prevalence. 

1. Animals will not contract FIV 

from the environment.  However, 

greater exposure is expected in 

urbanized areas due to increased 

interactions. 

Feline Calicivirus 

(FCV) 

1. Higher prevalence in males and 

older animals (strong). 

2. Higher prevalence as space-use 

extent increases due to interacting 

with more individuals (moderate). 

1. Increased opportunities for 

intra- and interspecific interactions 

increases prevalence (strong). 

1. Unknown.  Possibly transmitted 

indirectly in the environment, 

particularly in areas of shared 

space use (weak). 

2. Greater exposure is expected in 

urbanized areas due to increased 

interactions. 
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Table 2.  Definitions of covariates used in models evaluating pathogens in bobcats and pumas across a gradient of urbanization on the 

Western Slope (WS) and Front Range (FR) of Colorado.  For further explanations of covariates see Methods and Lewis et al. (2014b). 

Covariate Definition 

Sex Male or female.  For modeling, males = 0 and females = 1.   

Age Continuous measure of age for adult-sized animals estimated based on dental 

characteristics and body size. 

Space-use extent Spatial extent that animal used based on space-use estimation of utilization distribution 

using the Brownian bridge movement model or kernel density methods.  Because space-

use extent is related to sex and age it was grouped with these covariates.   

Space-use overlap Overlap in space use between animals using the utilization distribution overlap index 

(UDOI) statistic (Fieberg and Kochanny 2005).   

Degree The number of neighbors an individual potentially interacted with based on overlap in 

space-use extents (Newman 2003, Wey et al. 2008). 

In-strength The sum of space-use overlap values across all neighbors associated with an individual 

(Godfrey et al. 2010). 

Equivalent social 

connectivity 

Equivalent social connectivity (ESC) among animals incorporates space-use overlap and 

extent (Lewis et al. 2014b).  This metric was based on equivalent connectivity (Saura et 

al. 2011), which was simplified to evaluate for an individual animal as follows:  

ESCi = √∑   
 
        

  

where    is the space-use extent for the focal animal i and    are the spatial extent of 
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space use for animals j and    
  is the Bhattacharyya’s affinity (BA) statistic (Fieberg and 

Kochanny 2005) used to define space-use overlap between animals i and j (Lewis et al. 

2014b).     

Amount of 

urbanization in 

space-use extent 

Human occurrence points (HOP; residences and structures) were digitized in ArcMap 10 

and a kernel of 1000 m was fit over each HOP and kernels were summed to calculate 

human influence on the landscape (Lewis et al. 2011).  An animal’s space-use extent 

was intersected with this layer and the amount of human influence was summed for each 

individual.   

Grid Whether an animal was associated with exurban development or wildland grid on the 

WS or wildland-urban interface or wildland grid on the FR.  For modeling, in each study 

area, urbanized grid = 0 and wildland grid = 1. 

Amount of NDVI in 

space-use extent 

The sum of the amount of Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI; Pettorelli et 

al. 2005), which measures plant productivity and moisture across the landscape, within 

an animal’s extent of space use.  NDVI was evaluated using eMODIS images (USGS 

August 2009 data on WS and August 2010 data on the FR).  

NDVI per area of 

space-use extent 

The amount of NDVI within an animal’s space-use extent divided by the area of space 

use for an individual. 
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Table 3.  Groupings of covariates into five categories (Demographic, Social-Intraspecific, Social-Interspecific, Environment-Urban, 

Environment-Landscape) used to evaluate pathogens in bobcats and pumas across a gradient of urbanization on the Western Slope 

(WS) and Front Range (FR) of Colorado.  For further explanations of covariates see Methods and Lewis et al. (2014b).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Groupings Covariates

Demographic Sex; Age; Space-use extent

Social (Intra- and Interspecific) Space-use overlap; Degree; In-strength; Equivalent social connectivity

Environment (Urban) Amoung of urbanization in space-use extent; Grid

Environment (Landscape) Amount of NDVI in space-use extent; NDVI per area of space-use extent
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Table 4.  Variable importance values (VIV) for Demographic, Social (intraspecific and interspecific), and Environmental (urban and 

landscape) categories for bobcats and pumas on the Western Slope (WS) and Front Range (FR) of Colorado, USA.  VIV were used to 

assess the relative importance of groups of covariates in models evaluating pathogens in felid populations.  A dash (i.e., -) indicates 

that models with this covariate could not be evaluated (see Methods). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Study Demographic Social Intraspecific Social Interspecific Environmental Urban Environmental Landscape

Area Species Pathogen Sex Age Space-Use Extent Space-Use Overlap Degree Space-Use Overlap Degree Human Development Grid NDVI

WS Bobcat Toxoplasma 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.41 0.08 0.09 0.18 0.20 0.08 0.16

WS Bobcat Bartonella 0.10 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.13 0.33 0.11 0.20 0.16 0.11

WS Bobcat FIV 0.15 0.44 0.14 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.21 0.12 - 0.13

WS Bobcat FCV 0.04 0.05 0.42 0.55 0.05 0.16 0.17 0.06 0.08 0.04

WS Puma Toxoplasma - 0.21 - 0.20 - - - - - -

WS Puma Bartonella - - - 0.13 - 0.12 0.15 0.12 0.12 0.18

WS Puma FIV 0.10 0.08 - 0.18 - 0.39 - 0.18 0.08 0.05

WS Puma FCV 0.10 - - 0.26 - 0.13 - 0.19 0.07 0.11

FR Bobcat Toxoplasma 0.13 0.34 0.12 0.14 0.13 0.16 0.14 0.13 0.15 0.16

FR Bobcat Bartonella - 0.09 0.03 0.19 0.05 0.70 0.04 0.08 - 0.13

FR Bobcat FIV - 0.06 0.55 0.09 0.21 0.14 0.25 0.13 0.14 0.18

FR Bobcat FCV - - - - - - - - - -

FR Puma Toxoplasma 0.15 0.51 - 0.15 0.10 0.13 - 0.12 0.22 0.18

FR Puma Bartonella - 0.15 - 0.30 0.18 0.23 - 0.15 - 0.15

FR Puma FIV 0.13 0.09 - 0.07 0.84 0.10 - 0.13 0.06 0.10

FR Puma FCV 0.25 0.19 - 0.11 0.13 0.18 - 0.10 0.15 0.37
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Table 5.  Model-averaged parameter estimates with associated standard errors for Demographic, Social (intraspecific and 

interspecific), and Environmental (urban and landscape) categories for bobcats and pumas on the Western Slope (WS) and Front 

Range (FR) of Colorado, USA.  A dash (i.e., -) indicates that models with this covariate could not be evaluated (see Methods).   

 

 

Study Demographic Social Intraspecific Social Interspecific Environmental Urban Environmental Landscape

Area Species Pathogen Sex Age Space-Use Extent Space-Use Overlap Degree Space-Use Overlap Degree Human Development Grid NDVI

WS Bobcat Toxoplasma -0.21 (1.02) -0.11 (0.27) -0.10 (0.57) 1.06 (0.63) 0.00 (0.52) 0.00 (0.54) -0.68 (0.68) 0.80 (0.77) 0.46 (1.21) -0.50 (0.56)

WS Bobcat Bartonella -0.31 (1.07) 0.16 (0.25) 0.42 (0.63) -0.45 (0.62) 0.57 (0.65) 1.08 (0.77) -0.31 (0.59) 0.74 (0.57) -1.10 (1.28) -0.33 (0.64)

WS Bobcat FIV -1.34 (2.53) 0.71 (0.47) -0.53 (1.37) -0.26 (1.15) -0.31 (0.81) -0.75 (1.38) 1.50 (1.52) -0.36 (1.13) - 0.56 (0.88)

WS Bobcat FCV -0.13 (1.04) 0.08 (0.25) -1.72 (1.24) -1.72 (1.26) 0.26 (0.63) -1.03 (0.95) -1.53 (1.53) -0.52 (0.73) -1.22 (1.35) 0.10 (0.54)

WS Puma Toxoplasma - 1.23 (2.08) - 1.57 (2.32) - - - - - -

WS Puma Bartonella - - - -0.71 (1.06) - 0.44 (0.91) -1.02 (1.59) -0.43 (1.07) -0.87 (1.83) -1.78 (1.96)

WS Puma FIV -0.90 (1.87) 0.19 (0.73) - 1.50 (1.70) - -2.81 (2.42) - 1.41 (1.11) 0.16 (2.01) -0.32 (1.21)

WS Puma FCV 0.08 (1.66) - - 1.52 (1.64) - 0.27 (0.82) - 1.14 (1.28) -1.70 (3.71) 0.03 (1.22)

FR Bobcat Toxoplasma 0.55 (1.33) 0.57 (0.44) -0.03 (0.65) 0.73 (0.88) -0.22 (0.67) 0.57 (0.75) -0.49 (0.67) 0.27 (0.68) 1.10 (1.23) -0.53 (0.74)

FR Bobcat Bartonella - -1.18 (1.24) 0.76 (1.08) 1.71 (2.61) 1.22 (1.73) 5.46 (4.81) 0.98 (1.11) -5.02 (4.48) - -0.51 (2.29)

FR Bobcat FIV - -0.05 (0.47) 2.53 (2.34) 0.15 (1.02) -1.58 (1.55) -0.83 (0.86) -3.02 (3.33) -1.03 (1.97) -3.52 (4.72) -2.53 (3.40)

FR Bobcat FCV - - - - - - - - - -

FR Puma Toxoplasma 1.08 (1.26) 1.08 (0.69) - 0.65 (0.76) -0.14 (0.60) 0.47 (0.63) - -0.43 (0.82) 1.65 (1.24) 0.87 (1.02)

FR Puma Bartonella - 0.34 (1.32) - 2.24 (3.03) 1.30 (2.80) -2.06 (2.42) - -0.39 (1.78) - 0.66 (1.96)

FR Puma FIV 1.44 (1.36) -0.30 (0.44) - 0.25 (0.74) -4.05 (2.79) 0.52 (0.77) - 0.93 (1.28) -0.33 (1.28) 0.65 (1.08)

FR Puma FCV 1.73 (1.31) 0.47 (0.44) - 0.23 (0.64) 0.49 (0.76) 0.67 (0.61) - 0.22 (0.91) -0.84 (1.17) 3.57 (3.61)
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Figure 1.  Locations of two study areas in Colorado, USA, which exhibited varying levels of 

urbanization, where bobcats and pumas were fit with telemetry collars.  The more rural Western 

Slope (WS) was characterized by an exurban development south grid and a wildland north grid 

during 2009 – 2010.  The more urbanized Front Range (FR) study area was characterized by a 

wildland-urban interface (WUI) south grid and wildland north grid during 2010 – 2012.   
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a.  WS bobcats 

 

 

b.  WS pumas 
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c.  FR bobcats 

 

 

d.  FR pumas 

Figure 2.  Prevalence of pathogens (estimates of seroprevalence and 1 standard error) for bobcats (a) and pumas (b) in exurban and 

wildland habitat on the Western Slope (WS) and for bobcats (c) and pumas (d) in wildland-urban interface (WUI) and wildland habitat 

on the Front Range (FR), Colorado.  Sample sizes for the number of animals screened for antibodies of a pathogen occur on the right 

side of each figure panel. 
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Appendix Table 1.  Toxoplasma in bobcats on the Western Slope of Colorado, USA. 

 

 

# Model K AICc Δ AICc ω LL

5 S Intra space use overlap 2 25.94 0.00 0.12 -10.59

1 Intercept 1 27.24 1.31 0.06 -12.50

8 S Inter degree 2 27.97 2.03 0.04 -11.61

39 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 27.99 2.05 0.04 -10.19

22 D age + S Intra space use overlap 3 28.22 2.29 0.04 -10.31

9 E Urban human development 2 28.42 2.48 0.03 -11.83

41 S Intra space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 28.45 2.51 0.03 -10.43

11 E Landscape NDVI 2 28.65 2.72 0.03 -11.95

51 S Inter degree + E Urban human development 3 28.67 2.73 0.03 -10.53

40 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 28.67 2.74 0.03 -10.54

37 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter space use overlap 3 28.70 2.77 0.03 -10.55

38 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter degree 3 28.70 2.77 0.03 -10.55

29 D space use extent + S Intra space use overlap 3 28.75 2.81 0.03 -10.58

14 D sex + S Intra space use overlap 3 28.78 2.85 0.03 -10.59

36 S Intra space use overlap + S Intra degree 3 28.79 2.85 0.03 -10.59

55 E Urban human development + E Landscape NDVI 3 29.55 3.61 0.02 -10.97

4 D space use extent 2 29.63 3.69 0.02 -12.44

10 E Urban grid 2 29.67 3.73 0.02 -12.46

2 D sex 2 29.67 3.73 0.02 -12.46

3 D age 2 29.68 3.75 0.02 -12.47

7 S Inter space use overlap 2 29.73 3.79 0.02 -12.49

54 E Urban human development + E Urban grid 3 29.74 3.80 0.02 -11.07

6 S Intra degree 2 29.76 3.82 0.02 -12.50

53 S Inter degree + E Landscape NDVI 3 30.55 4.61 0.02 -11.48

32 D space use extent + S Inter degree 3 30.58 4.64 0.01 -11.49

33 D space use extent + E Urban human development 3 30.60 4.67 0.01 -11.50

43 S Intra degree + S Inter degree 3 30.69 4.75 0.01 -11.54

47 S Inter space use overlap + S Inter degree 3 30.78 4.84 0.01 -11.59

25 D age + S Inter degree 3 30.79 4.85 0.01 -11.59

52 S Inter degree + E Urban grid 3 30.79 4.86 0.01 -11.60

17 D sex + S Inter degree 3 30.80 4.86 0.01 -11.60

26 D age + E Urban human development 3 31.09 5.15 0.01 -11.75

35 D space use extent + E Landscape NDVI 3 31.16 5.22 0.01 -11.78

44 S Intra degree + E Urban human development 3 31.19 5.25 0.01 -11.79

18 D sex + E Urban human development 3 31.20 5.26 0.01 -11.80

48 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 31.23 5.29 0.01 -11.82

20 D sex + E Landscape NDVI 3 31.31 5.37 0.01 -11.85

56 E Urban grid + E Landscape NDVI 3 31.38 5.45 0.01 -11.89

50 S Inter space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 31.49 5.55 0.01 -11.94

46 S Intra degree + E Landscape NDVI 3 31.50 5.56 0.01 -11.95

28 D age + E Landscape NDVI 3 31.50 5.56 0.01 -11.95

31 D space use extent + S Inter space use overlap 3 32.22 6.28 0.01 -12.31
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Appendix Table 2.  Bartonella in bobcats on the Western Slope of Colorado, USA.  

 

# Model K AICc ΔAICc ω LL

7 S Inter space use overlap 2 25.15 0.00 0.09 -10.20

1 Intercept 1 25.93 0.79 0.06 -11.85

9 E Urban human development 2 26.18 1.03 0.05 -10.71

49 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 26.66 1.51 0.04 -9.53

37 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter space use overlap 3 26.96 1.81 0.04 -9.68

48 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 27.07 1.92 0.03 -9.73

6 S Intra degree 2 27.13 1.98 0.03 -11.19

4 D space use extent 2 27.45 2.30 0.03 -11.35

24 D age + S Inter space use overlap 3 27.50 2.36 0.03 -9.95

10 E Urban grid 2 27.74 2.60 0.02 -11.50

16 D sex + S Inter space use overlap 3 27.76 2.61 0.02 -10.08

47 S Inter space use overlap + S Inter degree 3 27.83 2.68 0.02 -10.12

42 S Intra degree + S Inter space use overlap 3 27.93 2.79 0.02 -10.17

31 D space use extent + S Inter space use overlap 3 27.97 2.83 0.02 -10.19

50 S Inter space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 27.99 2.84 0.02 -10.19

3 D age 2 28.11 2.96 0.02 -11.68

5 S Intra space use overlap 2 28.13 2.99 0.02 -11.69

39 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 28.16 3.01 0.02 -10.28

11 E Landscape NDVI 2 28.19 3.05 0.02 -11.72

8 S Inter degree 2 28.33 3.18 0.02 -11.79

44 S Intra degree + E Urban human development 3 28.37 3.23 0.02 -10.39

2 D sex 2 28.42 3.28 0.02 -11.84

45 S Intra degree + E Urban grid 3 28.48 3.34 0.02 -10.44

55 E Urban human development + E Landscape NDVI 3 28.51 3.37 0.02 -10.46

33 D space use extent + E Urban human development 3 28.65 3.50 0.02 -10.52

26 D age + E Urban human development 3 28.79 3.65 0.01 -10.60

51 S Inter degree + E Urban human development 3 28.87 3.72 0.01 -10.63

56 E Urban grid + E Landscape NDVI 3 28.94 3.80 0.01 -10.67

32 D space use extent + S Inter degree 3 29.00 3.86 0.01 -10.70

18 D sex + E Urban human development 3 29.02 3.87 0.01 -10.71

54 E Urban human development + E Urban grid 3 29.02 3.88 0.01 -10.71

34 D space use extent + E Urban grid 3 29.21 4.07 0.01 -10.81

43 S Intra degree + S Inter degree 3 29.42 4.28 0.01 -10.91

23 D age + S Intra degree 3 29.48 4.33 0.01 -10.94

30 D space use extent + S Intra degree 3 29.67 4.52 0.01 -11.03

36 S Intra space use overlap + S Intra degree 3 29.77 4.63 0.01 -11.09

46 S Intra degree + E Landscape NDVI 3 29.79 4.65 0.01 -11.10

21 D age + D space use extent 3 29.81 4.67 0.01 -11.11

15 D sex + S Intra degree 3 29.93 4.78 0.01 -11.16

13 D sex + D space use extent 3 29.97 4.82 0.01 -11.19

35 D space use extent + E Landscape NDVI 3 30.20 5.05 0.01 -11.30

29 D space use extent + S Intra space use overlap 3 30.21 5.07 0.01 -11.31

38 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter degree 3 30.25 5.11 0.01 -11.33

40 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 30.26 5.12 0.01 -11.33

28 D age + E Landscape NDVI 3 30.38 5.24 0.01 -11.39

52 S Inter degree + E Urban grid 3 30.38 5.24 0.01 -11.39

22 D age + S Intra space use overlap 3 30.48 5.34 0.01 -11.44

41 S Intra space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 30.49 5.34 0.01 -11.45

27 D age + E Urban grid 3 30.53 5.39 0.01 -11.47

19 D sex + E Urban grid 3 30.58 5.44 0.01 -11.49

25 D age + S Inter degree 3 30.77 5.63 0.01 -11.59

12 D sex + D age 3 30.81 5.66 0.01 -11.61

14 D sex + S Intra space use overlap 3 30.93 5.78 0.01 -11.66
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Appendix Table 3.  FIV in bobcats on the WS 

 

# Model K AICc  ΔAICc ω LL

3 D age 2 14.10 0.00 0.12 -4.68

1 Intercept 1 15.02 0.92 0.08 -6.39

25 D age + S Inter degree 3 15.47 1.37 0.06 -3.94

12 D sex + D age 3 15.59 1.48 0.06 -3.99

8 S Inter degree 2 16.09 1.99 0.05 -5.67

22 D age + S Intra space use overlap 3 16.29 2.19 0.04 -4.35

24 D age + S Inter space use overlap 3 16.57 2.47 0.04 -4.49

26 D age + E Urban human development 3 16.66 2.56 0.03 -4.53

11 E Landscape NDVI 2 16.77 2.67 0.03 -6.01

28 D age + E Landscape NDVI 3 16.86 2.75 0.03 -4.63

23 D age + S Intra degree 3 16.89 2.79 0.03 -4.65

21 D age + D space use extent 3 16.91 2.80 0.03 -4.65

32 D space use extent + S Inter degree 3 17.04 2.94 0.03 -4.72

7 S Inter space use overlap 2 17.09 2.98 0.03 -6.17

6 S Intra degree 2 17.37 3.26 0.02 -6.31

4 D space use extent 2 17.47 3.37 0.02 -6.36

9 E Urban human development 2 17.49 3.39 0.02 -6.37

2 D sex 2 17.53 3.43 0.02 -6.39

5 S Intra space use overlap 2 17.53 3.43 0.02 -6.39

43 S Intra degree + S Inter degree 3 18.26 4.16 0.02 -5.33

38 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter degree 3 18.43 4.33 0.01 -5.42

47 S Inter space use overlap + S Inter degree 3 18.50 4.40 0.01 -5.45

53 S Inter degree + E Landscape NDVI 3 18.62 4.51 0.01 -5.51

51 S Inter degree + E Urban human development 3 18.62 4.52 0.01 -5.51

17 D sex + S Inter degree 3 18.83 4.73 0.01 -5.61

50 S Inter space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 19.46 5.36 0.01 -5.93

46 S Intra degree + E Landscape NDVI 3 19.48 5.37 0.01 -5.94

55 E Urban human development + E Landscape NDVI 3 19.50 5.40 0.01 -5.95

41 S Intra space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 19.57 5.46 0.01 -5.98

35 D space use extent + E Landscape NDVI 3 19.60 5.50 0.01 -6.00

20 D sex + E Landscape NDVI 3 19.62 5.52 0.01 -6.01

37 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter space use overlap 3 19.91 5.81 0.01 -6.15

31 D space use extent + S Inter space use overlap 3 19.92 5.82 0.01 -6.16

48 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 19.92 5.82 0.01 -6.16

42 S Intra degree + S Inter space use overlap 3 19.94 5.83 0.01 -6.17

16 D sex + S Inter space use overlap 3 19.94 5.83 0.01 -6.17

44 S Intra degree + E Urban human development 3 20.20 6.10 0.01 -6.30

30 D space use extent + S Intra degree 3 20.20 6.10 0.01 -6.30

15 D sex + S Intra degree 3 20.21 6.10 0.01 -6.30

36 S Intra space use overlap + S Intra degree 3 20.21 6.11 0.01 -6.31

33 D space use extent + E Urban human development 3 20.30 6.20 0.01 -6.35

29 D space use extent + S Intra space use overlap 3 20.31 6.20 0.01 -6.35

13 D sex + D space use extent 3 20.32 6.22 0.01 -6.36

18 D sex + E Urban human development 3 20.33 6.23 0.01 -6.37

39 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 20.34 6.24 0.01 -6.37

14 D sex + S Intra space use overlap 3 20.38 6.27 0.01 -6.39
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Appendix Table 4.  Calicivirus in bobcats on the Western Slope of Colorado, USA.   

 

 

 

 

 

# Model K AICc ΔAICc ω LL

29 D space use extent + S Intra space use overlap 3 24.02 0.00 0.25 -8.21

38 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter degree 3 25.36 1.34 0.13 -8.88

5 S Intra space use overlap 2 27.07 3.05 0.05 -11.16

4 D space use extent 2 27.31 3.29 0.05 -11.28

7 S Inter space use overlap 2 28.08 4.06 0.03 -11.67

1 Intercept 1 28.10 4.07 0.03 -12.93

37 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter space use overlap 3 28.54 4.52 0.03 -10.47

34 D space use extent + E Urban grid 3 28.57 4.54 0.03 -10.48

40 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 29.23 5.21 0.02 -10.82

39 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 29.47 5.45 0.02 -10.94

32 D space use extent + S Inter degree 3 29.48 5.45 0.02 -10.94

22 D age + S Intra space use overlap 3 29.55 5.52 0.02 -10.97

42 S Intra degree + S Inter space use overlap 3 29.56 5.54 0.02 -10.98

31 D space use extent + S Inter space use overlap 3 29.59 5.57 0.02 -11.00

30 D space use extent + S Intra degree 3 29.67 5.64 0.01 -11.03

14 D sex + S Intra space use overlap 3 29.68 5.65 0.01 -11.04

9 E Urban human development 2 29.68 5.66 0.01 -12.47

54 E Urban human development + E Urban grid 3 29.80 5.78 0.01 -11.10

41 S Intra space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 29.90 5.87 0.01 -11.15

36 S Intra space use overlap + S Intra degree 3 29.92 5.89 0.01 -11.16

13 D sex + D space use extent 3 30.03 6.00 0.01 -11.21

21 D age + D space use extent 3 30.05 6.03 0.01 -11.23

35 D space use extent + E Landscape NDVI 3 30.06 6.04 0.01 -11.23

10 E Urban grid 2 30.07 6.05 0.01 -12.66

33 D space use extent + E Urban human development 3 30.12 6.10 0.01 -11.26

11 E Landscape NDVI 2 30.45 6.43 0.01 -12.85

49 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 30.49 6.47 0.01 -11.45

8 S Inter degree 2 30.56 6.54 0.01 -12.91

3 D age 2 30.57 6.55 0.01 -12.91

2 D sex 2 30.58 6.55 0.01 -12.91

6 S Intra degree 2 30.61 6.59 0.01 -12.93

47 S Inter space use overlap + S Inter degree 3 30.82 6.80 0.01 -11.61

48 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 30.83 6.81 0.01 -11.62

24 D age + S Inter space use overlap 3 30.88 6.85 0.01 -11.64

50 S Inter space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 30.93 6.90 0.01 -11.66

16 D sex + S Inter space use overlap 3 30.93 6.91 0.01 -11.66
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Appendix Table 5.  Toxoplasma in pumas on the WS 

 

 

 

Appendix Table 6.  Bartonella in pumas on the WS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

# Model K AICc ΔAICc ω LL

1 Intercept 1 8.85 0.00 0.62 -3.14

3 D age 2 11.39 2.54 0.18 -2.69

5 S Intra space use overlap 2 11.40 2.55 0.17 -2.70

22 D age + S Intra space use overlap 3 15.24 6.39 0.03 -2.22

# Model K AICc ΔAICc ω LL

1 Intercept 1 12.11 0.00 0.35 -4.77

11 E Landscape NDVI 2 14.43 2.32 0.11 -4.21

8 S Inter degree 2 14.83 2.72 0.09 -4.41

5 S Intra space use overlap 2 14.93 2.82 0.08 -4.46

10 E Urban grid 2 15.23 3.12 0.07 -4.61

7 S Inter space use overlap 2 15.28 3.17 0.07 -4.64

9 E Urban human development 2 15.46 3.36 0.06 -4.73

53 S Inter degree + E Landscape NDVI 3 17.57 5.46 0.02 -3.38

55 E Urban human development + E Landscape NDVI 3 17.76 5.65 0.02 -3.48

41 S Intra space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 18.64 6.53 0.01 -3.92

50 S Inter space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 18.68 6.58 0.01 -3.94

56 E Urban grid + E Landscape NDVI 3 19.18 7.08 0.01 -4.19

52 S Inter degree + E Urban grid 3 19.30 7.20 0.01 -4.25

47 S Inter space use overlap + S Inter degree 3 19.36 7.25 0.01 -4.28

38 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter degree 3 19.42 7.32 0.01 -4.31

54 E Urban human development + E Urban grid 3 19.52 7.42 0.01 -4.36

51 S Inter degree + E Urban human development 3 19.60 7.49 0.01 -4.40

39 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 19.60 7.50 0.01 -4.40

37 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter space use overlap 3 19.61 7.50 0.01 -4.40

40 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 19.73 7.62 0.01 -4.46

49 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 19.96 7.86 0.01 -4.58

48 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 20.03 7.92 0.01 -4.61
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Appendix Table 7.  FIV in pumas on the WS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

# Model K AICc ΔAICc ω LL

7 S Inter space use overlap 2 14.43 0.00 0.23 -4.22

1 Intercept 1 14.94 0.50 0.18 -6.18

9 E Urban human development 2 15.65 1.22 0.13 -4.83

37 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter space use overlap 3 16.80 2.36 0.07 -3.00

5 S Intra space use overlap 2 17.33 2.90 0.05 -5.67

2 D sex 2 17.46 3.02 0.05 -5.73

10 E Urban grid 2 18.14 3.70 0.04 -6.07

3 D age 2 18.35 3.91 0.03 -6.17

11 E Landscape NDVI 2 18.35 3.92 0.03 -6.17

24 D age + S Inter space use overlap 3 18.70 4.27 0.03 -3.95

39 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 18.73 4.30 0.03 -3.97

50 S Inter space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 18.91 4.48 0.02 -4.06

49 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 19.09 4.65 0.02 -4.14

16 D sex + S Inter space use overlap 3 19.18 4.75 0.02 -4.19

26 D age + E Urban human development 3 20.30 5.87 0.01 -4.75

18 D sex + E Urban human development 3 20.44 6.00 0.01 -4.82

14 D sex + S Intra space use overlap 3 21.08 6.65 0.01 -5.14

19 D sex + E Urban grid 3 22.00 7.57 0.01 -5.60

40 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 22.01 7.58 0.01 -5.61

22 D age + S Intra space use overlap 3 22.09 7.65 0.01 -5.64
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Appendix Table 8.  Calicivirus in pumas on the WS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

# Model K AICc ΔAICc ω LL

1 Intercept 1 14.03 0.00 0.36 -5.73

5 S Intra space use overlap 2 15.83 1.80 0.14 -4.91

9 E Urban human development 2 16.35 2.32 0.11 -5.17

7 S Inter space use overlap 2 17.37 3.34 0.07 -5.68

11 E Landscape NDVI 2 17.45 3.42 0.06 -5.72

2 D sex 2 17.46 3.43 0.06 -5.73

39 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 18.59 4.56 0.04 -3.89

40 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 18.59 4.57 0.04 -3.90

37 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter space use overlap 3 20.33 6.30 0.02 -4.76

54 E Urban human development + E Urban grid 3 20.51 6.48 0.01 -4.85

14 D sex + S Intra space use overlap 3 20.62 6.59 0.01 -4.91

41 S Intra space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 20.62 6.59 0.01 -4.91

55 E Urban human development + E Landscape NDVI 3 20.65 6.62 0.01 -4.93

18 D sex + E Urban human development 3 20.84 6.81 0.01 -5.02

48 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 21.06 7.03 0.01 -5.13

16 D sex + S Inter space use overlap 3 22.13 8.10 0.01 -5.66

49 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 22.14 8.11 0.01 -5.67

50 S Inter space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 22.16 8.13 0.01 -5.68

56 E Urban grid + E Landscape NDVI 3 22.25 8.22 0.01 -5.72

20 D sex + E Landscape NDVI 3 22.25 8.22 0.01 -5.72
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Appendix Table 9.  Toxoplasma in bobcats on the FR 

 

# Model K AICc ΔAICc ω LL

3 D age 2 22.15 0.00 0.09 -8.62

1 Intercept 1 22.16 0.01 0.09 -9.94

28 D age + E Landscape NDVI 3 23.49 1.34 0.05 -7.75

24 D age + S Inter space use overlap 3 23.62 1.47 0.04 -7.81

10 E Urban grid 2 24.02 1.87 0.04 -9.55

8 S Inter degree 2 24.09 1.94 0.03 -9.58

27 D age + E Urban grid 3 24.15 1.99 0.03 -8.07

5 S Intra space use overlap 2 24.16 2.01 0.03 -9.62

22 D age + S Intra space use overlap 3 24.31 2.16 0.03 -8.16

9 E Urban human development 2 24.45 2.30 0.03 -9.77

11 E Landscape NDVI 2 24.50 2.35 0.03 -9.79

2 D sex 2 24.54 2.39 0.03 -9.81

7 S Inter space use overlap 2 24.56 2.41 0.03 -9.82

6 S Intra degree 2 24.61 2.46 0.03 -9.84

4 D space use extent 2 24.75 2.59 0.02 -9.91

26 D age + E Urban human development 3 25.07 2.91 0.02 -8.53

21 D age + D space use extent 3 25.08 2.93 0.02 -8.54

25 D age + S Inter degree 3 25.17 3.02 0.02 -8.59

12 D sex + D age 3 25.19 3.03 0.02 -8.59

23 D age + S Intra degree 3 25.21 3.05 0.02 -8.60

47 S Inter space use overlap + S Inter degree 3 25.66 3.51 0.02 -8.83

54 E Urban human development + E Urban grid 3 26.03 3.88 0.01 -9.02

19 D sex + E Urban grid 3 26.31 4.16 0.01 -9.16

14 D sex + S Intra space use overlap 3 26.57 4.42 0.01 -9.29

55 E Urban human development + E Landscape NDVI 3 26.63 4.48 0.01 -9.32

38 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter degree 3 26.64 4.48 0.01 -9.32

52 S Inter degree + E Urban grid 3 26.65 4.50 0.01 -9.32

51 S Inter degree + E Urban human development 3 26.68 4.52 0.01 -9.34

36 S Intra space use overlap + S Intra degree 3 26.74 4.59 0.01 -9.37

40 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 26.81 4.66 0.01 -9.41

17 D sex + S Inter degree 3 26.81 4.66 0.01 -9.41

42 S Intra degree + S Inter space use overlap 3 26.82 4.67 0.01 -9.41

39 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban human development3 26.82 4.67 0.01 -9.41

49 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 26.86 4.70 0.01 -9.43

53 S Inter degree + E Landscape NDVI 3 26.96 4.80 0.01 -9.48

44 S Intra degree + E Urban human development 3 26.96 4.81 0.01 -9.48

45 S Intra degree + E Urban grid 3 26.97 4.81 0.01 -9.48

20 D sex + E Landscape NDVI 3 26.97 4.82 0.01 -9.49

29 D space use extent + S Intra space use overlap 3 26.98 4.83 0.01 -9.49

32 D space use extent + S Inter degree 3 26.99 4.83 0.01 -9.49

34 D space use extent + E Urban grid 3 27.06 4.91 0.01 -9.53

41 S Intra space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 27.08 4.92 0.01 -9.54

56 E Urban grid + E Landscape NDVI 3 27.10 4.94 0.01 -9.55

37 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter space use overlap 3 27.14 4.98 0.01 -9.57

43 S Intra degree + S Inter degree 3 27.16 5.00 0.01 -9.58

16 D sex + S Inter space use overlap 3 27.30 5.15 0.01 -9.65

48 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban human development3 27.37 5.21 0.01 -9.68

18 D sex + E Urban human development 3 27.38 5.23 0.01 -9.69

50 S Inter space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 27.39 5.23 0.01 -9.69

31 D space use extent + S Inter space use overlap 3 27.39 5.24 0.01 -9.70

46 S Intra degree + E Landscape NDVI 3 27.41 5.25 0.01 -9.70

33 D space use extent + E Urban human development 3 27.43 5.28 0.01 -9.72

35 D space use extent + E Landscape NDVI 3 27.47 5.31 0.01 -9.73

15 D sex + S Intra degree 3 27.53 5.38 0.01 -9.76

13 D sex + D space use extent 3 27.62 5.47 0.01 -9.81

30 D space use extent + S Intra degree 3 27.69 5.53 0.01 -9.84
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Appendix Table 10.  Bartonella in bobcats on the FR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

# Model K AICc ΔAICc ω LL

7 S Inter space use overlap 2 9.57 0.00 0.45 -2.32

37 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter space use overlap 3 11.75 2.18 0.15 -1.88

50 S Inter space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 12.58 3.01 0.10 -2.29

1 Intercept 1 14.34 4.77 0.04 -6.03

3 D age 2 15.11 5.54 0.03 -5.09

44 S Intra degree + E Urban human development 3 15.29 5.72 0.03 -3.65

9 E Urban human development 2 15.36 5.80 0.02 -5.22

8 S Inter degree 2 15.72 6.16 0.02 -5.40

5 S Intra space use overlap 2 16.24 6.67 0.02 -5.66

4 D space use extent 2 16.42 6.86 0.01 -5.75

33 D space use extent + E Urban human development 3 16.43 6.87 0.01 -4.22

26 D age + E Urban human development 3 16.45 6.88 0.01 -4.22

6 S Intra degree 2 16.65 7.08 0.01 -5.86

11 E Landscape NDVI 2 16.98 7.41 0.01 -6.03

22 D age + S Intra space use overlap 3 17.62 8.05 0.01 -4.81

38 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter degree 3 17.74 8.17 0.01 -4.87

25 D age + S Inter degree 3 17.79 8.22 0.01 -4.89

21 D age + D space use extent 3 17.92 8.35 0.01 -4.96

28 D age + E Landscape NDVI 3 18.06 8.49 0.01 -5.03

23 D age + S Intra degree 3 18.16 8.59 0.01 -5.08

55 E Urban human development + E Landscape NDVI 3 18.36 8.79 0.01 -5.18
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Appendix Table 11.  FIV in bobcats on the FR 

 

 

# Model K AICc ΔAICc ω LL

32 D space use extent + S Inter degree 3 16.02 0.00 0.19 -4.09

30 D space use extent + S Intra degree 3 17.05 1.02 0.11 -4.60

4 D space use extent 2 17.82 1.79 0.08 -6.48

1 Intercept 1 18.11 2.09 0.07 -7.92

56 E Urban grid + E Landscape NDVI 3 18.29 2.27 0.06 -5.22

31 D space use extent + S Inter space use overlap 3 18.94 2.92 0.04 -5.55

33 D space use extent + E Urban human development 3 19.37 3.34 0.04 -5.76

11 E Landscape NDVI 2 19.70 3.67 0.03 -7.42

7 S Inter space use overlap 2 19.86 3.84 0.03 -7.50

35 D space use extent + E Landscape NDVI 3 19.94 3.92 0.03 -6.05

6 S Intra degree 2 19.94 3.92 0.03 -7.54

9 E Urban human development 2 20.26 4.23 0.02 -7.70

10 E Urban grid 2 20.42 4.40 0.02 -7.78

8 S Inter degree 2 20.66 4.64 0.02 -7.90

5 S Intra space use overlap 2 20.69 4.66 0.02 -7.91

21 D age + D space use extent 3 20.74 4.72 0.02 -6.45

34 D space use extent + E Urban grid 3 20.74 4.72 0.02 -6.45

29 D space use extent + S Intra space use overlap 3 20.80 4.77 0.02 -6.48

50 S Inter space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 21.56 5.54 0.01 -6.86

46 S Intra degree + E Landscape NDVI 3 21.91 5.88 0.01 -7.03

48 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 22.43 6.41 0.01 -7.29

24 D age + S Inter space use overlap 3 22.55 6.52 0.01 -7.35

23 D age + S Intra degree 3 22.55 6.53 0.01 -7.35

37 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter space use overlap 3 22.57 6.54 0.01 -7.36

55 E Urban human development + E Landscape NDVI 3 22.58 6.56 0.01 -7.37

49 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 22.59 6.56 0.01 -7.37

45 S Intra degree + E Urban grid 3 22.61 6.59 0.01 -7.38

41 S Intra space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 22.63 6.61 0.01 -7.39

54 E Urban human development + E Urban grid 3 22.63 6.61 0.01 -7.39

28 D age + E Landscape NDVI 3 22.66 6.63 0.01 -7.41

42 S Intra degree + S Inter space use overlap 3 22.66 6.63 0.01 -7.41

53 S Inter degree + E Landscape NDVI 3 22.68 6.66 0.01 -7.42

36 S Intra space use overlap + S Intra degree 3 22.69 6.66 0.01 -7.42

44 S Intra degree + E Urban human development 3 22.73 6.70 0.01 -7.44

43 S Intra degree + S Inter degree 3 22.81 6.78 0.01 -7.48

47 S Inter space use overlap + S Inter degree 3 22.81 6.79 0.01 -7.48

26 D age + E Urban human development 3 23.23 7.20 0.01 -7.69

51 S Inter degree + E Urban human development 3 23.24 7.22 0.01 -7.70

39 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 23.24 7.22 0.01 -7.70

40 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 23.25 7.22 0.01 -7.70
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Appendix Table 12.  Toxoplasma in pumas on the FR 

 

 

 

 

# Model K AICc ΔAICc ω LL

3 D age 2 23.64 0.00 0.15 -9.39

27 D age + E Urban grid 3 24.60 0.96 0.09 -8.37

22 D age + S Intra space use overlap 3 24.62 0.98 0.09 -8.39

1 Intercept 1 25.77 2.14 0.05 -11.75

11 E Landscape NDVI 2 26.27 2.64 0.04 -10.71

56 E Urban grid + E Landscape NDVI 3 26.28 2.64 0.04 -9.22

24 D age + S Inter space use overlap 3 26.43 2.79 0.04 -9.29

28 D age + E Landscape NDVI 3 26.51 2.87 0.04 -9.33

12 D sex + D age 3 26.54 2.90 0.04 -9.35

26 D age + E Urban human development 3 26.62 2.98 0.03 -9.39

23 D age + S Intra degree 3 26.63 2.99 0.03 -9.39

10 E Urban grid 2 26.69 3.05 0.03 -10.92

2 D sex 2 26.92 3.28 0.03 -11.03

9 E Urban human development 2 27.01 3.37 0.03 -11.08

7 S Inter space use overlap 2 27.13 3.49 0.03 -11.14

19 D sex + E Urban grid 3 27.44 3.80 0.02 -9.80

6 S Intra degree 2 27.94 4.30 0.02 -11.54

20 D sex + E Landscape NDVI 3 28.19 4.55 0.02 -10.17

5 S Intra space use overlap 2 28.30 4.66 0.01 -11.72

49 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 28.37 4.73 0.01 -10.26

16 D sex + S Inter space use overlap 3 28.83 5.19 0.01 -10.49

41 S Intra space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 28.91 5.27 0.01 -10.53

54 E Urban human development + E Urban grid 3 28.93 5.29 0.01 -10.54

50 S Inter space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 28.93 5.29 0.01 -10.54

55 E Urban human development + E Landscape NDVI 3 28.96 5.32 0.01 -10.56

45 S Intra degree + E Urban grid 3 28.98 5.34 0.01 -10.57

18 D sex + E Urban human development 3 29.26 5.62 0.01 -10.71

46 S Intra degree + E Landscape NDVI 3 29.26 5.62 0.01 -10.71

48 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 29.37 5.73 0.01 -10.76

40 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 29.64 6.00 0.01 -10.89

14 D sex + S Intra space use overlap 3 29.67 6.03 0.01 -10.91

37 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter space use overlap 3 29.70 6.06 0.01 -10.93

15 D sex + S Intra degree 3 29.74 6.10 0.01 -10.95

39 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 29.88 6.24 0.01 -11.02

44 S Intra degree + E Urban human development 3 29.99 6.35 0.01 -11.07

42 S Intra degree + S Inter space use overlap 3 30.02 6.38 0.01 -11.09
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Appendix Table 13.  Bartonella in pumas on the FR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

# Model K AICc ΔAICc ω LL

1 Intercept 1 9.87 0.00 0.19 -3.80

5 S Intra space use overlap 2 10.74 0.86 0.13 -2.94

7 S Inter space use overlap 2 11.34 1.47 0.09 -3.24

6 S Intra degree 2 11.97 2.10 0.07 -3.56

11 E Landscape NDVI 2 12.41 2.54 0.05 -3.78

3 D age 2 12.44 2.57 0.05 -3.79

9 E Urban human development 2 12.46 2.59 0.05 -3.80

22 D age + S Intra space use overlap 3 12.95 3.08 0.04 -2.55

37 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter space use overlap 3 13.09 3.22 0.04 -2.62

41 S Intra space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 13.43 3.56 0.03 -2.79

50 S Inter space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 13.58 3.71 0.03 -2.87

36 S Intra space use overlap + S Intra degree 3 13.64 3.77 0.03 -2.90

39 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 13.71 3.84 0.03 -2.93

48 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 13.89 4.02 0.03 -3.02

24 D age + S Inter space use overlap 3 14.16 4.29 0.02 -3.16

42 S Intra degree + S Inter space use overlap 3 14.29 4.42 0.02 -3.22

46 S Intra degree + E Landscape NDVI 3 14.48 4.60 0.02 -3.32

44 S Intra degree + E Urban human development 3 14.51 4.63 0.02 -3.33

23 D age + S Intra degree 3 14.94 5.07 0.02 -3.55

28 D age + E Landscape NDVI 3 15.32 5.45 0.01 -3.74

55 E Urban human development + E Landscape NDVI 3 15.39 5.52 0.01 -3.77

26 D age + E Urban human development 3 15.42 5.54 0.01 -3.78
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Appendix Table 14.  FIV in pumas on the FR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

# Model K AICc ΔAICc ω LL

6 S Intra degree 2 19.49 0.00 0.27 -7.32

44 S Intra degree + E Urban human development 3 21.07 1.58 0.12 -6.61

15 D sex + S Intra degree 3 21.57 2.08 0.10 -6.86

23 D age + S Intra degree 3 21.67 2.18 0.09 -6.91

36 S Intra space use overlap + S Intra degree 3 22.23 2.73 0.07 -7.19

42 S Intra degree + S Inter space use overlap 3 22.26 2.77 0.07 -7.21

45 S Intra degree + E Urban grid 3 22.38 2.89 0.06 -7.27

46 S Intra degree + E Landscape NDVI 3 22.40 2.91 0.06 -7.28

11 E Landscape NDVI 2 24.85 5.36 0.02 -10.00

1 Intercept 1 25.30 5.81 0.01 -11.52

2 D sex 2 25.39 5.89 0.01 -10.26

7 S Inter space use overlap 2 25.60 6.11 0.01 -10.37

20 D sex + E Landscape NDVI 3 25.80 6.30 0.01 -8.97

16 D sex + S Inter space use overlap 3 26.28 6.79 0.01 -9.22

9 E Urban human development 2 26.43 6.94 0.01 -10.79

50 S Inter space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 27.13 7.64 0.01 -9.64
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Appendix Table 15.  Calicivirus in pumas on the FR 

 

 

# Model K AICc ΔAICc ω LL

11 E Landscape NDVI 2 24.43 0.00 0.11 -9.79

1 Intercept 1 25.30 0.87 0.07 -11.52

2 D sex 2 25.42 0.99 0.07 -10.28

3 D age 2 25.70 1.27 0.06 -10.42

46 S Intra degree + E Landscape NDVI 3 25.75 1.31 0.06 -8.95

20 D sex + E Landscape NDVI 3 25.79 1.36 0.05 -8.97

7 S Inter space use overlap 2 26.13 1.69 0.05 -10.64

50 S Inter space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 26.69 2.26 0.03 -9.42

55 E Urban human development + E Landscape NDVI 3 26.72 2.29 0.03 -9.44

16 D sex + S Inter space use overlap 3 26.75 2.32 0.03 -9.45

28 D age + E Landscape NDVI 3 26.86 2.43 0.03 -9.51

41 S Intra space use overlap + E Landscape NDVI 3 26.87 2.44 0.03 -9.51

10 E Urban grid 2 27.10 2.66 0.03 -11.12

56 E Urban grid + E Landscape NDVI 3 27.35 2.92 0.03 -9.75

12 D sex + D age 3 27.53 3.10 0.02 -9.84

24 D age + S Inter space use overlap 3 27.66 3.23 0.02 -9.91

9 E Urban human development 2 27.75 3.32 0.02 -11.45

19 D sex + E Urban grid 3 27.85 3.42 0.02 -10.00

5 S Intra space use overlap 2 27.89 3.45 0.02 -11.51

6 S Intra degree 2 27.89 3.45 0.02 -11.52

27 D age + E Urban grid 3 27.94 3.51 0.02 -10.05

49 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 28.13 3.69 0.02 -10.14

15 D sex + S Intra degree 3 28.23 3.79 0.02 -10.19

22 D age + S Intra space use overlap 3 28.34 3.90 0.02 -10.25

18 D sex + E Urban human development 3 28.36 3.92 0.02 -10.26

14 D sex + S Intra space use overlap 3 28.37 3.94 0.02 -10.26

23 D age + S Intra degree 3 28.48 4.05 0.01 -10.32

26 D age + E Urban human development 3 28.49 4.05 0.01 -10.32

42 S Intra degree + S Inter space use overlap 3 28.85 4.41 0.01 -10.50

37 S Intra space use overlap + S Inter space use overlap 3 28.95 4.52 0.01 -10.55

48 S Inter space use overlap + E Urban human development 3 29.12 4.68 0.01 -10.63

54 E Urban human development + E Urban grid 3 29.68 5.25 0.01 -10.92

40 S Intra space use overlap + E Urban grid 3 30.02 5.59 0.01 -11.09

45 S Intra degree + E Urban grid 3 30.06 5.62 0.01 -11.10


